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Abstract

This thesis considers propriety and politics in the thought of David Hume. It argues that Hume’s political thought was intimately connected with his philosophical investigation of the ‘science of man’, first undertaken in *A Treatise of Human Nature* (1739-40). It outlines how the ‘science of man’ progressed from Pyrrhonian scepticism to a ‘mitigated’ scepticism that affirmed ‘common life’ and moderation. A principle factor in this development was the articulation of sympathy and a philosophy of sentiment, consistent with, yet critical of, earlier philosophical traditions. This moderate scepticism was accompanied by the early articulation of Hume’s enlightened scale of values – amusement, virtue, understanding, moderation. In highlighting these values this study argues that Hume be considered an establishment thinker, connecting philosophical values to a political context where stability was a mainstay of debate. Thus, the thesis compliments both Duncan Forbes and J. G. A. Pocock, scholars who have argued along similar grounds that Hume’s self-conceived revolution in philosophy ironically investigated the concept of revolution in political terms, but failed to give it any hearty endorsement. This study also casts light upon how Hume offered his philosophical investigations to a broader eighteenth-century audience and why an endorsement of political revolution was not to be found in this work. It suggests that the *Essays, Moral, Political, and Literary* represent Hume’s attempt to cultivate a political culture of politeness and moderation, containing, as they do, a critique of superstition and enthusiasm, both religious and political. Not only did these dispositions deviate from a
scientific understanding of human nature, they threatened the stability of state. In contrast, for those capable of philosophical conversation, Hume suggested a Ciceronian posture. This study also examines how the ‘science of man’ and Enlightenment values play out in the History of England, specifically through Hume’s investigation of the Civil Wars and the Revolution of 1688. This historically contextualized analysis of Hume renders his political writings as acts, which critique both Hanoverian Tory and Whig political discourse. Finally, this thesis argues that Hume’s thought fits into a variety of historical processes. Hume’s four essays on philosophical sects outlined a modern philosophical outlook for the post-Cartesian world. His essays on opinion, principles, and parties outlined a political perspective for the post-Revolutionary polite world. Lastly, Hume’s series of economic and aesthetic essays provided a commercial, neo-classical, and critical outlook for a post-Reformation world. Collectively they offered a coherent though sceptical view of politics, and the science of man, for the ‘polite and commercial people’ of Hanoverian Britain.
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According to Henry St John, Viscount Bolingbroke, ‘history is philosophy teaching by examples’.\(^1\) This vision of history is unlikely to find broad support today in our post-modern, post-structural, post-colonial scholarly world. For example, one of the central tenets of post-modernism is the dubious nature of history as pedagogy. Needless to say, this was not the view of the eighteenth-century mind. Eighteenth-century scholars approached history from a very different perspective. One of the broad assumptions of historical and philosophical thought was that Clio, the Muse of history, did have lessons to teach. For obvious reasons, what these lessons were was vociferously contested by contemporaries; but that there were lessons to be learned, whatever these might be, few ‘men of letters’ questioned.

David Hume, the central figure of this study, certainly thought Clio had a pervasive pedagogical function: ‘the study of history confirms the reasonings of true philosophy’ (T 3.2.10.15, p. 359). Along with such ‘philosophical historians’ as Edward Gibbon and William Robertson, Hume took up his pen in order to put Clio to work. On one level, this essay investigates the ways in which Hume put Clio to use and why; more

---

\(^1\) Henry St John, Viscount Bolingbroke, *Letters on the Study and Use of History*, in *Historical Writings*, (ed.) Isaac Kramnick (Chicago, 1972), p. 9. This tag was, of course, lifted from Dionysus of Halicarnassus, *Ars rhetorica*, XI, 2.
specifically, it does so through an examination of Hume’s ‘science of politics’. Although Hume was well known for his historical work in his own day, it was only one aspect of his synoptic thought. Hume’s scope was comprehensive; this is reflected in the variety of his literary endeavours and in the plethora of academic adjectives now attached to his name. Philosophy, history, politics, religion, ethics and aesthetics were all subjects of his analysis; this study was understood by Hume as the ‘science of man’.

On another level, this study attempts to integrate Hume’s broad philosophical programme with the conclusions of his political science. This approach to Hume’s work could be called ‘philosophy with the politics put back’. As a method it places special emphasis on the interconnectivity of Hume’s thought. Along with contextualising Hume’s political science (scientiae) within the ‘science of man’, this essay argues that his philosophical approach was fundamentally informed by an historical perspective framed within specific historical contexts. In other words, Hume’s political thought was articulated within the political developments, activities, and discourse of Hanoverian Britain. This is hardly a novel or profound suggestion. It seems clear, however, that this direct approach to Hume’s political thought has yet to be undertaken or explored in

---


4 I am intentionally echoing Patrick Collinson’s criticisms; cf. *De republica anglorum: or, History with the politics put back* (Cambridge, 1990). This kind of approach – not without its critics – has been conducted before, but not, so far as I am aware, in the specific way taken here. Such studies are highlighted in the notes.
This essay addresses aspects of Hume’s political thought in such a manner. It is specifically concerned with Hume’s account of ‘political stability’, its connectedness to his enlightened attempt to display ‘man as he is’, and his analysis of momentous episodes within English history from 1640 to 1689. Thus, it concentrates on Hume’s understanding of the Civil War, the Restoration, the Glorious Revolution and the Revolution Settlement. From such an exploration, this study posits that Hume was a ‘sceptical’ or ‘establishment Whig’; as such he provided the Hanoverian regime with a pragmatic *apologia* attempting to stabilise and moderate politics during the ‘Whig ascendency’.

This is, then, an ‘historical account’ of Hume’s political thought. Such an approach is revealing for several reasons. First, it shows that to remove Hume’s political thought from its historical context is to distort it; Hume’s meaning is intimately related to context.

---


published on the eve of his fall, without contextual apparatus? This is a relevant question for the whole of Hume’s corpus. A thorough knowledge of its historical context provides the means for a more holistic understanding of what Hume was attempting to say. Secondly, this study seeks to establish Hume’s own meaning and how contemporaries would have understood him. Rather than directly taking issue with subsequent interpreters of Hume’s political thought, this study has a more specific goal: what did Hume hope to accomplish with his political works? Why did he articulate certain political ideas and what were the means of making these arguments? In what ways did Hume’s thought reflect, contest, or interact with the political discourse prominent in Hanoverian Britain? Within this type of analysis there is room to consider some important questions of methodology in the history of ideas. Did Hume’s political science take part in a ‘perennial debate’ or was it strictly addressing contemporary and, therefore, contextual political questions?

Thought and History, Chiefly in the Eighteenth Century (Cambridge, 1985), pp. 1-34. Skinner and Pocock are, of course, not without their critics – too numerous to list here; one extension of their arguments from the analytic philosophical tradition which I have found useful is Mark Bevir, The Logic of the History of Ideas (Cambridge, 1999).


Such an approach is meant to rid Hume scholarship of problematic interpretive frameworks. Analysis of Hume’s political thought, not to mention his metaphysics, has been plagued by anachronism and teleology.\(^\text{10}\) For example, interpretations of Hume that stress his ‘liberal’ or ‘conservative’ ideological stance seem particularly unhelpful, even misleading.\(^\text{11}\) Ideological terms of the nineteenth century are not appropriate for an eighteenth-century mind familiar with the vocabularies of Whig and Tory. This anachronistic interpretation needs to be contrasted with a more accurately ‘past-centred’ one.\(^\text{12}\) This essay argues that a rigorous contextual methodology is required in order to determine more precisely what Hume meant and what he attempted to do with his writings.\(^\text{13}\) This study, then, attempts to endorse the contextual method – with due caution – for studying the history of ideas.

If one of the ostensible goals of intellectual history, at least as we apprehend it today, is to develop ‘meaning and understanding’, then Hume provides an excellent example of how this goal may be achieved. A case can be made, then, for viewing this

---

\(^{10}\) The 4 cardinal sins of historians – anachronism, prolepsis, teleology, solecism – are trenchantly asserted in J. C. D. Clark, *English Society 1660-1832: religion, ideology and politics during the ancien régime* (2nd ed., Cambridge, 2000), pp. 1-13, ‘Keywords’.

\(^{11}\) Cf. David Miller, *Philosophy and Ideology in Hume’s Political Thought* (Oxford, 1981); John B. Stewart, *The Moral and Political Philosophy of David Hume* (New York, 1963); *idem, Opinion and Reform in Hume’s Political Philosophy* (Princeton, 1992); Frederick G. Whelan, *Order and Artifice in Hume’s Political Philosophy* (Princeton, 1985). Criticisms of the anachronistic categories and at times teleological nature of the interpretations of these texts should not be confused with the useful analysis they contain.


\(^{13}\) For an argument that Hume’s writings were also intended as political acts, see: Knud Haakonsen, *Natural Law and Moral Philosophy: From Grotius to the Scottish Enlightenment* (Cambridge, 1996), pp. 100-128, at 101.
approach to Hume as ‘philosophy with the history put back’. And while Hume has received contextual study in some form,\textsuperscript{14} other notable philosophers have been better served.\textsuperscript{15} This study is meant as a contribution to this historical method and more specifically to the continuing conversation in Hume scholarship.

\textsuperscript{14} Cf. Forbes, \textit{Hume's Philosophical Politics}. This book examines Hume’s precursors as well his analysis of Whiggism and constitutionalism in Hume’s \textit{History of England}. My debt to Forbes’s text will be obvious to those familiar with that study.

INTRODUCTION

Studying Hume’s political thought

§1. STUDYING HUME IN CONTEXT

Reinvigorating Hume's reputation amongst philosophers and historians is, quite simply, an unnecessary task. In his own lifetime he was praised and paraded in Parisian salons and referred to as the ‘Scottish Tacitus’. Jeremy Bentham claimed to have received inspiration and insight from Hume’s work, while Immanuel Kant was disturbed from his ‘philosophical slumbers’ by Hume’s ghost. One would presume many modern sceptics and empiricists reserve a place for Hume in their respective pantheons or claim him as an ancestor in their philosophical pedigree – much as the Vienna School has done. David Hume’s reputation as a careful and profound philosopher has retained its currency from his day to our own.

Hume’s achievements in metaphysics and epistemology are well known; his achievements in political philosophy, perhaps, less so. Assembling Hume’s political thought is, to be sure, a daunting task. It requires cutting through myriad layers of philosophical, historiographical and literary interpretation. As a prominent figure in the history of philosophy, Hume has been the subject of countless studies that have approached his thought from an array of scholarly and lay disciplines. Many principal studies of Hume, however, have been conducted within the disciplinary enclave of philosophy. Even introductory works meant to acquaint students with ‘past masters’
address Hume’s metaphysical philosophy while neglecting detailed analysis of his
historical, political or literary works. This lopsided treatment is evident in a significant
number of twentieth-century monographs dedicated to Hume. Explicit analysis of
Hume’s political thought is not voluminous in the way that analysis of his metaphysics is.
Moreover, his political thought usually receives attention vis-à-vis some other aspect of his
thought and as an adjunct to it; studies rarely approach his political thought as a whole
and generally fail to integrate this thought within his broader philosophical achievement.¹

This essay seeks to correct this interpretive myopia. It offers a sensitive and
understandable account of Hume’s intellectual project via his political thought. This
approach raises several significant questions. Most importantly, it requires direct attention
to what Hume actually wrote; why did he write what he did? when he did? for whom?
and in what manner? In pursuing such questions, I do not mean to impose form or
coherence on Hume’s thought where none exists.² Over time and with greater experience
and insight, Hume, like most profound thinkers, made responses and alterations to his
views.³

Hume’s scope as a philosopher of human nature was first articulated in A Treatise
of Human Nature (1739-1740). Subsequently, he refined and polished his thought by

¹ For some representative examples, cf. Norman Kemp Smith, The Philosophy of David
Hume: A Critical Study of its Origins and Central Doctrines (London, 1941); Barry
exceptions see p. ii, note 3 above.
² J. G. A. Pocock has wisely warned scholars of the danger of assuming coherence in
‘Languages and their Implications: The Transformation of the Study of Political
Thought’, Politics, Language and Time: Essays on Political Thought and History (2nd ed,
³ There is no a priori justification for approaching figures of intellectual history as
systematic; a systematic programme can only be confirmed upon investigation, a
posteriori.
casting it in more polite form within the pages of his *Essays, Moral, Political, and Literary*, the *History of England*, as well as the *Enquiry concerning Human Understanding* and the *Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals*. In so doing he wrote for public consumption, writing that literature was ‘the ruling passion of [his] life’ (ML, p. xxxiii; L, I, p. 13). With Hume’s literary pursuits in mind, his work on the science of politics can be properly situated within the context of his philosophical programme as well as the context of Hanoverian political discourse and, more broadly, eighteenth-century European thought.

The articulation of his thought in different forms places Hume within the changing historical context of the eighteenth-century. This changing atmosphere, though containing strong elements of continuity, took place in both society and state. In important respects Hume’s writings reflect and project such change. A philosophical treatise written in technical and sophisticated prose was recast in the form of polite essays; they did not appear *sui generis*. These essays were written for the patrons and culture of the coffeehouse where conversation and commerce were dominant features.

---


increasingly ‘polite and commercial people’ of William Blackstone’s Britain consumed Hume’s thought in their own vernacular. Along with the political discourse with which Hume was interacting, it must be remembered that the burgeoning public sphere was an important feature of the Hanoverian context.6

§II. POLITICAL THOUGHT AND THE ‘SCIENCE OF MAN’

The context of Hume’s political thought historically was that of Hanoverian Britain and ‘Enlightenment Europe’;7 the context of Hume’s political thought within his literary work was that of the ‘science of man’. Exactly how this relationship was conceived by Hume is demonstrated in his autobiography ‘My Own Life’, in which he speaks of his life as ‘the History of my Writings’ (ML, p. xxxi). As has already been noted, one of Hume’s enduring passions was literary fame and the life of letters. This does not mean that he wrote only what would bring him fame, far from it. Although he eventually received accolades for his

---

Essays” and the History, Hume faced constant criticism, persecution and harassment for his philosophical writings.8

It was upon the foundation of the principles established in the philosophical writings that Hume constructed his literary corpus.9 A unified conception of his aims was present from the outset. Hume’s first published work, A Treatise of Human Nature: Being an Attempt to introduce the experimental Method of Reasoning into Moral Subjects, made this philosophical programme clear.

Here then is the only expedient, from which we can hope for success in our philosophical researches, to leave the tedious lingering method, which we have hitherto followed, and instead of taking now and then a castle or village on the frontier, to march up directly to the capital or center of these sciences, to human nature itself; which being once mastered of, we may every where else hope for an easy victory. From this station we may extend our conquests over all those sciences, which more intimately concern human life, and may afterwards proceed at leisure to discover more fully those, which are the objects of pure curiosity. There is no question of the importance, whose decision is not compriz’d in the science of man; and there is none, which can be decided with any certainty, before we become acquainted with that science. In pretending therefore to explain the principles of human nature, we in effect propose a compleat system of the sciences, built on a foundation almost entirely new, and the only one upon which they can stand with any security. (T Int.5, p. 4)

The Treatise was meant to initiate a revolution in philosophy by pursuing the study of human nature as a ‘compleat system of the sciences’ based on observation.10 This science was synoptic and panoramic; all other forms of inquiry derived their legitimacy as a part of the ‘science of man’. This, as we shall see shortly, included politics.

---


The ‘Introduction’ to the *Treatise* makes clear that Hume operated within, though not exclusively, the philosophical tradition of empiricism. Isaac Newton, John Locke, the third Earl of Shaftesbury, Bernard de Mandeville, Francis Hutcheson and Joseph Butler were all acknowledged forbearers – there were, of course, many unacknowledged authors such as Pierre Bayle and Nicholas Malebranche (T Int.n1, p. 5). Hume made observation and experience the foundations of his philosophy. This ‘revolutionary’ method – applying the scientific method to morals – pervades Hume’s philosophical scope and is made quite clear in the ‘Advertisement’ to the *Treatise*. Hume initially planned a panoptic study where morals, politics and criticism formed a constitutive part of the ‘science of man’. At this point, however, Hume desires the public’s approbation regarding the first parts of that science, the ‘understanding’ and the ‘passions’.

My design in the present work is sufficiently explain’d in the *Introduction*. The reader must only observe, that all the subjects I have there plann’d out for myself, are not treated of in these two volumes. The subjects of the *Understanding* and *Passions* make a compleat chain of reasoning by themselves; and I was willing to take advantage of this natural division, in order to try the taste of the public. If I have the good fortune to meet with success, I shall proceed to the examination of *Morals, Politics, and Criticism*; which will compleat this *Treatise of Human Nature*. The approbation of the public I consider as the greatest reward of my labours; but am determin’d to regard its judgement, whatever it be, as my best instruction. (T Adv., p. 2)

---

11 For the French context of Hume’s thought, see Peter Jones, *Hume’s Sentiments: Their Ciceronian and French Contexts* (Edinburgh, 1982).

Here, then, is a clear articulation of the scope of Hume’s thought; there is even reason to believe that this programme was conceived in advance of the *Treatise’s* publication.\(^\text{13}\)

The point being, however, to establish the interrelatedness of Hume’s method and his endeavour; the same method that he makes use of in examining the ‘understanding’ and the ‘passions’, Hume claims, is used in examining morals, politics and criticism.

Hume eventually made good on his ‘science of man’, though not within the pages of the *Treatise*. Book III of the *Treatise*, ‘Of Morals’, was published in 1740; having made the public the arbiter of his work Hume responded accordingly. He writes in ‘My Own Life’ that the *Treatise* fell ‘dead-born from the press, without reaching such distinction, as even to excite a murmur among the zealots’ (*ML*, p. xxxiv). Soon after ‘Of Morals’ was published, in 1741, Hume collected the first volume of his *Essays, Moral and Political* which was quickly followed by a second with corrections of the first. These are, as previously noted, polite renditions of principles worked out in the *Treatise*; these post-Augustan essays must be considered the completion of the ‘science of man’. Having initially put the public in the place of judge, it retained its steadfast silence. The failure of the *Treatise* had, Hume claimed, ‘proceeded more from the manner than the matter’ and having gone to the press ‘too early’ (*ML*, p. xxxv).

The crucial point is that the ‘science of man’ – founded upon the study of human nature – included politics as a constituent *and* necessary ingredient; hence the claim that ‘Politics May be Reduced to a Science’ and its application in a character sketch of Sir

---

Robert Walpole.\textsuperscript{14} Part of this study will demonstrate such interconnectivity, asserting definitive links between the conclusions of a ‘mitigated sceptic’, as Hume professed to be, and the political scientist who was an avowed ‘friend to moderation’. These junctions within Hume’s thought need to be emphasized and examined.

\textbf{§III. MODERATION AND STABILITY}

To appreciate the aforementioned junctions, the concept of ‘political stability’ will be analysed within Hume’s political science. A useful place to begin would be with a definition. J. H. Plumb has defined ‘political stability’ in its Augustan contexts as ‘the acceptance by society of its political institutions, and of those classes of men or officials who control them.’\textsuperscript{15} This is an adequate definition for the period, though it needs elaboration if it is to cover completely how Hume might employ that concept. Hume sought to reveal what the foundations of politics were, arguing that politics was fundamentally based upon ‘opinion’ and ‘interest’. In the Essays Hume’s political thought was made accessible to a commercial, conversational and civilised society. This public, in turn, ‘consumed’ a science of politics that enabled it to judge its regime upon enlightened philosophical principles, almost unconsciously. The public would learn that political society and political institutions were founded on ‘artifice’, equipping Britons to assess governments contextually based upon their ‘first’ or ‘original principles’. At the same

\textsuperscript{14} The essay bearing this title appeared in Hume’s first edition of Essays in 1741. The character sketch of Sir Robert Walpole was included in the 1742 edition of the Essays after Walpole’s fall, though it was later subjugated to a footnote beginning in the 1748 editions, and dropped altogether in 1770.

time, such enlightenment would moderate ‘enthusiastic’ and ‘fanatical’ polemic by uncovering its patent absurdity; such deconstruction included, as we shall see, a sceptical critique of both Whig and Tory political theory.

Unlike many of his ideological brethren, Hume endorsed a politics shorn of ideological extremes. Writing *Cato’s Letters*, Thomas Gordon and John Trenchard had asserted that the ‘sole reason’ men formed government was to preserve liberty.¹⁶ Such explicit endorsement of Lockean Whig theory was not a sufficient explanation or formulation for Hume. To grasp the nature of liberty and its importance to politics required a sufficient understanding of human nature, something Hume set about to explore. Hume’s stance in political theory had the effect of providing the Hanoverian regime with the equivalent of an establishment *apologia*. This does not mean that Hume failed to criticise the Hanoverian state; such a statement would be misleading. However, in eschewing the foundations of Tory and Whig political discourse Hume can properly be described as a ‘sceptical’ or ‘establishment Whig’.¹⁷ In order demonstrate this claim it is necessary to examine precisely the concept of political stability in Hume’s thought through his conceptualisation of revolution and rebellion, obligation and duty, allegiance and faction, liberty and order. This analysis will also include the practical demonstration of Hume’s thought through his discussion of the English/British constitution, the Civil War, and the Revolution of 1688-89.

¹⁶ [Thomas Gordon and John Trenchard], *Cato’s Letters: or, Essays on Liberty, Civil and Religion, And other Important Subjects*, (ed.) Ronald Hamowy (2 vols., Indianapolis, 1995), I, p. 427. *Cato’s Letters* was originally published in the London Journal from 1720-1723 and was collected and reprinted repeatedly throughout the eighteenth century up to 1753 which this edition is based from. See the ‘Publishing history’ in the edition cited here, pp. xi-xiii.

¹⁷ See above p. iii, n. 6.
Part of delineating the links in Hume’s thought requires, as mentioned, attention to contemporary political discourse. This scholarly political discourse ranged from philosophical to historical, literary to theological, and popular to practical. The interplay of this discourse’s dialectic and its contextual characteristics had a definitive impact on the types of questions asked and, in turn, how they were answered. As far as Hume was concerned, such influence was concretely realised when he examined the major events within English history. With one eye on contemporary debate and another on the philosophico-historical issues, Hume produced an eminently popular and profound series of works. By the middle of the 1750s Hume was referred to as the leading man of letters in Britain. In order to shed light on Hume’s status and engagement within Hanoverian political discourse, his thought needs to be compared and contrasted with that of other notable figures from Viscount Bolingbroke to Edmund Burke, from Samuel Clarke to Cato, from John Locke to Lord Shaftesbury. A perusal of alternative perspectives will help to adjust the clarity and innovativeness of Hume’s thought.

Stuart history had a ubiquitous place in Hanoverian discourse. It touched on the powerful issues of the nature of the constitution, the place and status of liberty, and

---

18 Such comparison cannot be comprehensive in an essay of this length and has been carried out to some degree already. See, for example, Porter, *Enlightenment*, pp. 160-161, 166, 176; idem, *Flesh in the Age of Reason: How the Enlightenment Transformed the Way We See Our Bodies and Souls* (Penguin, 2004), pp. 113-147; Jones, *Hume’s Sentiments*.

19 As has been pointed out in previous studies (Jennifer A. Herdt, *Religion and Faction in Hume’s Moral Philosophy* (Cambridge, 1998), pp. 39-81), it is quite easy to miss Hume’s audacity when read by twenty-first century readers. The secular pull of his thought would have been abrasive to eighteenth-century minds. Caution against such lapses in past-mindedness requires constant reminder.
ultimately the nature of state.\textsuperscript{20} Nor was Stuart history merely an academic or pamphlet war; the Jacobite uprisings styled the '15 and the '45 reminded Britons that questions regarding the legitimacy of a regime contained immediate and practical consequences. Hume – a Scotsman – certainly appreciated. The contested nature of the British regime, then, necessitates consideration of alternative political theories. Henry St. John, Viscount Bolingbroke, ex-Jacobite and 'patriot', represents a significant strand of political thought in Hanoverian Britain and his perceptions are analysed and compared with Hume’s in chapter 3. Equally important is \textit{Cato's Letters} which represents a prominent early eighteenth-century strand of Whig political thought in print, and they too are analysed in comparison with Hume’s ideas. Alternative political theories, both Whig and Tory, need to be considered in some measure in order to fully grasp the range of political vocabularies available and why Hume’s political idiom took the form it did. In short, I will argue that in the midst of cut-throat political debate, Hume was innovative as a political theorist in so far as his investigation was premised on the character and content of his philosophical investigation of human nature.

§IV. HISTORIOGRAPHY

For the period currently known as the 'long eighteenth-century', c.1660-c.1832, the nature of politics, state, society, and culture, are stridently contested in the historiographical literature. In several respects this debate includes Hume and his place in the Hanoverian and Enlightenment worlds. Such an historiographical predicament is bivalent; interpretations of Hume affect the way in which the Hanoverian world is

\textsuperscript{20} For the emergence of the modern concept of State, the classic study is Skinner, \textit{Foundations of Modern Political Thought}, see especially vol. II, pp. 349-358.
interpreted, and *vice versa*. For this reason, I have attempted to include the relevant historiographical material where appropriate, attempting to outline the ways in which Hume’s thought connects with current interpretative approaches to the ‘long eighteenth century’.21

There are, generally speaking, two approaches (amongst many) to the long eighteenth century relevant for this study. One may be referred to as the ‘continuity thesis’, most notably associated with J. C. D. Clark and Jeremy Black.22 The other might be referred to as the ‘change thesis’ associated with a host of scholars, such as John Brewer, Linda Colley, Paul Langford, Frank O’Gorman and Roy Porter.23 These two interpretive frameworks approach the period in very different terms, providing an ideal test case to gauge the relative strength of these interpretive categories. A consideration of Hume’s thought may be able to provide a place from which to evaluate these interpretive categories. Moreover, such interpretations may also be useful for studying Hume in that

21 This is not to ignore other important and relevant contexts such as eighteenth-century France, where Hume wrote the bulk of the *Treatise*, or the variety of skepticsisms available. I have attempted to keep such considerations in mind throughout this study. See, for example, David Fate Norton, *David Hume: Common-Sense Moralist, Skeptical Metaphysician* (Princeton, 1982); Jone’s, *Hume’s Sentiments*; Livingston, *Hume’s Philosophy of Common Life*; Richard H. Popkin, *The History of Scepticism from Erasmus to Spinoza*, (Berkeley, 1979).


they provide contexts which Hume was part of. While such contexts may or may not limit or define our interpretation of Hume, they do, no doubt, contribute to our understanding of him within a broader historical framework.

In one sense, then, we may be able to comment upon the varying theses regarding the nature of the Hanoverian world; is it one best understood as an ‘ancient regime’, or is it, after all, the acorn that leads to the oak of modernity? Most likely it is neither of these things in toto. Most Hanoverian scholars steer the middle ground between Charybdis of Clark and Scylla of Porter et al. Aside from this particular interpretive debate, there are countless others within which Hume is tangled.24 These may also be a part of the debate regarding the search for the origins of modernity.25 Several interpretations of Hume attempt to fit him within either a ‘liberal’ or ‘conservative’ taxonomy. Such ideological interpretations – obsessed with tracing the political lineages of modern political parties to their so-called origins – obscure Hume’s more immediate context, that of Whig and Tory. It should be stressed that the parties of Whig and Tory are not reducible to the muddied ideologies of liberal and conservative; any attempt to conflate these terms would be anachronistic and proleptic. This interpretive blunder is a common phenomenon in the history of philosophy; Hume, like John Locke before him and Edmund Burke after, is anachronistically characterized as an ancestor to either modern ‘liberalism’ or ‘conservatism’. While Hume may, correctly I think, have been a ‘founder’ of modern

24 Debate’s on whether or not Hume was a ‘moral realist’, if he fits neatly into a Natural Law tradition, if he was primarily a naturalist, an empiricist, an associationist, et cetera ad absurdum.

25 J. A. W. Gunn has draw attention to the fact that anachronism can work both ways, looking too soon for modernity or ushering off the stage early modern understandings before they are gone. See Beyond Liberty and Property: The Process of Self-Recognition in Eighteenth-Century Political Thought (Kingston and Montreal, 1983), p. 120.
political thought, holding views bearing affinity to modern liberalism or conservatism, it
does not necessarily follow that he himself was an adherent of either of these two
traditions.\textsuperscript{26}

Donald Livingston and David Miller have argued that Hume is best understood as
a conservative in ideological outlook, who advocated cautious and moderate reform.\textsuperscript{27}
John Stewart and Frederick Whelan, on the other hand, have argued that Hume allowed
for liberal, radical change.\textsuperscript{28} As a set-piece for this type of debate, Hume’s essay ‘Of the
Idea of a Perfect Commonwealth’ proves symptomatic. Miller, and those who share his
outlook, interpret this essay as a piece of fictive idealism, meant as something of a satire,
parodying James Harrington’s \textit{Oceana} and Thomas More’s \textit{Utopia}. Stewart argues, on
the contrary, that this particular essay is meant as a practical suggestion, and should not
be studied as satire but as a serious contribution to Hume’s corpus.\textsuperscript{29} Quite aside from
whether or not either of these interpretations grasps the significance of Hume’s essay, I
contend that the entire debate could be waged without any reference to the modern and
present-centred ideological categories these interpretations bring with them. If this is a
defensible position, we can safely jettison 	extit{undue} meditation on Hume’s place in the
ancestry of modern party-politics.

\textsuperscript{26} Cf. Quentin Skinner, ‘Meaning and understanding in the history of ideas’, p. 74.
\textsuperscript{27} Livingston, \textit{Hume’s Philosophy of Common Life}, pp. 306-342; \textit{idem, Philosophical
15, 203-204.
\textsuperscript{28} Stewart, \textit{Opinion and Reform}, pp. 6, 194-223; Frederick Whelan, \textit{Hume and
\textsuperscript{29} This essay has been helpfully placed in the Enlightenment debate on the question of
repúblicas, their stability, and their size, by John Robertson in his essay ‘The Scottish
Enlightenment at the limits of the civic tradition’, Istvan Hont and Michael Ignatieff
(eds.), \textit{Wealth and Virtue: The Shaping of Political Economy in the Scottish
These first two interpretive considerations – the Hanoverian and ideological contexts – are concerns of history and political philosophy respectively.\(^{30}\) It is clear that Hume has received better treatment from the history of ideas. Although such treatment is not the privilege of this discipline alone, it has so far provided characterisations of Hume that are, in general, more rounded and robust. For example, Istvan Hont has written expertly of Hume’s relationship to the discourse of eighteenth-century political economy, while J. G. A. Pocock has considered Hume’s vocation as an ‘enlightened’ and ‘philosophical historian’ as well as a ‘sceptical Whig’.\(^{31}\) These assessments pay due attention to the frameworks and contexts from which Hume operated, and balance such considerations with what Hume actually wrote.\(^{32}\) In doing so they have painted several different kinds of Hume, all of which, when understood holistically, go some way to providing a comprehensive understanding of what Hume actually thought about politics. Here is the framework this essay adopts, hoping to cast a shade of new light on a figure subject to constant investigation.

\(^{30}\) Other contexts, such as the story of the development of modern moral philosophy could be added. However, this lies outside the scope (and capability) of this paper. One approach I have found useful is J. B. Schneewind, The Invention of Autonomy: A History of Modern Moral Philosophy (Cambridge, 1997).


\(^{32}\) Cf. Porter, Enlightenment.
CHAPTER 1

The genesis of Hume’s political thought

The goals of this chapter are fourfold. First, it seeks to outline the ways in which philosophy, human nature, and the science of man interact to lay the foundation upon which Hume’s political thought is built. Second, it argues that Hume’s ‘mitigated scepticism’, as the conclusion of his philosophical enquiries, informs the kind of science of politics he conducts: sceptical, moderate, establishment. Third, it suggests that Hume’s initial meditation on politics, conceived in the context of a philosophical treatise on human nature, provides the groundwork for his polished meditation on politics that highlights certain enlightenment virtues. Fourth, it notes that Hume’s work aims, in a negative fashion, to stabilise politics under the Hanoverians by undercutting the extremes of eighteenth-century political discourse; this is accomplished by laying bare the principles and structures of politics, exposing alternative conceptualisations for the sham justifications they are and the dangers they present.

We have already noted that Hume’s Treatise and the first two volumes of his Essays roughly coincided with the fall of Sir Robert Walpole (1741-2), ‘statesman of peace’ and ‘architect of stability’.¹ Several historians have argued that Walpole’s political machinations worked towards the secure establishment of the Hanoverian regime. He

achieved this by pragmatically manipulating the political machine; he made no apology for this fact, claiming to be ‘no Saint, no Spartan, no Reformer’. It was Walpole, more than any other, that secured the Whig supremacy, and with it, a workable and stable political world. Hume’s philosophical aims also included the establishment of stability and smooth functioning in politics although his perspective was dramatically different than Walpole’s, or any other mid-eighteenth century politician. Hume’s method, his means, and his solution for moderating politics and firming up the status of the Hanoverian regime were dictated by his philosophy, his account of human nature, and his science of man. What, then, is the appropriate way to understand Hume’s philosophy? More specifically, what does the genesis of this philosophical outlook have to do with his science of politics? These are the two broad questions this chapter addresses.

§1. PHILOSOPHY, HUMAN NATURE, AND THE SCIENCE OF MAN

It is evident that the eighteenth century presented Hume with a variety of paradigms to canvass; some were political, some were philosophical, and some were historical. Most of these categories made use of the concept ‘human nature’ in the workings of its logic. Hume was not, strictly speaking, an entirely ‘innovative ideologist’ – to use Quentin Skinner’s apt phrase – when he proposed that his philosophical treatise be explicitly dedicated to an investigation of this concept. Hume’s ‘attempt to introduce the experimental method of reasoning into moral subjects’ in a rigorously Newtonian or

---

empiricist fashion, while new in its thoroughness, was different in degree, not in kind.⁴

For Hume, the only way to construct a science of man was to base it upon human nature, to ‘take the castle’, as it were. Being a constitutive component of the science of man, the concept of human nature required a philosophical articulation.⁵

Like natural philosophy, the ‘science of man’ required certain ‘principles’ by which to study it.⁶ The constancy of the idea of ‘human nature’, like gravity, was one such principle; it made possible the science of man and of morals. As an anatomist of the science of morals, Hume has been the subject of many studies.⁷ In Book III of the *Treatise* Hume observes that the ‘natural and inherent principles and passions of human nature’ are ‘inalterable’ and even ‘immutable’ (T 3.2.5.9, pp. 334, 395). The merit of this system, as Hume sees it, is that he takes human nature as it is naturally found, and builds his moral system upon it rather than some speculative illusion. He clearly wished this teaching to be known on a broader public scale; in the second *Enquiry* we find that the ‘humanity of one man is the humanity of every one; and the same object touches this passion in all human creatures’ (EUH, 8.1, p. 148). The principles of the passions and sentiments are, generally speaking, universal. Yet the ‘difference, which nature has placed between one man and another, is so wide, and this difference is still so much farther

---

⁴ See note 11 p. 5 above.
⁵ Hume was unique in his thoroughness and commitment to see this method as the appropriate one; it was the means by which to understand man and, therefore, to construct the most realistic and workable civil and political society. For similar observations see Porter, *Enlightenment*, pp. 130-132, 138-142, 179.
⁶ For the Natural Law context of this concept see Haakonsen, *Natural Law and Moral Philosophy*; Richard Tuck, *Natural rights theories: Their origin and development* (Cambridge, 1979); James Tully, *An approach to political philosophy: Locke in context* (Cambridge, 1993).
widened, by education, example, and habit, that, there is no scepticism so scrupulous, and scarce any assurance so determined, as absolutely to deny all distinction between them’ (EPN, 1.2, 3.45, pp. 73, 97). Are these statements contradictory? Not when read in light of Hume’s observations made elsewhere in his corpus. The ‘springs’ or the principles of morals are the same, Hume argued, regardless of context; the ‘course’ they followed, however, accounts for contextual diversity, rendering the seeming paradox innocuous.8 ‘A Dialogue’, placed at the end of the second Enquiry, clears the mist by tracing matters to the first principles each nation establishes ‘of blame or censure’. He illustrates this principle by way of a natural example: ‘The RHINE flows north, the RHONE south; yet both spring from the same mountain, and are also actuated, in their opposite directions, by the same principle of gravity. The different inclinations of the ground, on which they run, cause all the differences of their courses’ (EPN, D.26, D.36, D.38, pp. 192, 193, 194). Hume’s analysis is careful; the principles of human nature are inalterable while inclination accounts for the difference between humans.9

Hume was concerned in his philosophical and historical writings with both similarity and variety; he also investigated the balance between continuity and discontinuity. One of the primary characteristics of human nature – and a distinctively human characteristic – is man’s capability for sympathy, the sentiment which allows man

---

8 Livingston lays special emphasis on Hume’s analysis of human nature in context, see Hume’s Philosophy of Common Life, chap 8, pp. 210-246.
to identify with other human beings, past or present.\textsuperscript{10} We have already noted that certain ‘principles’ or ‘laws’ must be present in order for the study of human nature to be amenable to a naturalistic account in keeping with the ‘new science’; similarity, for Hume, is accompanied by both sympathy and continuity (what it means to have a ‘nature’ in the first place).\textsuperscript{11} While ascribing to the method of natural philosophy,\textsuperscript{12} Hume also held to a probabilistic account of uniformity; that is, uniformity was not certain but merely probable.\textsuperscript{13} This gave Hume’s account of human nature a sceptical and cautious texture. Like similarity and diversity, uniformity was conceived within a flexible framework. In the midst of a discussion of the love of fame, embedded in Book II, ‘Of the Passions’, Hume makes clear his meaning.

Now 'tis obvious, that nature has preserv'd a great resemblance among all human creatures, and that we never remark any passion or principle in others, of which, in some degree or other, we may not find a parallel in ourselves. The case is the same with the fabric of the mind, as with that of the body. However the parts may differ in shape or size, their structure and composition are in general the same. There is a very remarkable resemblance, which preserves itself amidst all their variety; and this resemblance must very much contribute to make us enter into the sentiments of others, and embrace them with facility and pleasure. Accordingly we find, that where, beside the general resemblance of our natures, there is any particular similarity in our manners, or character, or country, or language, it facilitates the sympathy. († 2.1.11.5, p. 207)

\textsuperscript{10} Hume granted that some animals were capable of sympathy, but human sympathy was distinctive because it is central to human nature and therefore morals, knowledge/belief, and politics.


We can, through sympathy, conduct an investigation of human nature, and the general similarity and continuity of that nature even allows of conclusions based on that inquiry.\textsuperscript{14} It is also what generates Hume's acute historical observations. We know that this individualistic psychologization of human nature was important to his thought, finding a repeated and extended account of sympathy in the first *Enquiry* (EHU 3.11-18, pp. 104-107).

Hume's investigations led him to conclude that human nature was contextual and not impervious to a variety of forms. He could not dogmatically assert a uniform view of human nature that took no account of diversity. His analogy, found in the second *Enquiry*, was that men in different times and places may build their houses differently, but they all have walls, roofs, windows, and doors (EPM, 3.45, p. 97). The behaviour of men takes place in diverse settings, yet the reason that it can be explained at all, on Christopher Berry's reading, is because 'it instantiates universals'.\textsuperscript{15} It is this quality of human nature that allows us to learn from history, making it both intelligible and meaningful.\textsuperscript{16} It is also why Hume emphasises 'the importance of custom and culture in shaping human thought', and views human nature as 'highly adaptive and immensely flexible'; human beings are 'structurally', but not 'substantially similar'.\textsuperscript{17} Like


\textsuperscript{15} Berry, 'Hume on Rationality in History and Social Life', p. 242.


Montesquieu, Hume argues that human nature has a certain matter, while context partially determines the form, depending on a variety of factors such as culture, climate, language, etc. Appreciating Hume’s subtle, yet consistent view of human nature, is a vital component of his ‘science of man’, yet it has managed to elude otherwise thoughtful readers of his work. It is only by philosophically grasping human nature, and thus the science of man, that ‘politics may be reduced to a science’.

§II. MITIGATED SCEPTICISM AND POLITICAL THOUGHT

Hume’s investigation of human nature is based on what he calls a ‘durable and useful’ scepticism (EHU, 12.24, p. 207; T 1.4, pp. 121-178). This mitigated sceptical perspective is derived from a rejection of Pyrrhonian or excessive scepticism that doubts all things, resulting in the suspension of belief and action. Moderate, true scepticism, on the other hand, entails a return to normal social life where correction, not mere suspension, of belief and action are possible (T 1.4.3.10, 1.4.7.13-15, pp. 148, 176-178). Although solitary philosophical study leads to the conclusion that reason can provide no justification for knowledge, ‘nature proves too strong for reason’ (EHU, 12.4, 12.21 12.23, 12.25, pp. 200, 206, 207, 208). Moderate scepticism also acknowledges that it is not

---

21 Hume can be adequately summarised on this subject in one sentence drawn from the Abstract (A, p. 414): ‘Philosophy would render us entirely Pyrrhonian, were not nature too strong for it.’
'reason, which is the guide of life, but custom' (A, p. 411; EHU, 5.6, p. 122). The consequence is a shift in the right role of reason. Contrary to what many rationalist moralists had taught, custom is architectonic. In both private and public life, as we shall see, it specifies both natural and political duty, which is in turn determined by context. An analysis of custom becomes part of the science of morals. This sceptical inquiry into morals still aims at teaching 'us our duty; and, by proper representations of the deformity of vice and beauty of virtue, to beget correspondent habits, and engage us to avoid the one and embrace the other' (EPM, 1.7, p. 75). Yet custom varies according to time and place, due to the fact that the 'springs' of human nature run different 'courses' upon different 'ground'. Therefore, strictly speaking, we should not expect to find uniformity. Instead, based on Hume's thought, we are able to account for a broad range of moral and political behaviour, including the standards of duty and obligation, by appealing to the different dispositions of diverse times and places.

Hume's science of morals dwells on custom rather than reason because it is custom that plays a central role in moral life, and particularly in belief. This is something Hume shared with Burke; both placed a fundamental importance on custom in moral life and its relationship to politics. Hume treats the science of man as a philosophical investigation of human nature on par with the method of natural science because

---

22 Hume published the 'Abstract' after the publication of Books I and II, in attempt to clarify their contents and draw further attention to the work. The fact that it is retained and emphasized in the first Enquiry alerts us to its importance.


24 See Hume's essays 'Of the Standard of Taste', 'Of the Rise and Progress of the Arts and Science' and 'Of Some Remarkable Customs' in this setting. On Hume's view of morals and context see: Norton, David Hume, pp. 150-151.

knowledge and belief can be accounted for naturally. And, the most natural way of doing so is to analyse custom, realising that reason plays an instrumental rather than constitutive role. This kind of natural explanation incorporates in its analysis both ‘habit’ and ‘interest’ which Hume argues play significant roles in human life, especially in belief and society. Hume’s incorporation of these concepts into his investigation allowed him to eschew the Pyrrhonian philosophy and its melancholy conclusions in favour of a useful and moderate scepticism.

There are several places in Hume’s corpus from which we can draw out the consequences of moderate scepticism. The four essays on ‘philosophical sects’ found in the Essays, as well as the Dialogues concerning Natural Religion, reveal the civil consequences of Hume’s sceptical-scientific method. The four essays articulate an enlightened relationship between philosophy and life; they attempt to ascertain how to live the moderate and modern life of a polite and commercial society taking ‘man as he is’. The Dialogues is dedicated to an investigation of the claims of natural religion; one of its central messages is that the religious sceptic, while holding the most philosophically rigorous position, is also best equipped for ‘modern’ life. He too is polite, moderate, and civil. The dialogic form of parts of Hume’s work, from ‘A Dialogue’ to the Dialogues to the neo-classical aspects of the History of England, reveals Hume’s approval of conversant thought and sympathetic understanding as important virtues for modern British society. Hume’s sceptical investigation of human nature dispensed with the shoddy speculations of many contemporary moralists because such speculations did not lead to happiness, good morals, or the common good of society. Instead, taking man simply as he is, accompanied by the realisation of what modern life entailed, created the possibility of a
life of enlightened virtue; it also allowed for the useful citizen who contributed to the well-being of society, rather than undermining its foundations by appealing to specious speculative fantasies. Here is a sketch of politics aptly appropriate for the world of the Georgian gentleman.  

If the reasonings of true philosophy proved ‘medicine of the mind’ then it proved also a panacea for the body politic (E ST, p. 169).

In a note to ‘The Epicurean’ Hume explains that the purpose of these four essays is to articulate the delivery of the sentiments of philosophical sects as they ‘naturally form themselves in the world’. He is not concerned to accurately represent them, but to contrast their different conceptions of happiness and the good life (E EP, p. 138n). The Epicurean, or ‘the man of elegance and pleasure’, criticizes those who think that ultimate pleasure rests with inner contemplation: ‘Thy mind be happy within itself! With what resources is it endowed to fill so immense a void, and supply the place of all thy bodily senses and faculties? Can thy head subsist without thy other members?’ (E EP, p. 140).

The Epicurean embraces a refined hedonism; he rejects the cold speculation of the schools and instead embraces the mundane pleasures of civil conversation and worldly desires. Why cast a melancholy shadow over the pleasures of the present life by soberly prying into the existence of the next? Reflection should ease the thoughts of the after-life, not bring anxiety. ‘Our fruitless anxieties, our vain projects, our uncertain speculations shall all be swallowed up and lost. Our present doubts, concerning the original cause of all things, must never, alas! be resolved’ (E EP, p. 145). The Epicurean lives a life of this-

---

worldly pleasure because, according to him, the metaphysical speculations of melancholy philosophers can add nothing to it.

By placing the essay ‘The Stoic’ after that on Epicureanism, Hume sharply contrasts the two paradigms. The Stoic is a ‘man of action and virtue’; pleasure is certainly central to his view, but his pleasure is of a different kind than that embraced by the natural hedonist. Happiness is for him the ‘great end of all human industry’. It is to the securing of this end that all the arts, sciences, laws, and societies, are directed. Rather than surrender blindly to worldly pleasure, the true philosopher ‘governs his appetites, subdues his passions, and has learned, from reason, to set a just value on every pursuit and enjoyment.’ Once this just value has been determined and ‘we have fixed all the rules of conduct, we are philosophers. When we have reduced these rules to practice, we are sages’ (E ST, pp. 148-149). The Stoic is the man whose governing principle is reason and hopes to secure happiness and pleasure through such governance. This means combining a life of action and virtue; through the cultivation of the mind he is able to learn the value of each pursuit and thereby the proper objects of industry (E ST, pp. 149-150). The Stoic spends an appropriate amount of time in study and contemplation in order to be a better man of action, which includes, quite importantly, helping his family, friends, and country (E ST, p. 151). Being satisfied with a reputation of virtue he does not enter the disputes regarding the nature of the Supreme Being or the after-life. His philosophy is one that best equips him for an active life, especially one marked out by civil conversation and political participation (E ST, p. 154). For Hume, the Stoic is best represented by his
beloved hero Cicero. The similarity of Cicero’s Stoicism to some of Hume’s philosophical positions should prevent us from aligning Hume solely with ‘The Sceptic’. 27

‘The Platonist’, or the man of contemplation and philosophical devotion, receives the shortest treatment in Hume’s essays and is set directly before his apology for scepticism. Both the Epicurean and the Stoic attack the man of mere contemplation and deplore his philosophical stupor. For both, the Platonist is not successful in achieving happiness or pleasure. He is caught up in the meditations of his mind, bringing genuine happiness for neither himself, nor others. His philosophical devotion incapacitated him for the life of action or virtue; of what use, then, was he to his family, his friends, or his country? As Hume’s poetic rendition of this sect makes clear, the Platonist shuns sensuous pleasure and worldly wisdom in favour of contemplating and worshiping divine perfection (Cf. £ P l., pp. 156-157, 158). Pressed between the hostility of all the other voices, the Platonist is soundly drowned out.

‘The Sceptic’ returns to a style of writing that most clearly resembles Hume’s own philosophic voice. The Sceptic begins by doubting the dogmatism of all the other systems of philosophy which are put forward. Such philosophies failed to note the vast variety of Nature’s operations. Instead, they take hold of some philosophic principle which agrees with their temper and proceed to spin a web over the whole edifice of nature (£ S C, pp. 159-160). Although the Sceptic has a great deal more to say on a wider breadth of subjects he still comes remarkably close to the Stoic’s conception of the good life: ‘the happiest disposition of mind is the virtuous; or, in other words, that which leads to action

---

27 ‘The Stoic’ is the second longest of the four essays; ‘The Epicurean’ is the third, and ‘The Platonist’ is last; ‘The Sceptic’ is as long as the other three essays put together. There may be some significance to this fact, and the priority Hume gives to the respective views of each sect.
and employment, renders us sensible to the social passions, steels the heart against the
assaults of fortune, reduces the affections to a just moderation, makes our own thoughts
an entertainment to us, and inclines us rather to the pleasures of society and conversation,
than to those of the senses' (E SC, p. 168). Here is the 'medicine of the mind' that Hume
offers in the voice of the Sceptic whose scepticism is that of a moderate, not a Pyrrhonian.
Considering Hume’s contemporary world, this medicine is a tough pill to swallow. The
restriction of philosophical knowledge to so narrow a range by implication cast doubt on
reason and rationalism (not to mention revelation), the props of Latitudinarian
philosophical theism (Cf. E SC, pp. 177-179n).28 Though Hume aimed to criticize the
Cartesian cogito, he was not content merely to deconstruct. The Sceptic was a man of
moderation and virtue. For the ‘chief triumph of art and philosophy’ was that it ‘refines
the temper, and it points out to us those dispositions which we should endeavour to
attain, by constant bent of mind, and by repeated habit’ (E SC, p. 171). Anything beyond
this correction of common life passes into the vale of doubt. The Sceptic joins the Stoic in
vanquishing vain speculation on other-worldly things, preferring to enjoy the present
pleasure of worldly goods, conversation, and virtue (E SC, p. 180).

Stringing the statements of the various philosophical sects together, as Hume sees
them, the consistent theme is one of action, virtue, and moderation centred on the
present world. The Stoic and the Sceptic agree in this judgment most strongly; and if we
can regard these essays as being dialogic in demeanour, Hume’s point of pressing home

28 Some potential Humean targets: William Wollaston, The Religion of Nature
Delineated (London, 1759); William Warburton, The Devine Legation of Moses
Demonstrated (London, 1755); idem, The Alliance Between Church and State: or, the
Necessity and Equity of an Established Religion and a Test Law Demonstrated (London,
1748); Samuel Clarke, A Demonstration of the Being and Attributes of God (London,
1767).
his interpretation of human happiness can scarcely be misread. Readers were sure to understand that the philosophical disposition which embraced the enlightened tetralogy of characteristics was sure to benefit modern society most. In other words, the citizens of polite society, who were really reading philosophy in polite form via essays such as Hume’s, were being instructed on the good life and virtue for the modern body politic.29

§III. PHILOSOPHY AND POLITICS IN THE TREATISE

Considerations such as those discussed in the previous section were those of the more mature Hume, writing for a wider audience. Yet the groundwork for his science of politics, found in the Treatise, bears remarkable affinity to his later views. Since Hume first articulates his political theory within the pages of his philosophical Treatise, it makes sense to begin detailed analysis in this work. I will also loosely follow Hume’s order of exposition in ‘Of Morals’, Book III of the Treatise, which can be suitably labelled a philosophical prolegomena to the Essays.

Perhaps a good place to begin is with Hume’s rather infamous dictum that ‘reason is, and ought only to be the slave of the passions’ (T 2.3.3.4, p. 266). Reason, according to Hume, is responsible for matters of fact and truth; this, the analytic from of reason, is primarily concerned with the relations of ideas, such as the properties of triangles and circles. Analytic reason is appropriately concerned with the abstract, whose content is largely mathematical.30 The other type of reason, the synthetic, is involved in the realm of morals and taste. Hume argues that questions of morals and taste are not matters of fact

30 This is the source of Hume’s famous ending found in the EHU, p. 211; understanding Hume’s distinction regarding reason dampens such rhetorical flare.
but matters of sense; therefore Hume is rightly considered a philosopher of sentiment, though this is but one intellectual and discursive context in which to locate his thought. This ‘sentimental’ assertion is a direct challenge to the classical conceptualisation most famously associated with Plato and Aristotle and the modern rationalists such as Descartes, Hobbes, Locke and Clarke. According to Hume reason plays an instrumental role in human psychology, not an architectonic one.31

There are several thinkers who anticipate Hume in the controversy over the origin and foundation of morals. Some notable predecessors whom Hume drew from or from whom he distinguished himself were: Locke, Shaftesbury, Bishops Berkeley and Butler, as well as William Wollaston and Samuel Clarke.32 Francis Hutcheson wrote An Inquiry in the Original of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue (1725) where, apparently defending Shaftesbury against Bernard Mandeville, he posited the existence of a moral sense in man.33 In defending Shaftesbury, Hutcheson contributed to the development and articulation of a ‘moral sense’ philosophy. Hutcheson, who had himself been in contact with other philosophers like the Cambridge Platonists and Latitudinarian divines such as Gilbert Burnet, gave currency to the moral sense school of thought by drawing upon the

---

31 Hume constantly refers to reason’s importance in human nature, though as a mitigated sceptic he does not accept reason as the means of establishing moral facts; rather he recognises reason’s importance in decision-making. Cf. Norton, David Hume, pp. 8-9; Owen, Hume’s Reason, pp. 81-2.
33 Francis Hutcheson, An Inquiry in the Original of our Ideas of Beauty and Virtue, (ed.) Wolfgang Leidhold (Indianapolis, 2004), esp. pp. 89-100. The subtitle to the first edition of the inquiry reads: ‘IN WHICH The Principles of the Late Earl of Shaftesbury are Explain’d and Defended, against the author of the Fable of the Bees.’
respected Natural Law tradition aimed at justifying morality against its early-modern adversaries.

Hume draws upon this line of thought in Part i of Book III of the *Treatise* where, following Hutcheson, he outlines the moral implication of a sentimental moral philosophy.\(^{34}\) Hume continues to build upon what he had established in the previous two Books of the *Treatise*, setting up the rationalist case for the understanding of morals as follows.

Those who affirm that virtue is nothing but a conformity to reason; that there are eternal fitnesses and unfitnesses of things, which are the same to every rational being that considers them; that the immutable measures of right and wrong impose an obligation, not only on human creatures, but also on the deity himself: All these systems concur in the opinion, that morality, like truth, is discern’d merely by ideas, and by their juxtaposition and comparison. In order, therefore, to judge of these systems, we need only consider, whether it be possible, from reason alone, to distinguish betwixt moral good and evil, or whether there must concur some other principles to enable us to make that distinction. (T 3.1.1.4, p. 294)

Hume with Hutcheson evidently rejects this rational account of morality as articulated by the likes of Wollaston and Clarke. His reasons for so doing are detailed and complex but can be adequately summarized in his own words.

Since morals, therefore, have an influence on the actions and affections, it follows, that they cannot be deriv’d from reason; and that because reason alone, as we have already prov’d, can never have any such influence. Morals excite passions, and produce or prevent actions. Reason of itself is utterly impotent in this particular. The rules of morality, therefore, are not conclusions of our reason. (T 3.1.1.6, p. 294)

Hume then restates in miniature various arguments as to why reason is not the arbiter of morality. Hume follows Hutcheson’s work in positing the existence of a moral sense. In

---

\(^{34}\) Hume modestly criticised Hutcheson’s system because of its dependence on Providence. Hume, a secular man in a religious environment, could not accept this account, and told Hutcheson as much: L, i, pp. 32-35. Cf. Moore, ‘Hume and Hutcheson’, *Hume and Hume’s Connexions*, pp. 23-57; Norton, *David Hume*, chap. 2, pp. 55-93.
this vein Hume argues that morality ‘is more properly felt than judg’d of’ (T 3.1.2.1, p. 302).\textsuperscript{35} To grasp virtue ‘is nothing but to feel a satisfaction of a particular kind’.

The very feeling constitutes our praise or admiration. We go no farther; nor do we enquire into the cause of the satisfaction. We do not infer a character to be virtuous, because it pleases: But in feeling that it pleases after such a particular manner, we in effect feel that it is virtuous. The case is the same as in our judgements concerning all kinds of beauty, and tastes, and sensations. Our approbation is imply’d in the immediate pleasure they convey to us. (T 3.1.2.3, p. 303)

This is Hume’s teaching in Part i of Book III. It serves as the foundation upon which the rest of Book III stands. It also serves as a kind of summary for Books I and II, culminating in a moral philosophy based on sentiment. Hume’s account of justice, property, government, and allegiance all rest on this philosophy of sentiment. As the core of Hume’s (political) thought, these issues also lay the foundation for Hume’s science of politics and his critical historical judgements. From Part ii of Book III we can obtain a preliminary understanding of political stability as enunciated by Hume en philosophe.\textsuperscript{36}

Classical political philosophy began by considering the question, what is justice? Hume’s answer to this all-important question is very different from the standard classical one. In keeping with certain assumptions and conventions of Hanoverian society, Hume explained justice in terms of property. Aside from being in tune with changing social conventions, Hume’s treatment of justice follows from his conclusions reached in Part i of Book III, and from his philosophical psychology developed in Books I and II. For Hume there was nothing to be gained in speaking of a human soul, and so justice cannot be


\textsuperscript{36} Hume’s understanding was derived, interestingly enough, from a series of philosophical Whigs: Locke’s associationist psychology, Shaftesbury’s politeness, Hutcheson’s moral sense.
caught up with a harmony among its parts. This provided a sharp contrast with what Plato’s Republic (Bk III, 401d-402a) argued, along with its English disciples – the so-called Cambridge Platonists, Shaftesbury, Wollaston and Clarke.

In morals Hume makes a distinction between the ‘natural’ and the ‘artificial’. He asserts that justice falls under the latter heading. What distinguishes the two? To answer this question clearly it will be useful to employ Hume’s own terminology. Natural virtues are those which are ‘common to the species’, they arise from the condition of man in nature (T 3.2.1.19, p. 311). Hume gives an example of the natural affection a parent has for his or her child. When such affection is lacking, we morally disapprove; it is the (natural) duty of the parent to care for the child (T 3.2.1.5, p. 309).[^37]

Justice is an artificial virtue because it does not exist as a virtue in mankind. It stems from the formation of society and is wholly bound up with property and what Hume calls ‘laws of equity’ (T 3.2.1.17, p. 310). According to Hume there is no natural motive to justice: ‘if public benevolence therefore, or a regard to the interests of mankind, cannot be the original motive to justice, much less can private benevolence, or a regard to the interests of the party concern’d, be this motive’ (T 3.2.1.13, p. 310). Hume is also at pains to show that because justice is artificial it is not, therefore, ‘arbitrary’. For, ‘in another sense of the word; as no principle of the human mind is more natural than a sense of virtue; so no virtue is more natural than justice.’ From such a portrayal it is not ‘improper’ to call some artificial virtues ‘laws of nature’ (T 3.2.1.19, p. 311). Hume begins

his discussion of justice in Section 2, Part ii of Book III by making this distinction between
the natural and the artificial. From there he moves on to examine ‘the manner, in which
the rules of justice are established’ (T 3.2.2.1, p. 311). The very title of this section gives
away Hume’s position: ‘Of the origin of justice and property’. The two are for him wholly
interrelated.

In order to remedy the defects of man’s natural condition, society is formed.
Within society, the mutual advantage of specialisation is made abundantly clear. Hume
argues that ‘in order to form society, ’tis requisite not only that it be advantageous, but
also that men be sensible of its advantages; and ’tis impossible, in their wild and
uncultivated state, that by study and reflection alone, they shou’d ever be able to attain
this knowledge’ (T 3.2.2.4, p. 312). Like many of his predecessors Hume outlines sex and
the family as the ‘first and original principle of human society’ (T 3.2.2.4, p. 312).
‘Custom and habit’ then maintain the advantages of society. Hume joined Hutcheson
and Butler in repudiating the ‘selfish’ systems of morals associated with Hobbes and
Mandeville. Hobbes had famously contended that, lacking the peace imposed by
Leviathan, the interests of man left each an ‘Enemy to every man’ thereby rendering the
‘life of man solitary, poore, nasty, brutish and short’; the Commonwealth was created to
provide a way out of the state of war for man’s ‘own preservation, and of a more
contended life thereby’.38 Mandeville, inverting Shaftesbury’s conception of society’s
good, suggested that writers stop telling readers what they should be, and rather describe
them as they are; for Mandeville this meant that man was ‘(besides Skin, Flesh, Bones,

---

369-382.
&c. that are obvious to the Eye) to be a compound of various Passions, that all of them, as they are provoked and come uppermost, govern him by turns, whether he will or no.’

According to Mandeville the importance of these characteristics, the real ‘Support of flourishing Society’, was his reason for writing the scandalous and scurrilous poem, *The Grumbling Hive; or Knaves turn’d Honest.*[^39] A poem dedicated to showing how man’s selfish vices paved the way for Hanoverian prosperity was hardly to Hume’s liking, who instead noted that selfishness was being over-indulged.

I am sensible, that, generally speaking, the representations of this quality [selfishness] have been carry’d much to far, and that the descriptions, which certain philosophers delight so much to form of mankind in this particular, are as wide of nature as any accounts of monsters, which we meet with in fables and romances. So far from thinking, that men have no affection for any thing beyond themselves, I am of opinion, that tho’ it be rare to meet with one, who loves any single person better than himself; yet ’tis as rare to meet with one, in whom all the kind affections, taken together, do not over-balance all the selfish. (T 3.2.2.5, p. 313)

Hume steers a course between what modern social scientists would describe as the egoist and altruist accounts of human nature. This path still allows him to recognise the validity of society, for he quickly outlines three species of goods which human beings possess: ‘the internal satisfaction of our mind, the external advantages of our body, and the enjoyment of such possessions as we have acquir’d by our industry and good fortune.’ It is this last form, property, which is ‘expos’d to the violence of others’. The chief advantage of society is the ‘improvement of these goods’, while their ‘instability’ and ‘scarcity’ are their ‘chief impediment’ (T 3.2.2.7, p. 313).[^40]


Echoing Hobbes and Locke, Hume noted that there is no principle in human nature to protect property in the 'uncultivated state'. Hume proposed that the 'idea of justice can never serve to this purpose, or be taken for a natural principle, capable of inspiring men with an equitable conduct towards each other. That virtue, as it is now understood, wou'd never have been dream'd of among rude and savage men' (T 3.2.2.8, pp. 313-314). Our partiality in this state renders us incapable of embracing the idea of justice, which in Hume's terminology is a synonym for equity, especially in terms of property.\(^{41}\) Justice, then, is an 'artifice'.\(^{42}\) It is a virtue based upon the foundation of society, the chief interest of which is 'advantage', especially regarding 'external goods' such as property. When societies have become sensible of this advantage, 'and have besides acquired a new affection to company and conversation', they realise that 'disturbance in society arises from those goods, which we call external, and from their looseness and easy transition ... they must seek for a remedy' (T 3.2.2.9, p. 314). Hume's supposed remedy is a 'convention', Lockean in tone, entered into by all for the mutual protection of property, based upon the 'general sense of common interest' (T 3.2.2.10, p. 315). Though in contrast to Locke, Hume likens this process to two men simultaneously pulling the oars of a boat without invoking a promise: it is conventionally undertaken.\(^{43}\)

After the convention of society is formed, justice, property, right and obligation are established. These are initially and finally instituted for the protection of property,

---

\(^{41}\) Pocock, 'Authority and property', p. 52.


including self-preservation. Property and justice are inevitably intertwined: ‘property is nothing but those goods, whose constant possession is establish’d by the laws of society; that is, the laws of justice.’ Hume argues that a man’s property is an object related to him not naturally but morally: ‘the origin of justice explains that of property’ (T 3.2.2.11, p. 315). However Locke’s ‘labour theory of value’ may have been intended, Hume understood it in its Whig form to be a natural relation, one implanted in the natural law tradition and based on natural right, in that respect like Hobbes’ conception. Hume shuns this kind of language, preferring to keep his relation tied to an artificial conception of property, based on an artificial conception of civil society because it is congruent with moral man as he described him.

In sum, the primary reason for the establishment of society is due to ‘advantage’ or ‘general interest’ in property. The convention of society is responsible for the ‘artificial’ genesis of justice and, in turn, both right and obligation. One of the chief reasons for the convention is to stabilise property and its relations. It follows, then, that the ‘laws of justice’ – i.e. political society – are the cornerstone upon which government will eventually be built. ‘Political stability’ is in large part constituted by the protection and stabilisation of property. This, as we shall see, was an important interpretive tool Hume made extensive use of in his subsequent political and historical enquiries.44

---

After having dealt with the ‘idle fiction’ of the state of nature thesis, Hume draws a summary of Part ii, Book III which that fiction illuminates: ‘justice takes its rise from human conventions; and that these are intended to remedy some inconveniences, which proceed from the concurrence of certain qualities of the human mind with the situation of external objects. The qualities of the mind are selfishness and limited generosity’ while the external objects are subject to ‘easy change’ and ‘scarcity’ (T 3.2.2.16, p. 316; italics in text). The latter part of Section 2 is largely a restatement of the artificial nature of justice, displayed through three points outlined by Hume (T 3.2.2.18-21, pp. 318-319). The second point argues against the Platonic and rationalist conception of justice, because justice is, for Hume, primarily concerned with property and not with the internal harmony of the soul or immutable innate ideas. The third point reaffirms justice as artificial, for it is based upon Hume’s conclusion that men would not need rules of justice if they naturally regarded ‘particular interests’: as he noted, ‘Without such a convention, no one wou’d ever have dream’d, that there was such a virtue as justice’ (T 3.2.2.21, p. 320).

Why is justice a virtue and injustice a vice? Hume answers, initially, that there is a ‘natural’ obligation in ‘interest’; analysis of the ‘moral’ component is postponed until the natural virtues and vices are first dealt with (T 3.2.2.23, p.320). At first, when society is small, ‘interest’ is ‘sufficiently strong and forcible’; when ‘society becomes numerous … this interest is more remote’. Under these conditions, it is only through ‘sympathy’ that justice is conceptualised; justice pleases while injustice, no matter how remote, displeases.

The general rule reaches beyond those instances, from which it arose; while at the same time we naturally sympathize with others in the sentiments they entertain of us. Thus self-interest is the original motive to the establishment of justice: But a sympathy with public interest is the source of the moral approbation, which attends that virtue. This latter principle of sympathy is too weak to
controul our passions; but has sufficient force to influence our taste, and gives us the sentiments of approbation or blame. (T 3.2.2.24, pp. 320-321)

The ‘artifice’ of justice is also reinforced or ‘extended’ by the efforts of politicians or through education, while a reputation for justice is an interest ‘firmly established among mankind’ (T 3.2.2.27, p. 321). These are Hume’s preliminary thoughts on the moral approbation given to justice. Moral approbation is a product of society, where natural interest is remote, and sympathy facilitates the conceptualisation of justice and right.

Section 3 of part ii Book III is dedicated to the rules which determine property. It is worth stressing once again that the philosophical underpinning of Hume’s political thought is crucial to understanding his broader science of politics as expressed in the Essays and his historical judgements found in the History. To establish that one of Hume’s central concerns was to moderate politics and provide an apologia for the Hanoverian state requires this level of attention to the Treatise and the second Enquiry. For example, if justice is ‘artificial’, and if one has a Humean understanding of it, it becomes readily understandable why Hume characterises the Revolution of 1688-9 in the way that he does. Property, as we shall see, is an important facet of the History’s narrative. It is also the key component to political enfranchisement. The Lords and the Commons, being land-holders, enjoyed the right to participate in politics because of their land. It could be argued, and it has been, that both the Civil War and the Revolution were at heart about property – something both Whig and Tory could in some sense agree on.45

Hume’s first observation concerning the rules of property regards distribution. He eschews the classical-scholastic-cum-rationalist accounts of justice as distribution based on the fitness of things, as these are ‘occasions of discord and contention’ for man is a partial and passionate being (T 3.2.3.2, p. 322). From the ‘savage and solitary’ condition of the state of nature, men enter the above mentioned civil convention. The question of distribution is settled quickly and a rule is laid down, ‘that every one continue to enjoy what he is at present master of’ (T 3.2.3.3, p. 322, italics in text).

This deals with the question of the origin of property. Hume realises that this treatment is insufficient to deal with property in society so he then proceeds to lay down four rules of property along the lines of his psychological and epistemological associationism. These four rules are: occupation, prescription, accession and succession. Occupation is nearly synonymous with first possession and receives quick treatment. Hume defines a possession as that which, ‘when we immediately touch it, but also when we are so situated with respect to it, as to have it in our power to use it; and may move, alter, or destroy it, according to our present pleasure or advantage’. Possession is declared to be ‘a species of cause and effect’, property being ‘nothing but a stable possession, deriv’d from the rules of justice’ (T 3.2.3.7, pp. 324-325). Prescription is equivalent with ‘long possession’, where ‘first possession becomes obscure thro’ time’ (T 3.2.3.9, p. 326). Accession is the acquisition of property through connections of an ‘intimate manner’ with objects already our property, such as the fruit of our garden (T 3.2.3.10, p. 327). Lastly, succession is the transference of property based on a relation, from parents to children. And in order to supplement these four rules on property, Hume writes that for the state of flexibility – ‘some medium betwixt a rigid stability, and this changeable uncertain
judgement’ – property is also transferred through consent, ‘when the proprietor agrees to bestow them on some other person’ (T 3.2.4.1, p. 330).

Hume concludes his discussion of ‘the three fundamental laws of nature’ by arguing that a promise is both artificial and conventional. Section 5, part ii, Book III presents Hume’s argument in full. For our purposes, it is most important to note the consequence of this particular aspect of Hume’s thought. Like his analysis of justice, promise-keeping is only understandable in relation to the formation of society and is intimately bound up with the idea of property. Hume’s three laws of nature – ‘that of the stability of possession, of its transference by consent, and of the performance of promises’ – are responsible for the ‘peace and security’ of society (T 3.2.6.1, p. 337). In other words, the stability of society rests on these principles.

Section 6 bridges the gap between the theoretical beginnings of ‘natural’ society and the theoretical beginnings of ‘political’ society, which Hume holds as distinct, both theoretically and historically. The first 5 Sections of Part ii Book III are foundational; they set the stage for Hume’s account of government. So far we have established that justice is both artificial and virtuous because of human nature and man’s natural condition; justice is artificial because it is conceived only after man has entered society, and it is virtuous because it gives man a feeling of approbation or pleasure based on interest. It is in man’s interests to form society and observe justice. Property is given a similar treatment by Hume and is intimately related to justice. It too exists only in society and is artificial; its institution and the rules which govern it are based on interest and utility. Accompanied by the additional ‘law’ of promise-keeping, these laws and their observation provide the basis for stable society.
Thus, society is entered into because of interest. Yet how is it to be maintained? On Hume’s analysis we naturally ‘prefer the contiguous to the remote’. His is as much a psychological principle as a moral and political one. This situation is naturally corrected by appointing magistrates to enforce the rules of justice and equity. Such persons are at a distance from particular situations and are able to adjudicate impartially: ‘being indifferent persons to the greatest part of the state, [they] have no interest, or but a very remote one, in any act of injustice’. The flip side of this equation is also true, because magistrates are satisfied with ‘their part in society, [they] have an immediate interest in every execution of justice, which is so necessary to the upholding of society’ (T 3.2.7.6, p. 344). The virtue of this characterisation, so far as Hume is concerned, is that it does not require the alteration of human nature; instead it uses a change in circumstance to achieve justice. This is the principal advantage of government. Moreover, because magistrates are ‘indifferent to the greatest part of society, [they] will decide [cases] more equitably than every one wou’d in their own case.’ This twofold advantage – ‘the execution and decision of justice’ – allows man to ‘taste at ease the sweets of society and mutual assistance’ (T 3.2.2.7-8, pp. 344-345).

Hume then subsumes the analysis of moral obligation or duty under the realm of politics. The particular interest of individuals is rendered moot by the imposition of governors or magistrates who are disinterested, having little or no interest in seeing acts of injustice go unpunished: ‘government extends farther its beneficial influence; and not contented to protect men in those conventions they make for their mutual interest, it often obliges them to make such conventions, and forces them to seek their own

---

advantage, by a concurrence in some common end or purpose’ (T 3.2.7.7, p. 343). The historical origin of government was for Hume an interesting and problematic idea.47
What is important about the origins of government, both conjecturally and historically, is the lack of an obligatory basis for allegiance to government as typically described by Whig and Tory political theorists. Hume recognised that moral obligation to government was initially ascribed on alleged promises based upon utility (T pp. 346-347). However, he also holds that the obligation of allegiance and the obligation of promise-keeping are distinct. While providing the justification for this differentiation, he makes clear several important ideas about both government and promise-keeping worth quoting at length:

The same self-love, therefore, which renders men so incommodious to each other, taking a new and more convenient direction, produces the rules of justice, and is the first motive of their observance. But when men have observ’d, that tho’ the rules of justice be sufficient to maintain any society, yet ’tis impossible for them, of themselves, to observe those rules, in large and polish’d societies; they establish government, as a new invention to attain their ends, and preserve the old, or procure new advantages, by a more strict execution of justice. So far, therefore, our civil duties are connected with our natural, that the former are invented chiefly for the sake of the latter; and that the principle object of government is to constrain men to observe the laws of nature. In this respect, however, that law of nature, concerning the performance of promises, is only compriz’d along with the rest; and its exact observance is to be consider’d as an effect of the institution of government, and not the obedience to government as an effect of the obligation of a promise. Tho’ the object of our civil duties be the enforcing of our natural, yet the first motive of the invention, as well as the performance of both, is nothing but self-interest: And since there is a separate interest in the obedience to government, from that in the performance of promises, we must also allow of a separate obligation. To obey the civil magistrate is requisite to preserve order and concord in society. To perform promises is requisite to beget mutual trust and confidence in the common offices of life. The ends, as well as the means, are perfectly distinct; nor is the one subordinate to the other. (T 3.2.8.5, p. 348; EPM, 4.1-2, p. 99)

Man constructs the convention of government for the sake of private interest; public interest is then enforced by government through the disinterested magistrate. The moral obligation of obedience or allegiance to government is an approbatory ascription of what is conducive to man’s interest. This interest is served by a government concerned to

47 Cf. Haakonssen, Natural Law and Moral Philosophy, pp. 112-114; Stewart, Moral and Political Philosophy, pp. 123-7.
maintain order and justice. For man ‘so urgent an interest quickly retains their actions, and imposes an obligation to observe those rules, which we call the laws of justice. This obligation of interest rests not here; but by the necessary course of the passions and sentiments, gives rise to the moral obligation of duty; while we approve of such actions as tend to the peace of society, and disapprove of such as tend to its disturbance’ (T pp. 363, 394; EPM, 3.34-40, pp. 93-96). This, then, is the source of moral obligation under political society: the order and maintenance of justice enforced by a disinterested magistrate is in our interest.48

Once political society and government is established it does not take long for the advantages to be keenly felt. Indeed, it is only upon the foundation of political society that civilisation can exist at all. Only in this way could the ‘polite and commercial people’ of eighteenth-century Britain be accounted for. The ‘savage’, the ‘rude’, and the ‘barbarous’ lack the foundations which constitute modern civilisation: commerce and civility, politeness and philosophy, these questions demarcate the era of ‘barbarism and religion’ from the ‘modern’.49

Hume took up the enlightened argument that society existed without government, or at least the possibility of this pre-political state (T 3.2.8.1, p. 346). In this respect he once again diverges from the canon of classical, medieval, and Renaissance

48 This is not strictly a selfish sentiment, benevolence and a regard for the public are aspects of human nature, cf. EPM, 5.16-18, pp. 108-110, 114; cf. Haakonsen, Science of a Legislator, pp. 4-44.
political theory which held, *pace* Aristotle, that man was by nature a political animal.\textsuperscript{30} He also distances himself from Hobbes, Locke and their disciples by emphasizing the fictional status of the state of nature, and what Hume saw as the absurd political conclusions they drew from that idea. Instead Hume asserts in Machiavellian terms that conflict between primitive societies prompted the formation of government.\textsuperscript{51} Such conflict arises from competition over goods. This is also why he argues ‘pure monarchies’ are the first form of so many governments: ‘Camps are the true mother of cities; and as war cannot be administered, by reason of the suddenness of every exigency, without some authority in a single person, the same kind of authority naturally takes place in that civil government, which succeeds the military’ (T 3.2.8.2, p. 346). Sir Robert Filmer had, of course, suggested that the origin of government was the family, itself an old tradition in political thought, but modified to fit with a certain understanding of Scripture. This High-Tory political thought proved long lived in Hanoverian discourse.\textsuperscript{32} Locke wrote a refutation of Filmer’s theory, arguing that the source of government was the consent of men. Hume differed from both of them in accepting a certain historical version of government’s origin, through necessity and war, while subtly differing from Locke’s contractual account, positing its natural occurrence rather than an explicitly rational-volition one.

After implicitly criticising Locke’s account of promise and allegiance, Hume asserts that obedience and duty are derived from promise-keeping (artificial), and from

\textsuperscript{30} Cf. Aristotle, *Politics* 1253\textsuperscript{a}3; Skinner, *Foundations of Modern Political Thought*, 1, pp. xiv, 40, 44, 47, 49-51, 55-57, etc.
\textsuperscript{51} Whelan, *Hume and Machiavelli*, pp. 59-83.
the advantages reaped from government (artificial). These are distinct (in nearly all cases) sources of obligation, and as such provide distinct criteria for the source of obedience, and, more importantly, for resistance as well (T 3.2.9.3-4, pp. 347-348). All of Section 8, ‘Of the source of allegiance’, is given over to demonstrating that allegiance is not based on consent via promise-keeping, in contrast to Locke. Instead, promise-making as a source for allegiance (consent) is distinct from honour based on interest (advantage). The former may, and in most cases does, enhance the sense of allegiance, but the two should not be conflated. Nor, to be sure, should promise-keeping be taken as the basis of social formation; according to Hume, promises are only intelligible in the context of society itself.

Section 9, ‘Of the measures of allegiance’, outlines the implications of Hume’s teaching thus far. It is a robust revision of Locke’s contractual theory:

I seek, therefore, some such interest more immediately connected with government, and which may be at once the original motive to its institution, and the source of our obedience to it. This interest I find to consist in the security and protection, which we enjoy in political society, and which we can never attain, when perfectly free and independent. As interest, therefore, is the immediate sanction of government, the one can have no longer being than the other; and whenever the civil magistrate carries his oppression so far as to render his authority perfectly intolerable, we are no longer bound to submit to it. The cause ceases; the effect must cease also. (T 3.2.9.2, p. 352)

Resistance to government, then, is not based on a breech of some ‘original contract’, but is legitimised on a more secure and logical footing: interest. This shift in the source of legitimate resistance is ultimately connected with property and its stability: this is the ‘interest’ for which government is established in the first place, and it is the lowest

---

35 For Locke’s conception of allegiance, see Ashcraft, *Revolutionary Politics*; Dunn, *Locke’s Political Thought*, pp. 120-147; Tully, *Approach to Political Philosophy*, pp. 281-314. Hume agrees with Locke insofar as the purpose of government is to protect property, which prompts the formation of political society, which in turn is responsible for individual prosperity and the modern conception of propriety.
common denominator. ‘Our general knowledge of human nature, our observation of the past history of mankind, our experience of present times; all these causes must induce us to open the door to exceptions, and must make us conclude, that we may resist the more violent effects of supreme power, without any crime or injustice’ (T 3.2.9.3, 3.2.9.4, pp. 353, 354). There is a legitimate and proprietary place for rebellion: when the purpose for which government was convened has been violated.

Such a statement is quickly followed by serious qualification. While it may be just to resist tyranny, ‘in the ordinary course of human affairs nothing can be more pernicious and criminal’ if constantly threatened; government is ‘entirely useless without exact obedience’ (T 3.2.10.1, p. 354). In other words, exceptions to the rule are rare. If a norm of rebellion is established, ‘anarchy’ and perpetual ‘convulsions’ are bound to follow. This too contravenes the reason for which government exists. A prescriptive right of resistance would obviate altogether the possibility of proprietary politics.

This is where the moral obligation of obedience originates. According to Hume, before political society existed there was only natural obligation; moral obligation is a derivative of the ‘advantage’ reaped from government, which gives us a repugnance to practise resistance ourselves, and makes us displeased with any instance of it in others’ (T 3.2.10.3, p. 355). This is the first answer that Hume gives to the question, who ought to rule? Magistrates are determined at the time of society’s first formation, based on ‘promise’ but ‘without having in view any particular advantage from the choice’ (T 3.2.10.3, p. 356). This lack of discernment, however, is assiduously augmented through five ‘principles of right’. The first principle of right is long possession; loyalty, or moral obligation, is the ‘general tendency’: “Tis interest which gives the general instinct; but 'tis
custom which gives the particular direction.’ Secondly, although present possession is less forceful, it closely resembles long possession: ‘Right to authority is nothing but the constant possession of authority’ (T 3.2.10.4, 3.2.10.5, p. 356). Third, right based on conquest: it resembles present possession but has ‘a superior force, being seconded by the notions of glory and honour’. ‘Succession’, which needs no elaboration, and ‘positive laws’ are the fourth and fifth principles of right respectively (T 3.2.10.9, 3.2.10.14, pp. 347-348, 349). Hume gives an example of positive law in this context: a legislature determining the form of government and its succession, a particularly British concern. While these five rights retain a measure of flexibility, they are ‘justly regarded as sacred and inviolable’. This, however, is contrasted by the fact that ‘history confirms the reasonings of true philosophy; which, showing the original qualities of human nature, teaches us to regard the controversies in politics as incapable of any decision in most cases, and as entirely subordinate to the interests of peace and liberty’ (T 3.2.10.15, p. 359). In other words, ‘sceptical philosophy’ reveals the inherent ambiguity in political practice, calling for moderation instead of dogmatism. I shall deal more extensively with Hume’s treatment of history below. For now, it seems clear that resistance, such as that offered in 1688, can only be justified (retrospectively?) by excessive tyranny, with due regard for the normative formulation of that concept.

While this does not provide an exhaustive account of the philosophical genesis of Hume’s political thought, it does provide a preliminary sketch of the relevant material in terms of moderation and stability. The origin and purpose of government is clear, the nature of justice and property explained. From the vantage point of 1739-40 some of Hume’s preoccupations gain a more weighty significance. Although ‘1688’ was a
ubiquitous trope of eighteenth-century British political discourse, in the throes of Walpole’s Whig ascendancy, it was still a vehemently contested moment. In addressing arguments derived from such standard figures as Locke and Hobbes, Hume developed his critique of political theories that lacked a foundation in the science of man, and which lent themselves to the various political disputes in which Hanoverian Britain was embroiled. Were the ‘revolution principles’ being overturned by corrupt Whig patricians and placemen, as Commonwealthmen, Viscount Bolingbroke and the Opposition had argued? 34 We now have a theoretical grasp of how Hume might answer these challenges, and we shall pursue his response in his Essays and the History below. Aside from Hume’s genuine philosophical interest, it is readily understandable why a discussion of 1688-89 appeared in Book III of the Treatise; justifications and denunciations of that episode often entailed epistemological entanglements enlightened minds thrived on investigating. Hume connected the events of English history as many of his contemporaries did, but to different ends and for different reasons. 35 This is, in part, why the first volumes of the History covered the Tudors and Stuarts, and why these volumes followed the publication of Hume’s popular Essays, where the politics of the Civil War and Revolution figured significantly.


Hume followed his *Treatise* account of government, justice, and property, with a brief analysis of the ‘laws of nations’, what we might call international law today. Here Hume pungently applies the domestic principles of political stability to the international realm. It is a concise reiteration of the philosophical underpinnings previously put forward. ‘Where possession has no stability there must be perpetual war. Where property is not transferr’d by consent, there can be no commerce. Where promises are not observ’d, there can be no leagues nor alliances. The advantage, therefore, of peace, commerce, and mutual succour, make us extend to different kingdoms the same notions of justice, which take place among individuals’ (T 3.2.11.2, p. 363). A proper philosophical understanding of politics will reveal how political society is maintained while undercutting the justifications of political polemicists.

§IV. TOWARDS MODERATION AND STABILITY

Thus far, it has been established that Hume’s political thought is best understood when placed within a philosophically articulated web of his science of man. This integrated approach has suggested that Hume’s science of politics was undertaken in a vein of ‘mitigated scepticism’. Hume was a ‘sceptical’ or ‘establishment Whig’ in the sense that his scepticism lead him to acquiesce in the search for an originally legitimate regime (morally or politically). Most regimes, if not all, were founded on violence and conquest, as Hume recognized: ‘Time and custom give authority to all forms of government, and all successions of princes; and that power, which at first was founded only on injustice and violence, becomes in time legal and obligatory’ (T p. 362; E OG, pp. 39-40). This placed
Hume in opposition to Locke and Filmer and their adherents, who sought the ultimately legitimate regimes based on abstract principles, making them prone to politics of excess.

Moderate political thought encouraged consideration of the merit of both sides via sympathetic understanding, and managed to displease no one (E CP, p. 494; E PS, p. 507). Like Bolingbroke, Hume analysed the nature of the Hanoverian state with his philosophical perspective in hand. Scepticism recommended caution philosophically, and this was carried over into the science of politics. He concluded that the ‘world is still too young to fix many general truths in politics, which will remain true to the latest posterity’ (E CL, p. 82). This did not, however, prevent him from praising the merit of Britain’s established mixed constitution (E PR, p. 18). It did lead him to criticise ardent party factionalism, accompanied by immoderate religious or philosophical zeal that was capable of toppling the balance of the constitution and the state (E PR, pp. 26, 30-31; E BG, p 53; E PG, p. 55). This would be followed by an unbefitting calamity hardly in tune with the interests of society. One thing that Hume singled out as a strong deterrent to political upheaval was the establishment of ‘good laws’ (E PR, p. 25; E CL, p. 94; E RP, p. 118). Where there was a balance or moderation between order and liberty, under the rule of law, good government generally followed. This balance – for Hume based on propriety – was one that appreciated the merits of both Whig and Tory ideologies, but cautioned against the dominance of one or the other.

In both the Treatise and the second Enquiry Hume (conjecturally) recognized that government was instituted upon interest for the utilitarian purpose of maintaining order

---

37 Cf. Haakonssen, Natural Law and Moral Philosophy, pp. 117-120.
and justice. He also admitted that as a (historical) explanation for the origins of
government, this was insufficient. Instead of some ‘ancient constitution’ or original
contract or divine right, Hume suggested that (most) governments were founded on
violence and maintained continued legitimacy based on opinion. It is ‘on opinion only
that government is founded’ (EPF, p. 32). After government was founded, habit, custom
and utility reconcile society to obedience. So long as government fulfils its function of
maintaining order and justice, despite its original foundation, it secures our allegiance and
duty, even above our ‘fellow-citizens’ (EOG, pp. 38, 39). This predominately moderate,
cautious and rigorously philosophical approach to the origins of political society supports
the proposition that Hume was an ‘establishment Whig’. This does not mean that Hume
was uncritical of the Whigs or the Hanoverian polity. He recognized its faults and merits
– particularly later in life, when the spectre of excessive liberty and oppressive debt
loomed ominously over-head. However, he viewed any visionary change in politics under
the rubric of ‘enthusiasm’ or ‘fanaticism’. Instead of radical change – advocated by
antinomian Levellers, republican Commonwealth and the Old Whig-Tory
Opposition – Hume advocated moderate reform: ‘all general maxims in politics ought to
be established with great caution; and that irregular and extraordinary appearances are
frequently discovered in the moral, as well as the physical world’ (ERC, p. 366). This type

38 Cottle, ‘Justice as an Artificial Virtue’; Robertson, ‘Scottish Enlightenment and the
civic tradition’, pp. 151-177.
39 Cf. EIC, p. 514: ‘All plans of government, which suppose great reformation in the
manners of mankind, are plainly imaginary.’ Though this is a clear enough statement, it
does not warrant writing off this work as an impractical of licentious work, as some scholars
have done. Robertson, correctly I think, places this essay in the debate surrounding
republics and their possibility in modernity, ‘Scottish Enlightenment and the civic
tradition’. For some remarks regarding Hume’s essays and the views of his
contemporaries, see: Forbes, Hume’s Philosophical Politics, pp. 193, 219-22.
of political irregularity, manifested most potently through the English Civil War and the Jacobite uprisings, advises politicians to take ‘mankind as they find them’. They should not ‘introduce any violent change in their principles and ways of thinking’; instead, it is the best ‘policy to comply with the common bent of mankind, and give it all the improvements of which it is susceptible’ (E CO, p. 260). This became concrete when Hume tells his readers not to ‘let the establishment of the Revolution deceive’ them. Instead, he admonishes them to consider it in a disinterested light. If such a ‘spectator’ perspective is taken, it becomes possible to realize that the Revolution was not a total transformation as was often claimed, but the working of ‘some seven hundred, who determined that change for near ten millions’ (E OC, pp. 472, 474-475). Hume would have cautiously considered the merit of the Revolution at its inception; however, some 50 years afterwards under the admirable, though far from perfect, rule of the Hanoverians, he argued that political and moral allegiance was due to the established regime.60

60 Cf. Forbes, Hume's Philosophical Politics, pp. 94-100.
CHAPTER 2

Politics, religion and the history of the Stuarts

§1. THE POLITE AND PHILOSOPHICAL CRITIQUE OF SUPERSTITION AND ENTHUSIAISM

Hume reserved some of his most venomous attacks in the *History of England* for periods of religious ‘superstition’, ‘enthusiasm’, ‘fanaticism’, and ‘zeal’. This antagonistic position towards what he regarded as ‘flights of fancy’, common to both the Puritan and the Platonist, was originally developed in the *Treatise* under the auspices of philosophical scepticism and the ‘science of man’. The philosophical and psychological critique of superstition and enthusiasm also received direct attention in the *Essays*, and scattered yet forceful treatment in the first and second *Enquiry*. In order to understand the implications of Hume’s analysis of religion’s role in politics we must grasp the nature of his general philosophical critique.

Hume was not operating in an intellectual vacuum when he put pen to paper and lambasted religious and philosophical ‘enthusiasts’.1 The initial articulations by Hobbes, the Cambridge Platonists, and Locke on reason and the dangers of enthusiasm ultimately

---

received systematic and sentimental endorsement from the Third Earl of Shaftesbury.² In ‘A Letter Concerning Enthusiasm to My Lord ****’ Shaftesbury subjected enthusiasm to enlightened investigation and polished ridicule.³ Just as important was the Restoration – post-1660 – articulation of Latitudinarian theology which played an important role in subverting the claims of religious zealots from the standpoint of Anglican conviction.⁴ Shaftesbury was also crucial in the articulation of ‘politeness’ as a consideration of cultural importance. These ideas were taken on board by Richard Steele and Joseph Addison immortalized by their judicious ‘Spectator’ who promoted a polity where philosophical understanding was disseminated through coffeehouse conversation. Even Hume’s arch philosophical adversary Bolingbroke railed against both superstition and enthusiasm, though his quest for political power invited accusations of hypocrisy, because of his early flirtations with Jacobitism and the Pretender.⁵ This was their means of spreading enlightenment, thereby eliminating some of the maladies that plagued English

² Lawrence Klein, Shaftesbury and the Culture of Politeness: moral discourse and culture politics in early eighteenth-century England (Cambridge, 1994); idem, ‘Politeness in the British eighteenth century’; Porter, Enlightenment, pp. 22-23. (See also above p. 3, n. 3).
³ Anthony Ashley Cooper, Earl of Shaftesbury, Characteristics of Men, Manners, Opinions, Times, (ed.) Lawrence E. Klein (Cambridge, 1999), pp. 4-28.
⁵ Bolingbroke, Letters on History, pp. 22, 54.
society and government. Hume was an inheritor of this tradition, and while he did not always agree with the narrower arguments of the polite authors, he certainly endorsed their means; dispersing philosophical understanding through the polite medium, whether printed or oral, was a laudable, if not necessary, Enlightenment endeavour.

Interestingly enough, Hume's critique of both superstition and enthusiasm ends where his essay on history, written largely for a polite female reading audience, begins. Therein Hume recommended four advantages to the study of history: 'it amuses the fancy', 'it improves the understanding', and 'it strengthens virtue' (ESH, p. 565). Moreover, it 'keeps in a just medium betwixt ... extremes, and places the objects in their true point of view' (ESH, p. 568; ERW, pp. 474-476). This constellation of characteristics—amusement, understanding, virtue, moderation—is precisely that most likely to dispel the ghosts of superstition and enthusiasm. As we shall see below, Hume attempted to put his principles into practice by writing an enlightened narrative that contained precisely these four characteristics. It will also be argued that the Essays and each Enquiry also advocate this Humean scale of values. Hume's attempt to disseminate these enlightened virtues presented him with some interesting challenges. As an inheritor of both Whig and Tory political philosophy and historiography Hume had to be careful, clear and selective in both his terminology and methodology if he wished his position to be understood. His


interpretation of English history, at times historiographically reminiscent of the Huguenot Whig Rapin de Thoryas and the Tory Dr. Robert Brady, contained aspects both familiar and innovative.9 His decision to write an establishment history was based on a set of innovative reasons; he had argued that politics was fundamentally based on artifice and opinion, which lead him to important interpretive differences over 1688, the Civil Wars, as well as the Norman Conquest. These historical arguments exercised an important influence on Hume's political and historical investigations, especially regarding the constitution.10

Hume's pioneering conception of English history – especially its secular thrust – is not so far removed from the critique of superstition and enthusiasm as one might think. Hume's critique of enthusiasm was familiar because it was not necessarily new. There was a long philosophical/ideological pedigree maintained from antiquity which praised moderation. Hume's favourite philosopher of moderation was Cicero, and Ciceronian moral and political philosophy had undergone a revival during the Renaissance.11 This had given renewed currency to moderation in early modern state theory, where the threat of political faction and the importance maintaining the state, were of particular importance. Furthermore, the Augustan age had seen its literary lumières re-articulate,

---

10 Forbes, Hume's Philosophical Politics, pp. 264, 265; Stewart, Moral and Political Philosophy, pp. 224, 298; Miller, Ideology in Hume's Political Philosophy, p. 167.
for a burgeoning literate and commercial culture, the values of moderation and philosophical understanding.\textsuperscript{12}

Hume’s critique of enthusiasm was unique because the nature of his criticisms laid special emphasis on the destructive role that religion could play in the body politic.\textsuperscript{13} Hume claimed that religious and philosophical enthusiasm was liable to unravel the fabric of social and political society. As a self-proclaimed philosophical sceptic Hume was perhaps bound to lay a heavier emphasis on the fragility of epistemology than many in his day were willing to concede.\textsuperscript{14} This of course earned him some unfavourable epithets from intellectual and religious corners alike. And though we have covered the connection between philosophical scepticism and Hume’s political thought on a theoretical level, the more specific connection between enthusiasm and politics needs further elucidation.

In Part iv of Book i of the Treatise, Hume makes his first systematic attempt to defend scepticism.\textsuperscript{15} This concluding section has the ostensible aim of dealing with the variety of philosophies while laying particular emphasis on scepticism. In the first section Hume jettisons the notion, as we have already seen, that reason can or ought to be the reliable guide for human knowledge. First, he concludes that all knowledge ‘resolves itself


\textsuperscript{13} Criticism of the mixture of religion was quite obviously not new. In the immediate context of England Shaftesbury’s criticisms of ‘enthusiasm’ and ‘superstition’ and the priestcraft which accompanied these phenomena (Characteristics, pp. 358-65) is pertinent. See also p. 52 n. 1 above. For the extended history of the secularisation of the modern concept of the State see Skinner, Foundations of Modern Political Thought, II, pp. 347-348, 349-350.

\textsuperscript{14} David Fate Norton, David Hume; Livingston, Hume’s Philosophy of Common Life, among others, argue that Hume’s scepticism has been largely misunderstood.

into probability'. Second, he introduces the inherent uncertainty which the science of probability is susceptible to, thus arriving at the Cartesian position of epistemological doubt (T 1.4.1.1-6, pp. 121-122). Hume quickly allays any fear that he is one of the ‘total sceptics’, typically associated with Pyrrho, saying that such persons are ‘fantastic’, dupes of self-deception. ‘Neither I’, Hume writes, ‘nor any other person was ever sincerely and constantly of that opinion.’ The point of ‘displaying so carefully the arguments’ of scepticism, is to demonstrate that reasoning concerning cause and effect is in fact based on custom, and is properly regarded as a ‘sensitive’ rather than a ‘cogitative’ act (T 1.4.1.7-8, p. 123; EHU, 5.5, p. 121). In other words, Hume aligns himself more closely to the ‘sentimentalist’ philosophical tradition than the ‘rationalist’. The first Enquiry stressed the importance of scepticism limiting the scope of appropriate inquiry, while noting that sceptical philosophy ‘should never undermine the reasonings of common life’ (EHU, 5.2, p. 120). We come to believe what we do because it is based on custom or habit; our ontological predicament renders epistemological certainty illusory. Hume’s alliance of scepticism and sentimentalism provides the platform from which he launches his critique of enthusiasm.

In the Treatise, Hume does not take on either superstition or enthusiasm directly. This does not mean, however, that the Treatise fails to anticipate Hume’s appreciation for the scale of values native to the study of history. At the conclusion of Book I Hume stresses the importance of doubt and its relationship to philosophy. Healthy doubt, or ‘mitigated scepticism’, facilitated by philosophical enquiry undermines enthusiasm as well as the dogmatism and the intolerance it is prone to inducing (cf. T 1.4.7.12-13, p. 176; EHU, 12.24-27, pp. 207-209). Of course dogmatism and intolerance stand in need of
explanation, not necessarily considered vices in the Hanoverian world. Hume treated them as vices because they disrupted both society and government. Moreover, superstition and enthusiasm, like belief and what was often touted as knowledge, were based on nothing foundational; they were, like Hume’s investigations into external existence and personal identity, not beyond the reach of doubt: ‘In all the incidents of life we ought still to preserve our scepticism’ (T 1.4.7.11, p. 176). And, as Hume goes on to make clear, he feels a strong propensity to carry on with his philosophical investigations despite the possibility of arriving at a set of melancholy conclusions. He argues that this philosophical disposition is both an alternative guide and antidote to superstition. True philosophy ‘can present us only with mild and moderate sentiments’. By its very nature true philosophy promotes understanding and tolerance. Generally speaking, ‘the errors in religion are dangerous’, while the errors made in philosophy are ‘only ridiculous’ (T 1.4.7.13, p. 177). In the first Enquiry Hume argued that the ‘natural result’ of a Pyrrhonian scepticism was the reaffirmation of common sense; in turn, this process led to the limiting of philosophical inquiry into ‘subjects as are best adapted to the narrow capacity of human understanding’ (EHU, 12.25, p. 208). The way to deal with the sombre speculation of ‘enthusiasts’ and ‘zealots’ was either Shaftesburian ridicule or, as Hume here suggests, to see them off the stage of serious inquiry altogether.

In the Essays Hume turns his attention more directly to both superstition and enthusiasm. As Roy Porter has observed, Shaftsbury’s ‘psychologization’ of enthusiasm

---

17 Cf. Livingston, Melancholy and Delirium, pp. 17-52, for an interpretation of Hume’s philosophy as focusing on the distinction between ‘true’ and ‘false’ philosophy.
was one Hume drew upon, as the following quotation makes clear. Shaftesbury had written that enthusiasm was a ‘motion, when unguided and left wholly to itself, is in its nature turbulent and incentive. It disjoins the natural frame and relaxes the ordinary and tenor of the mind. In this disposition the reins are let loose to all passion which arises, and the mind, as far as it is able to act or think in such a state, approves the riot and justifies the wild effects by the supposed sacredness of the cause.’ A polite audience, familiar with Shaftesbury’s works, was meant to understand that enthusiasm, along with the ‘extraordinary movements of the human mind’ was capable of transporting men ‘to the neglect of all order and public good’ (EIC, pp. 528-529). Hume’s most explicit statement on this subject is found in the essay ‘Of superstition and enthusiasm’. With both Scotland and England clearly in mind, this essay provides a tripartite analysis of how these two characteristics have had an impact on ‘government and society’ (ESE, p. 75).

Hume first of all endeavours, tongue firmly in cheek, to define enthusiasm and superstition as ‘species of false religion’. He cites the cliché that the corruption of the best things produces the worst as a testimony to the corruption of ‘true religion’. Before outlining how superstition and enthusiasm corrupt religion and civil society, Hume attempts to pin down these two traits in exact terms. Superstition has as its sources ‘Weakness, fear, melancholy, together with ignorance’; while enthusiasm is derived from ‘Hope, pride, presumption, a warm imagination, together with ignorance’.

---

18 Shaftesbury, Characteristics, pp. 355-6.
20 This account should be read in light of Hume’s account of the passions in Book II of the Treatise and the Dissertation on the Passions. For an important interpretation on Book II
these temperaments is contextually described: superstition is the result of the mind’s being susceptible to ‘unaccountable terrors and apprehensions’; while enthusiasm is the result of the mind’s being subject to ‘elevation and presumption’ (E SE, pp. 73-74). Superstition is based on fear and the existence of melancholy circumstances, while enthusiasm is based on hope and particularly fortunate conditions. Hume provides his readers with both a philosophical and a psychological explanation for what might be anachronistically called the ‘varieties of religious experience’.

This analysis leads Hume into three general reflections on the effects of superstition and enthusiasm for government and society. First, superstition is favourable to ‘priestly power’ while enthusiasm, like ‘sound philosophy’, is contrary to it; second, religion imbibed with enthusiasm, unlike those partaking of superstition, are upon their inception ‘furiosus and violent’ and eventually become ‘moderate’ and ‘gentile’; third, that ‘superstition is an enemy to civil liberty, and enthusiasm a friend to it’ (E SE, pp. 75, 76, 78; italics in text). These maxims affect both society and the government that rules over it. And it is important to recognise that these are fundamentally historical observations. At the conclusion of this essay Hume points to English history as an example of enthusiasm and superstition at work (E SE, pp. 78-79). Having outlined the ways in which superstition and enthusiasm arise, it is not difficult to see how Hume derives his ‘maxims’ from his historical inquiry.

Hume’s brief essay lays bare the sources of both enthusiasm and superstition. The effect of Hume’s analysis is to explain how and why it is that these characteristics arise. It

---

also has the effect of explaining their influence on the course of history. As with the reading of history, the reading of this polite philosophical essay not only amuses (in the spirit of Shaftesbury and the *Spectator*), but clearly promotes understanding and moderation. It has been argued recently by Hume scholars that one of Hume’s aims was to provide a secular means of supporting social peace through the philosophical articulation of sympathy (or humanity). Embodying enlightened characteristics, this conception of sympathy, attempted to dispel one of the threats of religious extremism for politics. 21 Hume went on to argue, echoed later by Edmund Burke, that the Hanoverian world was one which saw the rage of opinion replace the rage of religion.

Both the *Enquiry concerning Human Understanding* and the *Enquiry concerning the Principles of Morals* entrenched Hume’s critique further. Both works furthered the currency of Hume’s critique and continued to undermine religious enthusiasm. In the context of discussing the philosophy of belief in the first *Enquiry* (Section 10, ‘Of miracles’) Hume reveals how and why religious adherents were prone to fits of enthusiasm. 22 First, where ‘the love of wonder’ joins itself to ‘the spirit of religion’, Hume avers that ‘common-sense’ is abandoned. Hume argues that in such cases any and all authority for a supposed miracle is thereby forfeit. And equally important, ‘A religionist may be an enthusiast, and imagine he sees what has no reality’ (EHU, 10.2.17, p. 175). He may even go so far as to teach or propound a ‘false narrative’ because he is involved in a ‘holy cause’: the enthusiast has fallen victim to self-deception. The ‘vanity’ of such enthusiasts tempts them, along with self-interest, to make bold claims in these most

---

22 Enthusiasm was more potent because England was a reformed religious state. Though superstition was still associated with the Anglican and Roman Catholic churches, in post-1660 England enthusiasm was the more genuine threat.
serious and sublime of subjects. Unfortunately, too often the judges of these disputes fail to apply the rules of judgement in the same manner as they would in other circumstances. Moreover, the influence of eloquence often 'leaves little room for reason or reflection' (cf. EEL, pp. 97-110). Instead, it placates its audience, ‘captivates its willing hearers, and subdues their understanding.’ The truly frightening prospect being that such speakers are capable of capturing the ‘generality of mankind’ by manipulating the ‘gross and vulgar passions’ (EHU, 10.2.18, p. 175). And, especially where such currents are expected, the ‘gazing populace, receive greedily, without examination, whatever soothes superstition, and promotes wonder’ (EHU, 10.30, p. 183).

Hume was certainly aware that enthusiasm was not solely to be found among the religious. When religious dogma and philosophical enthusiasm coincide, Hume does not spare from labelling such ‘bigotry’ as the ‘offspring’ of philosophy and superstition (EHU, 11.3, p. 188). He does so because religious dogma, assisted by philosophy, is capable of co-opting philosophical arguments and language. In fact, the fervour for philosophy is akin to that of religion; for, ‘though it aims at the correction of our manners, and extirpation of our vices, it may only serve, by imprudent management, to foster a predominant inclination, and push the mind, with more determined resolution, towards that side, which already draws too much’ (EHU, 5.1.1, p. 119). There can be little doubt that Hume had philosophical theists such as Warburton, Wollasten, and Clarke if not Malebranche and Descartes in mind. The solution to this problem is a sceptical

---

23 This had become a somewhat familiar claim, though Shaftesbury had given it greater currency, Characteristics, pp. 371-373. Hume may also be aiming at the early modern philosophical theism of Latitudinarian theology, especially that of the Cambridge Platonists [i.e. Ralph Cudworth and Henry More], along with William Wollasten, William Warburton and Samuel Clarke.
philosophy; such a philosophy spreads enlightenment by mixing ‘profound enquiry’ with ‘clearness’ which would undermine the foundations of ‘abstruse philosophy’, a mere ‘shelter to superstition’ (EHU, 1.7, p. 95):

In the context of a discussion about providence and heaven Hume claims that ‘There is no enthusiasm amongst philosophers’ (EHU, 11.29, p. 198). Or, to put it another way, the ‘genius of philosophy’ is that it provides a corrective to both enthusiasm and superstition. True philosophy, it seems, has the effect of conferring ‘correctness on every art and calling.’ As a result the ‘politician will acquire greater foresight and subtlety, in the subdividing and balancing of power’; what is more, ‘the stability of modern governments above the ancient, and the accuracy of modern philosophy, have improved, and probably will still improve, by similar gradations’ (EHU, 1.9, pp. 90-91). Clearly a point of major importance for Hume is the fact that philosophy, especially the sceptical variety, promotes understanding and moderation which ‘improves’ both society and government. This is, then, the very purpose of Hume’s other essays, especially as they related to politics and even to aesthetics: he hoped to improve the understanding of these important subjects.

Of course the improvement of society is no easy task. Most significantly, Hume chooses a metaphor of war to convey the conflict between religious enthusiasm and philosophy.24 When the enthusiasts have been ‘Chaced from the open country’, they then ‘lie in wait to break in upon every unguarded avenue of the mind, and overwhelm it with

---

24 Cf. Pocock, Barbarism and Religion, II. Hume might regard the reign of barbarism as not yet fully over, potentially one generation away. One might, in this way, modestly endorse Livingston’s argument that Hume attempted to distinguish between ‘false’ and ‘true philosophy’, though I should like to emphasize that Hume did so in his political writings by endorsing an enlightened scale of values.
religious fears and prejudices' (EHU, 1.11, p. 91). Those left on the field to fight are the
metaphysicians, who, because of the tenuous nature of their inquiries, are forced to do
constant battle with the religious zealots. Hume argues that he has ‘discovered an
argument’ that will ‘be an everlasting check to all kinds of superstitious delusion’ making
it ‘useful as long as the world endures’ (EHU, 10.1.2, p. 169). What is important for our
purposes is the fact that Hume regards his philosophy as useful and good, promoting a set
of virtues and values that will uphold society and government, rather than pull at its
frayed threads.25

Shifting from the first Enquiry to the second, Hume’s critique shifts from one
based on epistemology to one based on moral philosophy. His main concern is to show
how the virtues held up by superstition and enthusiasm are essentially useless if not
dangerous to society and government (EPM, 3.38, p. 94). After giving a brief description of
the character or ‘model of perfect virtue’, Hume lambastes ‘the whole train of monkish
virtues’: ‘Celibacy, fasting, penance, mortification, self-denial, humility, silence, solitude’.
They are rejected by ‘men of sense’ because they ‘serve no manner of purpose’; they
‘neither qualify him for the entertainment of company, nor encrease his power of self-
enjoyment’. Rather, ‘they cross all these desirable ends; stupefy the understanding and
harden the heart, obscure the fancy and sour the temper’ (EPM, 9.3, pp. 146-147). These
‘monkish virtues’ stand in opposition to Hume’s outlined virtues associated with reading

25 For detailed discussion of Hume’s argument against miracles see: J. C. A. Gaskin,
Hume’s Philosophy of Religion, pp. 105-125; M. A. Stewart, ‘Hume’s historical view of
history or sceptical philosophy. Whereas one set of values is detrimental or at best useless for society and government, the other is positively useful, beneficial and stabilising.

At the end of 'A Dialogue' Hume concludes by emphasising the disruption religious enthusiasts expose society; such men 'are in a different element from the rest of mankind' (i.e. Diogenes or Pascal). They 'depart from the maxims of common reason, and affect these artificial lives'; there is no telling 'what will please or displease them.' The 'natural principles of their mind play not with the same regularity, as if left to themselves, free from the illusions of religious superstition or philosophical enthusiasm' (EPM, D.57, p. 199). This is not just some imaginary fear: 'That there were religious fanatics of this kind in ENGLAND, during the civil wars, we learn from history'. Such religious fanatics brought with them 'a kind of political fanatics, which arose from the religious species' (EPM, 3.24, p. 90). Such 'fanatics' were not, at least for Burke, going away any time soon.

We are left, then, with the understanding that the standards of religious enthusiasm were improper for the cultivation of a stable civil society. Instead, a nation should adopt the principle of moderation, and an enlightened scale of virtues. Only then, by taking man as he is, will a stable, tolerant and virtuous society be conceivable.

§II. RELIGION AND POLITICS TO THE CIVIL WARS

The History of England continues to develop and extend Hume's erudite critique of superstition and enthusiasm. Moreover, the History attempts to demonstrate 'the use of history': promoting understanding, virtue, and moderation while simultaneously entertaining the reader. Hume's narrative of the Civil Wars, encompassing the reign of

---

the Stuarts and stretching back to the accession of Henry VII, is a sustained attempt to historically analyse England's constitution, the progress of civilisation in England, and to reveal the inherent dangers of religious fanaticism to government and society. Hume's incisive philosophical venom is primarily directed towards the skulduggery of religious fanatics. A 'civilised' and 'modern' polity needed to recognise the hazards that religious zeal presented to civil society, no matter what form it took or however sacrosanct its pretensions.

Hume describes and analyses in neo-classical style the English Civil Wars as a series of lessons in history – lessons that needed to be learned in order to avoid their pitfalls or repetition. Hume employs the full range of his sceptical powers to this end, while at the same time shoring up a reasonable and moderate political discourse. First, this section will lay out what Hume regarded as the malady of the English body politic through an examination of his comments on the long and short term symptoms of the seventeenth-century's principal internecine struggle; second, it will identify what Hume takes these long and short term causes of the Civil Wars to be; thirdly, it suggests that Hume's enlightened narrative of the conduct of the Civil Wars exemplifies his general pedagogical point regarding moderation and political stability.

For Hume the warning signs of disruptive change in the English/British body politic go back to the accession of the Tudors to the English throne. These signs range


\[28\text{Phillips, Society and Sentiment, chap1: 'David Hume and the Vocabularies of British Historiography', pp. 33-59.}\]

\[29\text{Interestingly, Hume's interpretation has been recently reasserted, though of course with modern scholarly technique, by several historians. Cf. Conrad Russell, The Fall of the}\]
from the changes in the constitution and liberty to changes in religion. Moreover, these signs eventually manifest themselves as causes under Charles I. And lastly, some of Hume’s causes figure prominently in his analysis of the conduct of the Civil Wars, revealing how religious enthusiasm directly undermined the stability of society and government. Such a fragile environment as that which existed under the early Stuarts was one hostile to moderation and understanding, as Hume strives to make clear. Achieving any pragmatic solutions to the interstitial conflicts native to the political world were put beyond reach; the body politic was possessed by the flights of human fancy.

As mentioned, Hume argues that the symptoms of disorder go back at least as far as the Tudor accession to the English throne. This is the point at which the story of both the ‘modern’ English constitution and ‘modern’ English history begins, an enlightened distinction in contrast to other historical conceptions like those of Viscount Bolingbroke or Rapin for whom English history was a series of constitutional corruptions and renewals. Hume argued that English history until Henry Tudor’s accession (1485) was nothing but a ‘series of barbarous ages’. The narrative after the conclusion of the War of the Roses becomes ‘more worthy of [the reader’s] attention’, when the ‘dawn’ of ‘civility and sciences’ is at last reached (II, p. 518). In the medieval ‘darks ages’ prior to the Tudors, liberty was nearly nonexistent. Slowly, however, the growth of personal liberty in England managed to open the way for civil liberty. Until Henry VII, the constitution of England did not permit the balance of power to be concentrated in the hands of the


King. The constitution also witnessed considerable fluctuation between its parts. From the Norman conquest of 1066 to the establishment of Magna Carta to the ‘Polish Aristocracy’, England’s constitution underwent several successive revisions. In summing up his discussion of medieval and ancient English history, Hume cautions against appealing to this pre-modern era, as Bolingbroke, Rapin and countless others had done, for the best or proper forms of society and government (H, II, pp. 522-525).31

Above all, a civilized nation, like the English, who have happily established the most perfect and most accurate system of liberty that was ever found compatible with government, ought to be cautious in appealing to the practice of their ancestors, or regarding the maxims of uncultivated ages as certain rules for their present conduct. An acquaintance with the ancient periods of their government is chiefly useful by instructing them to cherish their present constitution, from a comparison or contrast with the condition of those distant times. And it is also curious, by shewing them the remote, and most commonly faint and disfigured originals of the most finished and most noble institutions, and by instructing them in the great mixture of accident, which commonly concurs with a small ingredient of wisdom and foresight, in erecting the complicated fabric of the most perfect government. (H, II, p. 525)

The dramatic shift in events came of course when Henry VII began to curtail the power of the nobles – a plan carried out to completion by his successor – and centralized power in his own hands. This placed civil liberty in a perilous position, where ‘so considerable an addition of prerogative’ rendered Henry’s reign ‘a kind of epoch in the English constitution’. Scarcely was the king’s power ever so ‘absolute’ as in this reign (H, III, pp. 73-74). The monarch’s power had reached its zenith under the Tudors. Henry VIII’s ‘absolute’ and ‘uncontroled’ power is witnessed by his ability to seize control of the state through centralization – expropriating church lands represents for Hume the near pinnacle of royal power (H, III, pp. 320, 323). The most significant political development for Hume was the reclassification of prerogative under monarchical purview. The changes in prinously power and the state of liberty wrought under the early Tudors were

to play a significant role in the English Civil Wars. Hume labours to point out that prerogative and liberty were the very sources of contention between the Court and Commons under the early Stuarts.\textsuperscript{32} He also argues that the Stuarts inherited the Tudor \textit{mentalité} of governance, but to their misfortune; unbeknown to them, the context of politics had altered since Tudor rule. Strict adherence to the Tudor political ideal was risky and ultimately fatal for the Stuarts. For Hume, then, the character of the Tudor monarchy plays a direct, though long-term, role in the Civil Wars.\textsuperscript{33}

\textit{The history of James I}

Hume's more immediate causes for the English Civil Wars begin with James Stuart's accession to the English throne. Put briefly, the views and policies James pursued led to the direct conflict with Parliament under Charles I. This was partially because Charles I shared many of the presumptions of his father. These two reigns are marked by their similar conflicts: about the constitution, about liberty, about the mixing of theology and politics, and about religious fanaticism. These are the ingredients which, for Hume, appeared to lead inexorably to violent conflict with Parliament in the middle of the seventeenth century. While Hume admits that James did in fact encroach upon the liberties of Englishmen, it was not, as Bolingbroke put it, 'transgressing' some pristine constitutional arrangement.\textsuperscript{34}

One of Hume's primary indictments of James I and his reign had to do with James' mixture of religion and politics. Such claims, again, were not new; Rapin had

\textsuperscript{32} Eugene F. Miller, 'Hume on Liberty in the Successive English Constitutions', \textit{Liberty in Hume's History}, pp. 82-101.
\textsuperscript{33} Forbes, 'Introduction', pp. 24-38.
\textsuperscript{34} Bolingbroke, \textit{Remarks on History}, p. 280.
jibbed at James by claiming his religious pretensions were nothing but a mask covering his pursuit of prerogative. And, as Hume well knew, religion, politics, church and state had since the Reformation been intimately intertwined. But what Hume objected to most strenuously was how religious questions, largely over theological disputes, came to threaten the nation’s political character, infusing the political discourse with a fury only fully realised when violence broke out. Hume accuses James of mistaking theological questions for political ones. James differed in this respect from Elizabeth by becoming directly involved in theological disputes himself, while at the same time lacking any of Elizabeth’s prudence, charm, or charisma.

Though justly sensible, that no part of civil administration required greater care or a nicer judgment than the conduct of religious parties; [James] had not perceived, that, in the same proportion as this practical knowledge of theology is requisite, the speculative refinements in it are mean, and even dangerous in a monarch. By entering zealously into frivolous disputes, James gave them an air of importance and dignity, which they could not otherwise have acquired; and being himself inlisted in the quarrel, he could no longer have recourse to contempt and ridicule, the only proper method of appeasing it. (H, V, pp. 11-2)

In essence James lacked the pragmatic skill to avoid lending religious quarrels a weight that could crush the political establishment, or at least fail to bring the contradictions of the English constitution into the open. James’ preference for the established church was explicit, and is famously captured in his retort ‘no bishop, no king’. Hume notes that both parties in the dispute regarding the ecclesiology of the English church under James were left dissatisfied by a few slight liturgical alterations; sarcastically he reports that ‘the archbishop of Canterbury said, that undoubtedly his majesty spake by the special assistances of God’s spirit’ (H, V, p. 12). James had made the mistake of setting English politics on a footing where religious dispute became political dispute.

---

35 Rapin, II, p. 797.
Such religious disputes as there were, and which James I involved the crown in – The Hampton Court Conference (1604) for example – were dangerous especially because of the view which James took of his own kingship. This, as Hume shows in the ancient and medieval volumes of the History, was the inheritance of Tudor absolutism. James regarded himself as an ‘absolute king’; Hume adds that though this tag was somewhat grating on English ears, it had been heard often enough during Elizabeth’s reign (H, V, p. 17). However, James was unable to carry out Elizabeth’s via media while also being altogether ignorant of the changes which were happening around him; he was unable to realise that his pontificating on kingship was increasingly out of touch with the political community he inhabited.36

Happily this prince possessed neither sufficient capacity to perceive the alteration, nor sufficient art and vigour to check it in its early advances. Jealous of regal, because conscious of little personal authority, he had established within his own mind a speculative system of absolute government, which few of his subjects, he believed, and none but traitors and rebels, would make any scruple to admit. On whichever side he cast his eye, everything concurred to encourage his prejudices. (H, V, p. 19)

This is another example, similar to those of the Middle Ages and antiquity prior to Tudor kingship, of a constitution in flux. The tragedy was that James was unable to perceive this change, or the fact that the constitution was itself a mutable concept (H, V, p. 17). This was of course a theme Hume would continue to develop in the History until the constitution received its clearest enunciation in 1688-9.

The combination of political and theological disputes under James I is one of Hume’s necessary though not sufficient causes of the English Civil Wars. Hume also narrows in on the kinds of theological questions that were being raised in this particular setting. As a lightening-rod for Hume’s more acerbic comments, the Puritans come in for

near constant criticism in the Stuart volumes of the *History*. As we have seen already, Hume regarded the ‘serious’ and ‘zealous’ nature of the ‘godly’ as a source of philosophical contempt. In his more strictly political and historical considerations, the Puritans are specifically censured for their civil and social blunders. Hume overtly acknowledges the fact that James I was raised in the staunchly Calvinist setting of late sixteenth-century Scotland.\(^{37}\) Moreover, the ambience of early seventeenth-century England was one preoccupied with religious disputes. Though Hume lays a significant portion of responsibility for the Civil Wars at the feet of the early Stuart kings, he places equal responsibility on the contributors to English and Scottish political culture and the accompanying ‘puritanical’ discourse (cf. H, V, pp. 10, 12, 129, 159 241, 301).

Hume’s history of the early Stuarts is in some sense a litany of abuses; several of the more notorious affairs are highlighted to draw out Hume’s political lessons regarding moderation and zeal. The story of the Gunpowder Plot is told as ‘an event, one of the most memorable, that history has conveyed to posterity and containing at once a singular proof both of the strength and weakness of the human mind; its widest departure from morals, and most steady attachment to religious prejudices’ (H, V, p. 25). ‘It was’ according to Hume, ‘bigoted zeal alone, the most absurd of prejudices masqued with reason, the most criminal passions covered with the appearance of duty, which seduced them into measures, that were fatal to themselves, and had so nearly proved fatal to their country’ (H, V, p. 31). Within this brief analysis of one episode in English history lies much of what Hume would come to criticise. In the case of the Gunpowder Plot religious

---

enthusiasm figures prominently. Such 'bigotry' and 'prejudice' was a poison to the body politic which eventually proved fatal. The (self-)deceiving part of religious zeal was its capability of taking on the appearance of reason, even moral duty.\textsuperscript{38} It was not the King alone who confused theological questions for political ones; it was, tragically in Hume's eyes, a widespread prejudice of Stuart social and political thought.

It was not Hume's only concern to point out the deleterious effects of religious zeal on political affairs. Rather, Hume situates his investigation of religion in politics alongside a series of other analyses. The others that are examined here are constitutional change and the fate of liberty. In turn, constitutional change was itself linked to broader social and political changes in England, which had long lineages, but contributed immensely to the conflicting pressures under which James I ruled.

While the barons possessed their former immense property and extensive jurisdictions, they were apt, at every disgust, to endanger the monarch and throw the whole government into confusion: But this confusion often, in its turn, proved favourable to the monarch, and made the nation again submit to him, in order to re-establish justice and tranquillity. After the power of alienations, as well as the encrease of commerce had thrown the balance of property into the hands of the commons, the situation of affairs and the dispositions of men became susceptible of a more regular plan of liberty; and the laws were not supported singly by the authority of the sovereign. And though in that interval, after the decline of the peers and before the people had yet experienced their force, the princes assumed an exorbitant power, and had almost annihilated the constitution under the weight of their prerogative; as soon as the commons recovered from their lethargy, they seem to have been astonished at the danger, and were resolved to secure liberty by firmer barriers, than their ancestors had hitherto provided for it. (H, V, p. 40)

Hume argues in this historical gloss that the 'modern' constitution and its accompanying 'modern' liberty begin to make their first appearances under James I's reign. Though the roots of this arrangement were traced by Hume back to the end of the War of the Roses, it was only in the House of Commons of James' reign that 'the spirit of liberty' had 'taken possession of the house'. The most vocal and substantial leaders were 'men of

independent genius and large views' who 'began to regulate opinions, more by the future consequences which they foresaw, than by the former precedents which were set before them; and they less aspired at maintaining the ancient constitution, than at establishing a new one, and a freer, and a better' (H, V, p. 42). This situation rang a foreboding note. This 'spirit of liberty' was one with which Hume showed a great deal of sympathy. After all, he was living in the midst of a regime whose foundation for liberty was the Bill of Rights, the History's significant endpoint. This somewhat sympathetic tone is, however, laced with caution. Hume provides several key episodes where the implications of liberty for the Stuart kingship are played out in national politics (H, V, pp. 58-64). He stresses that 'the constitution of England' under the Stuarts was 'an inconsistent fabric, whose jarring and discordant parts must soon destroy each other, and from the dissolution of the old, beget some new form of civil government, more uniform and consistent' (H, V, p.59).

From the early sixteenth century onwards the combination of constitutional change and religious fervour radically altered the political realm and, thereby, the nature of the English monarchy. This process had its origins in the Tudor accession and the Protestant Reformation. Nowhere does Hume make it clearer that this is the case than in the reigns of James I and Charles I. Hume focused on the 'theological politics' of James' reign in particular; and what Hume abhors most is not that such theological debates

existed, but that the king allowed himself— and thus the monarchy in general—to become directly involved. This process reached a climax when James I attempted ‘to introduce into Scotland some of the ceremonies of the church of England’. Hume portrays the adamant opposition of the Scottish reformers enthusiastically inflamed with ‘the fire of devotion’.

A mode of worship was established, the most naked and most simple imaginable; one that borrowed nothing from the sense; but reposed itself entirely on the contemplation of that divine Essence, which discovers itself to the understanding only. This species of devotion, so worthy of the supreme Being, but so little suitable to human frailty, was observed to occasion great disturbances in the breast, and in many respects to confound all rational principles of conduct and behaviour. The mind, straining for these extraordinary raptures, reaching them by short glances, sinking again under its own weakness, rejecting all exterior aid of pomp and ceremony, was so occupied in this inward life, that it fled from every intercourse of society, and from every cheerful amusement, which could soften or humanize the character. [H, V, p. 68]

Not only is Hume’s psychology of the mind clear here, but so too is his polite critique of both superstition and enthusiasm.\(^42\) This topic was of personal importance to Hume, where considerable affinity existed between the staunchly Calvinist society of seventeenth-century Scotland and the Scotland of Hume’s upbringing.\(^43\) In this passage Hume sides with James’ attempt to moderate the ‘sombre’ culture of Scottish Calvinism with a ‘tincture’ of ceremony. Hume claims that James recognised the ‘prevalence of fanaticism’ and that ‘a gloomy and sullen disposition [had] established itself among the people’ of Scotland. It was a spirit ‘obstinate and dangerous; independent and disorderly; animated equally with a contempt of authority, and a hatred of every other mode of religion, particularly the catholic’ (H, V, p. 68). James’ failure to adequately face this challenge,

\(^42\) Cf. Treatise, Book II, ‘Of the Passions’, and also the Dissertation on the Passions.
\(^43\) Mossner, Life of David Hume, p. 34; the young Hume evidently took his moral progress seriously, testing it against the popular Episcopalian devotional The Whole Duty of Man.
leaving it as an inheritance for his son, is one of Hume’s contributing causes of the Civil War.

In the case of Calvinist Scotland under James VI, Hume’s philosophy of religion and his philosophical psychology are in agreement. Both determine that in the case of these stringent Calvinists, enthusiasm is the source of political instability. It was the somewhat unavoidable mistake of James I to have confronted the religious fanatics. In so doing James managed to legitimise on a political level the inherent incomprehensibility of the Calvinist demands, along with their opposition to the king. James’ attempt to ‘mellow’ the ‘humours’ of the Scots landed him in an unenviable political position.

In this vein of thought, Hume outlines what he perceives to be ‘one of the most early and most infallible symptoms of a regular established liberty.’ The King appointed Sir John Savile, ‘a zealous opponent of the court’, comptroller of the King’s household, privy councillor and a baron. Hume avers that this represents the first time ‘in the whole history of England’ that someone was advanced ‘on account of parliamentary interests, and of opposition to his [James’] measures.’ Hume claims that the King in effect ‘tore off that sacred veil, which had hitherto covered the English constitution’. The consequence was that ‘every man began to indulge himself in political reasonings and enquiries’ which propagated division throughout the nation as it existed in Parliament (H, V, p. 93). The nation of England was politicized in a way it had never been before because of the awkward position James I had placed himself in. Moreover, James had stooped so low as to make the Stuart political predicament one that involved airy theological dispute. There is a sense in which Hume seems to understand that James inherited the mantle of the Reformation king, and thus had little room for manoeuvre. At the same time, James’
reign is one of failed pragmatism; the King lacked the perspicacity that such an intricate political milieu called for and passed on a series of political and cultural problems which his son would be unable to cope with.

A king bereft of the philosophical and political insight required under the circumstances in which James operated was not likely to be much of a prop to moderation. In keeping with his neo-classical form, Hume outlines both the side of royalty and liberty with respect to the constitution under James. In the midst of the struggles he declares that ‘the wise and moderate’ were thrown into confusion. Hume notes that these moderates venerated the mixed constitution and its regard for liberty, even if attended by the fury of party faction; on the other hand, moderates understood the position of the monarchy with its exorbitant prerogatives established from ‘long practice’. Such men ostensibly understood that ‘it could not but happen, that the prince, however just and moderate, would endeavour to repress his opponents; and, as he stood upon the very brink of arbitrary power, it was to be feared that he would, hastily and unknowingly, pass those limits, which were not precisely marked by the constitution.’

With there being valid arguments for both ‘privilège and prerogative’, Hume declares that the ‘people must be divided’ on so important an issue. Because the ‘arms of the state were still in [the Commons’] hands’, a ‘civil war must ensue’. In such an event, ‘no party or both parties would justly bear the blame’ (H, V, pp. 95-96).

Part of the process of securing the regular plan of liberty was having the politics of James I mirrored in that of the political nation; the body politic, like James himself, was given to ‘extremes’. Hume argues that James’ character was prone to ‘calumny and
flattery’ and of ‘satire and panegyric’ (H, V, p. 121). It is clear from Hume’s appraisal that he regards the political body at large culpable of these same kinds of extremes.

The gloss that Hume put on the whole of James’ reign attempts to draw out at some length why the conflict between the monarchy and liberty took place when it did and why. Hume makes repeated reference to the way in which James acted in accordance with monarchical principles, yet at the same time grated on the growing cause of liberty (H, V, pp. 121, 124, 126-128). And, quite significantly, it should not be surprising that the Stuart kings were jealous of their authority and the way it was constituted.

Upon the whole, we must conceive that monarchy, on the accession of the house of Stuart, was possessed of a very extensive authority; An authority, in the judgment of all, not exactly limited; in the judgment of some, not limitable. But, at the same time, this authority was founded merely on the opinion of the people, influenced by ancient precedent and example. It was not supported either by money or force of arms. And, for this reason, we need not wonder, that the princes of that line were so extremely jealous of their prerogative. (H, V, p. 128)

There is in Hume’s analysis a sense that the emerging conflict between the King and Commons was inevitable, especially if the Commons was made up of men equally enthusiastic for their religion as for their liberty. And before moving on to the character sketches Hume supplies at the conclusion of major eras in English history, he cannot bring himself to exclude a devastating blow to ‘the coherence [of] the systems of modern theology’. Hume draws out the central paradox of both the person of the King and the political culture of the period, noting that James’ ‘Calvinistic education had riveted him in the doctrine of absolute decrees’ while also ‘embracing the milder theology of Arminius’. Charles was to carry this process to its logical and unfortunate conclusion, as we will see below. Hume observes that the only thing which solved this theological inconsistency – and a positive outcome in Hume’s eyes – was the Civil Wars. The Restoration Church of England had embraced ‘speculative doctrines’ which were ‘more suitable to the genius of
her discipline and worship' (IV, V, pp. 131-132). There was no actual resolution of the theological difficulties; instead, calm was brought by force of arms and the necessity of circumstance.

*The history of Charles I*

Hume traces the same set of conflicts and characteristics that had become prevalent in James I's reign with a heightened sense of urgency when he turns to Charles I. One way monarchical prerogative was ubiquitously questioned under Charles I was through matters of finance. Charles, like his predecessors, was strapped for supply, which Hume draws upon as one source of civil discord under the Stuart kings.44

"Englishmen, Hume declares, were 'very little accustomed' to the 'burden of taxes'. He notes that Elizabeth wisely avoided the issue of taxes, choosing instead to live in 'frugality' and 'vigor'. Parliament would not be swayed from its customary course either.

Moreover, Hume reminds us of the prudence in recognising that 'Habits, more than reason' are in fact 'the governing principle of mankind' (IV, V, p. 159). The Stuarts of course failed to appreciate this point. The question of supply eventually became one of utmost importance and a necessary component leading to the Civil Wars. Charles' misfortune was that the House of Commons 'was almost entirely governed by a set of men of the most uncommon capacity and the biggest views'. Moreover, such men were 'resolved to seize the opportunity, which the king's necessities afforded them' in order to reduce his prerogative to a 'more reasonable compass' (IV, V, p. 160).

And while the Commons was so constituted, Charles’ disposition was not favourable to compromise either. Aside from the fact that his fellow monarchs held ‘absolutist’ views of their own position, the ‘ambiguous’ English constitution was easily interpreted by Charles as ‘certain and uncontroversial’. For him, the ‘ancient laws and constitution’ were more like ‘lines to direct his conduct’ than any sort of ‘barrier’ to his prerogatives or power. When this understanding was challenged by Parliament, Hume argues that to Charles this ‘appeared but one degree removed from open sedition and rebellion’ (II, v, p. 161). Such divergent understandings of the nature of the English constitution, and the English monarchy reveal the dichotomy which had been developing between the King and Commons, prerogative and liberty. Of course Hume was implicitly countering the view that Charles entertained any concerted effort to usurp prerogatives, as Rapin and his Whig acolytes suggested.\footnote{Rapin, II, p. 798.} On Hume’s reading Charles was not sufficiently aware of the constitutional or political change overwhelming him, so any claim to Charles’ will to power can be safely laid aside.

One particularly noteworthy moment in the history of the constitution under Charles was the formation of the Petition of Right. Hume recounts that no one had openly ‘set himself in opposition to regal power’ while claiming ‘the protection of the constitution’ until the reign of Charles I. In order for this situation to transpire it required ‘the spirit of liberty’ to be ‘universally diffused’; in the process ‘the principles of government were nearly reduced to a system’. This ‘more civilized’ age was apparently less inclined to suffer the ‘violent exertions of prerogative’ (II, v, p. 179). When Charles called his third Parliament (1628-1629) the Houses passed a bill of supply but did not

\footnote{Rapin, II, p. 798.}
commit it to law before the Petition of Right was issued. Hume argues that Charles
placed the idea of monarchical prerogative on the line with the question of supply, thus
committing an egregious error in judgment.

Forced loans, benevolences, taxes without consent of parliament, arbitrary
imprisonsments, the billeting of soldiers, martial law; these were the grievances
complained of, and against these an eternal remedy was to be prepared. The commons
pretended not, as they affirmed, to any unusual powers or privileges: They aimed only at
securing those which had been transmitted them from their ancestors: And their law they
resolved to call a PETITION OF RIGHT; as implying that it contained a corroboration or
explanation of the ancient constitution, not any infringement of royal prerogative, or
acquisition of new liberties. (H, V, p. 192)

The King’s eventual assent to the Petition of Right, according to Hume, ‘produced such a
change’ as to be ‘almost equivalent to a revolution’. The effect was to circumscribe the
King’s prerogative while simultaneously giving ‘additional security to the liberties of the
subject’ (H, V, p. 200). Hume saw in the Petition a simulacrum of the fate of liberty in
England. Because the ‘progression’ of liberty, as Hume calls it, was anything but
perfunctory, he expresses reservation about the means to that end. Hume was hardly the
staunch Machiavellian willing to justify ends by whatever means.46 Instead he describes
how the coming of liberty in England was marred by its ironic contingency on religious
zeal; the irony being that enthusiasm secured a measure of liberty which was integral to
the Hanoverian state and Britain’s mixed constitution.

Such zeal for liberty, not altogether inseparable from religious enthusiasm, was,
however, liable to give way to continued dissatisfaction. Hume confessed that both sides
in the dispute – King versus the Commons, prerogative versus liberty – had merit. Yet, at
the same time, he censures both sides for their cupidity; enthusiasm, the bane of the body

46 There is of course some debate over the status of what Machiavelli can be said to
politic’s existence, was a heady cocktail of which the royalist and constitutionalist party both drank deep. In this sense Hume distinguishes himself from Bolingbroke, Rapin and their Whig counterparts who uncritically praised the unbounded progress of English liberty. Bolingbroke had clearly favoured the friends of liberty in his historical writings, yet, lacked a sophisticated conception of how liberty and human nature were related; Hume steers clear of this partisanship, noting that the means by which liberty was secured under Charles was by no means one disposed to political stability. After the debacle of ‘tonnage and poundage’ it came as no surprise ‘that the king had entertained a very different idea of the constitution, from that which began, in general, to prevail among his subjects’ (H, V, p. 236).

Hume thus anticipates some of the direct religious confrontation of the latter portion of Charles’ reign. He observes, for example, Archbishop Laud’s ascendance over Charles in matters of religion. And with bitter irony he notes Charles’ order to prevent some of the very men who were to play major roles in the Civil Wars – Arthur Hazelig, John Hambden, John Pym, Oliver Cromwell – from embarking for the New World. Such undercurrents are further ‘sparks’ which would eventually ‘set the whole nation in combustion’ (H, V, p. 213). Once Hambden’s trial had awakened the people to liberty it was a short step to direct and open conflict (H, V, pp. 245-248).

Of course the location of most of the conflict surrounded religion. As a significant factor leading directly to war, Hume takes special interest in the source of religious conflict, Scotland, and its famous Covenant – ‘fitted to inflame the minds of men against

---

47 Bolingbroke, *Letters on History*, pp. 5, 121; *idem, Remarks on History*, 166, 276, 337.
their fellow creatures' (H, v, p. 258). First, however, it is important to cite Hume’s judgement on the matter of England’s alleged ‘grievances’. Hume makes it clear that when these grievances are ‘considered in themselves’ they ‘scarcely deserve the name’. He argues that everything from ‘peace’ to ‘commerce’ to ‘justice and lenity’ was enjoyed by the English along with ‘every other blessing’. The notable exception being liberty, ‘or rather the present exercise of liberty, and its proper security’ (H, v, pp. 249-250). It seemed like affairs would proceed along the established and familiar course had not the quarrels of Scotland – ‘a country more turbulent, and less disposed to submission and obedience’ – intervened.  

For Hume, the Covenanters epitomized the near fatal and odious mixture of political and religious enthusiasm, marking an inauspicious step towards anarchy. Calvinist Scotland summoned the orgulous powers of religious zeal; rather than taming men, the religion of the Scots nourished a bold spirit, cultivated ‘the highest raptures and ecstasies of devotion, it consecrated, in a manner, every individual, and in his own eyes, bestowed a character on him, much superior to what forms and ceremonious institutions could alone confer.’ The History links this manifestation of enthusiasm to the initial violence that led to war with Scotland. The persistent influence of religious enthusiasm dramatically altered both Scotland and England’s political landscape. Hume begins sketching the aforementioned link via the course of constitutional change within Charles’ reign:

---


49 Hume (H, iv, pp. 263-264) relishes ridiculing in ironist fashion the so-called prophecies of the Scottish Covenanters, and attempts to gain the readers support for his views by demonstrating the deleterious effects on society such perturbations have.
The causes of disgust, which, for above thirty years, had daily been multiplying in England, were now come to full maturity, and threatened the kingdom with some great revolution or convulsion. The uncertain and undefined limits of prerogative and in every controversy between prince and people, the question, however doubtful, had always been decided, by each party, in favour of its own pretensions. Too lightly, perhaps, moved by the appearance of necessity, the king had even assumed powers incompatible with the principles of limited government, and had rendered it impossible for his most zealous partisans entirely to justify conduct, except by topics so unpopular, that they were more fitted, in the present dispositions of men's minds, to inflame, than appease, the general discontent. Those great supporters of public authority, law and religion, had likewise, by the unbounded compliance of judges and prelates, lost much of their influence over the people; or rather had in a great measure gone over to the side of faction, and authorized the spirit of opposition and rebellion. The nobility, also, whom the king had no means of retaining by offices and preferments suitable to their rank, had been seized with the general discontent, and unwarily threw themselves in the scale, which already began too much to preponderate. Sensible of some encroachments, which had been made by royal authority, men entertained no jealousy of the commons, whose enterprises, for the acquisition of power, had ever been covered with the appearance of public good, and had hitherto gone no farther than some disappointed efforts and endeavours.

Hume then reveals how the affairs of Scotland had a direct influence on those of England.

The progress of the Scottish malcontents reduced the crown to an entire dependence for supply: Their union with the popular party in England brought great accession of authority to the latter: The near prospect of success roused all latent murmurs and pretensions, which had hitherto been held in such violent constraint: And the torrent of general inclination and opinion ran so strongly against court, that the king was in no situation to refuse any reasonable demands of the popular leaders, either for defining or limiting the powers of his prerogative. Even many exorbitant claims, in his present situation, would probably be made, and must necessarily be complied with. (H, V, pp. 283-284)

Calvinist Scotland cornered the English monarchy, forcing a crisis and then subsequent alteration to the constitutional arrangement itself. At the same time it made possible the pretension of 'the rule of the saints'.

Once Charles had been reduced through necessity, heightened by war with Scotland, the Commons assumed a great deal more power. Hume relates this transfer in the balance of power by describing the vulnerability of the King’s ministers, brought to

---

trial by the Commons in 1641. Hume rashly declares that the ‘whole sovereign power’
was ‘transferred to the commons, and the government, without any seeming violence or
disorder, [was] changed, in a moment, from a monarchy almost absolute, to a popular
democracy’ (H, V, p. 293). Charles’ powers of protection were stripped from him. Hume
drives home the point that this was tantamount to a revolution in the powers of
prerogative, dramatically altering the nature of the English constitution. Despite Hume’s
exaggerated comments to the contrary, he recognized that under Charles a gradual
alteration of the English state was underway. Hume even goes so far as to make a general
appeal to the reading public and to other historians to validate this interpretation. First
and foremost, ‘all historians’ and ‘all authors’ who have discussed this period of history
have chalked up the ‘civil disorders and convulsions’ to ‘religious controversy’. Moreover,
such ‘political disputes as there were’, were ‘entirely subordinate’ to questions of religion.
Charles would have been able to avert the calamities of his reign, had he maintained the
support of government; but because he had been entirely subjugated this was no longer
the case.

Disuse of parliaments, imprisonments and prosecution of members, ship-money, an
arbitrary administration; these were loudly complained of: But the grievances, which
tended chiefly to inflame the parliament and the nation, especially the latter, were, the
surplice, the rails placed about the alter, the bows exacted on approaching it, the liturgy,
the breach of the Sabbath, embroidered copes, lawn sleeves, the use of the ring in
marriage, and of the cross in baptism. On account of these, were the popular leaders
content to throw the government into such violent convulsions; and to the disgrace of that
age and of this island, it must be acknowledged, that the disorders in Scotland entirely,
and those in England mostly, proceeded from so mean and contemptible an origin. (H, V,
p. 303)

The violent convulsions which overtook the Three Kingdoms were avoidable were it not
for the ‘theological hatred’ that possessed the island.\(^{31}\) Once the mixture of theology and

\(^{31}\) Cf. Brendan Bradshaw and John Morrill (eds.), *The British Problem, c. 1534-1707: State Formation in the Atlantic Archipelago* (New York, 1996); J. C. D. Clark,
politics was so intimate and inscrutable it seemed almost destined to lead to the extremes of bloodshed.

One of the ways which Hume judges this period of history is by decrying any comparison of the ‘great men’ of Charles’ reign with those of antiquity. This analysis reaffirms the kinds of virtues Hume thinks valuable for political stability and simultaneously reveals the profound differences between the scales of modern and ancient political virtue.

Some persons, partial to the patriots of this age, have ventured to put them in a balance with the most illustrious characters of antiquity; and mentioned the names of Pym, Hambden, Vane, as a just parallel to those of Cato, Brutus, Cassius. Profound capacity indeed, undaunted courage, extensive enterprise; in these particulars, perhaps the Roman do not much surpass the English worthies: But what a difference, when the discourse, conduct, conversation, and private as well as public behaviour, of both are inspected! Compare only one circumstance, and consider its consequences. The leisure of those noble ancients was totally employed in the study of Grecian eloquence and philosophy; in the cultivation of polite letters and civilized society: The whole discourse and language of the moderns were polluted with mysterious jargon, and full of the lowest and most vulgar hypocrisy. (H, V, 304)

In the differences between the ‘leisure’ of the ancients and moderns lies the heart of Hume’s message. The study of philosophy and rhetoric had a stabilizing effect and moderated both the political discourse and the political world of antiquity; the controversies of religion and the accompanying ‘theological hatred’ did nothing but expose England to extremes in both settings, and was the reason Hobbes railed at men steeped in ancient learning. It was not too much to expect that this extremity would lead to some form of tragedy.

The troubles with Scotland did nothing to vindicate the name of ‘true religion’; with God being claimed on all sides, Hume divulges how religion contributed to the enthusiastic cataclysm ending only in sectarian violence (H, V, pp. 343, 348). When Hume finally works his way to the Commons’ famous Grand Remonstrance of 1641, ‘wild enthusiasm’ had seized the body politic, intermixing ‘gross falsehoods’ and ‘some evident untruths’. From this point the Commons published its accusations stretching back to the beginning of Charles’ reign (H, V, pp. 351-352). After observing the reasons and arguments of both sides in this dispute in good neo-classical fashion, Hume observes that the enthusiasm of the Commons knew no bounds: ‘they still more openly passed all bounds of moderation; as supposing, no doubt, that the sacredness of the cause would sufficiently atone for employing means the most irregular and unprecedented’ (H, V, p. 360). Hume quickly opines the ‘regular plan’ of the Commons to reduce the monarchy. Once the ‘fanatical spirit, let loose’ it ‘confounded all regards to ease, safety, interest; and dissolved every moral and civil obligation’ (H, V, p. 380).

As with James I, this enthusiastic blunder of the political nation was reflected in the person of King Charles. Charles’ ‘mixed character’ contributed directly to the nation’s calamity: ‘His political errors, or rather weaknesses, had raised him inveterate enemies: His eminent moral virtues had procured him zealous partisans: And between the hatred of one, and the affections of the other, was the nation agitated with the most violent convulsions’ (H, V, p. 384). When the two parts of the government, ‘so sacred in the English constitution as those of King and Parliament’ were steadfast in their opposition, ‘the people were divided in their choice, and were agitated with most violent animosities and factions’ (H, V, p. 386).
One of Hume’s particular aversions was the eschatological furies to which the
enthusiasts of Charles’ reign were predisposed. Of course, Hume himself paints a dark
eschatological picture with rather foreboding undertones. He had argued that
‘religion…interwoven with politics’ was responsible for pulling the body politic apart:
‘each county, each town, each family almost, was divided within itself; the most violent
convulsions shook the whole kingdom’ (H, v, pp. 387, 400). England had become
Leviathan, and the polity descended into the Hobbesian state of nature. This was the
state of war of all against all, brought on by the intolerance, bigotry, and hypocrisy of
religious enthusiasm.

Once war had begun, little else could be expected but more of the same
accompanied by a heightened pitch and a newfound sense of urgency. The pace of the
History picks up, moving swiftly from one significant action to another, often highlighting
the culpability of religion. Various descriptions of the action of the Civil Wars
demonstrate how a moderate peace was thwarted on several key occasions (H, v, pp. 414,
422, 450-456; H, vi, pp. 5, 28-29, 41, 55-110). The tone of the narrative becomes one
which frequently dwells on death, darkness, and despair. The rule of law – as in Hobbes’
state of nature – was abandoned and subjugated to the enthusiast’s antinomian Spirit.
However, the enthusiast was soon a victim of his own demise: ‘No sooner had they
subdued their sovereign, than their own servants rose against them, and tumbled them
from their slippery throne. The sacred boundaries of the laws being once violated,
nothing remained to confine the wild projects of zeal and ambition. And every successive
revolution became a precedent for that which followed it’ (H, v, p. 492). The synthesis of
this process of enthusiastic dialectic for Hume is found in the person of Oliver Cromwell.
On one level, Volume V (originally the first volume) of the *History* provides Hume with the material to portray Cromwell as a foil for his moderate politics. This theme reaches a climax at the end of the volume and is carried over to the final volume’s narration of the Interregnum. Not only is Cromwell an arch-hypocrite, he represents the complete incarnation of self-deceptively enthusiastic politics (H, V, pp. 444-445, 489-490, 510). This enthusiastic spirit of religion came to replace the prudence necessary for practical politics manifested by the change in the character of the army.

These motives of interest acquired additional influence, and became more dangerous to the parliament, from the religious spirit, by which the army was universally actuated. Among the generality of men, educated in regular, civilized societies, the sentiments of shame, duty, honour, have considerable authority, and serve to counterbalance and direct the motives, derived from private advantage: But, by the predominancy of enthusiasm among the parliamentary forces, these salutary principles lost their credit, and were regarded as mere human inventions, yea moral institutions, fitter for heathens than for christians. The saint, resigned over to superior guidance, was at full liberty to gratify all his appetites, disguised under the appearance of pious zeal. And, besides the strange corruptions engendered by this spirit, it eluded and loosened all the ties of morality, and gave entire scope, and even sanction, to the selfishness and ambition, which naturally adhere to the human mind.

Thus, everyone was prone to political speculations, especially about the formation of state and government. This tumultuousness, spurred on by the spirit of enthusiasm, had given way to the self-imposed hypocrisy of the saints who seized the reins of power for themselves. Thus the English state went from a stable, limited monarchy to the anarchic state of nature to military tyranny. Though, as we shall see below, the inheritance of ‘the godly’ was not lost on Restoration England.

Concluding his discussion of the origins of the English Civil Wars, Hume drew another political and philosophical lesson. Never one to let a moment of historical instruction to pass him by, he provides his own version of Socrates’ ‘noble lie’ found in Plato’s *Republic.*
If ever, on any occasion, it were laudable to conceal truth from the populace; it must be confessed, that the doctrine of resistance affords such an example; and that all speculative reasoners ought to observe, with regard to this principle, the same cautious silence, which the laws, in every species of government, have ever prescribed to themselves. Government is instituted in order to restrain the fury and injustice of the people; and being always founded on opinion, not on force, it is dangerous to weaken, by these speculations, the reverence, which the multitude owe to authority, and to instruct them beforehand, that the case can never happen, when they may be freed from their duty of allegiance. (H, V, p. 554)

Religious enthusiasm was precisely the force that disrupted the 'cautious silence' of the Stuart Kings. Religious enthusiasm released the 'fury and injustice' of the people by giving license to the furies of fanaticism and wild speculation. And finally, religious enthusiasm 'weakened' the 'duty of allegiance' by altering the opinion and thus the discourse under the Stuart Kings.

§III. RELIGION AND POLITICS TO THE RESTORATION

Hume closed off volume V of the History with an aphorism on the use of history: 'History, the great mistress of wisdom, furnishes examples of all kinds; and every prudential, as well as moral precept, may be authorized by those events, which her enlarged mirror is able to present to us' (H, V, p. 543; cf. T 2.2.5.21, p. 236). Hume then draws two rather significant points. First, 'it is dangerous for princes, even from the appearance of necessity, to assume more authority, that the laws have allowed them.' Second, the events leading up to the Civil Wars 'furnish us with another instruction, no less natural, and no less useful, concerning the madness of the people, the furies of fanaticism, and the danger

---

32 Hume's thought was sufficiently sophisticated to compare nature and human thought to a mirror, something Richard Rorty has overlooked in Philosophy and the Mirror of Nature (Princeton, 1981); idem, 'Should Hume Be Answered or Bypassed?', Human Nature and Natural Knowledge, (eds.) A. Donogan, A. N. Perovich, and M. V. Wedin (Dordrecht, 1986), pp. 341-352; and Schmidt, p. 424 n. 22.
of mercenary armies' (H, V, p. 544). We have already learned that Clio, the historical Muse, is a source of enlightened amusement, understanding, virtue, and moderation. Both these pedagogical points fit within Hume's scale of Enlightenment values, driven home by his analysis of the Restoration.

Once the Civil Wars had begun and Charles I was executed there was little to restrain that which had played such a large part in bringing matters to a head. Religious enthusiasm flourished, lacking any sense of restraint or boundary: 'Every man had framed the model of a republic; and, however new it was, or fantastical, he was eager in recommending it to his fellow citizens, or even imposing it by force upon them.' This was paralleled in religion, where 'Every man had adjusted a system of religion, which, being derived from no traditional authority, was peculiar to himself; and being founded on supposed inspiration, not on any principles of human reason, had no means, besides cant and low rhetoric, by which it could recommend itself to others' (H, VI, p. 3). This state of chaos and confusion spread over the whole of England; for a small part of the English nation, the Independents, had 'usurped the whole', but faced an army that indulged 'every chimera in politics' (H, VI, p. 5). Such a combination was a recipe for revolt and revolution.

As volume V of the History sketched the outline of Cromwell as the arch-enthusiast, volume VI filled in his portrait. Hume notes that when Cromwell pleaded with Fairfax about war with the Scots (June 1650), some of the characteristics which were

---

to make him Protector revealed themselves. Cromwell’s ‘warmth of temper’ as ‘a fanatic enthusiast’ made him ‘the most dangerous of hypocrites’; it was this, as much as ‘his courage and capacity, that he owed all his wonderful successes.’ Indeed, through the ‘contagious ferment of his zeal, he engaged every one to co-operate with him in his measures; and entering easily and affectionately into every part, which he was disposed to act, he was enabled, even after multiplied deceits, to cover, under a tempest of passion, all his crooked schemes and profound artifices’ (H, VI, pp. 28-29). This is an important realisation if, as Hume argues, the ‘movements of great states are often directed by as slender springs as those of individuals’ (H, VI, p. 46). Cromwell was even conscious of his strength, which, accompanied by the ‘uncontrollable fury of his zeal’ managed to push ‘every thing to extremities’ (H, VI, p. 57). And Hume deliberately parts from the host of writers who have either idolized or demonised Cromwell. He only wishes to dispel the ‘marvellous’ from Cromwell’s characterization (H, VI, p. 108). Hume is even willing to give Cromwell credit for his moral qualities and his capabilities as a general and politician; this, however, does nothing to alleviate Cromwell’s enthusiastic egotism or his flagrant self-deception (H, VI, pp. 109-110). In this sense Hume distinguishes his account from Bolingbroke and Rapin, who were content to praise Cromwell’s allegiance to liberty and his abilities, if somewhat diffident of his religious stance.\(^{35}\) Because he sought to reveal and thereby construct the principles of political stability, Hume could not let Cromwell’s character remain one characterised as merely misguided, but instead to style him a synecdoche for how religion and self-deception can turn politics topsy-turvy, prey

to both tyranny and dictatorship.\textsuperscript{36} It is significant that Hume sums up the disasters of the Interregnum as a forceful denunciation of fanaticism and religious enthusiasm in politics (H, vi, pp. 55-110). Though the body politic was capable of surviving this kind of political pestilence, there was no guarantee. Cromwell represents the personification of the politics of impropriety.

In contrast to Cromwell, General Monck comes off as moderate and politically prudent, largely responsible for the Restoration. Hume lavishes praise upon Monk for his felicific foresight and his part in bringing stability back to English politics (H, vi, pp. 123-124). His life was ‘unexceptionable’ and responsible for the return of ‘antient’, ‘legal’, and ‘free government’ to a people ‘plunged in the most destructive anarchy’ (H, vi, p. 147 note g). Of course, as Hume later declares, it is difficult ‘to find in history a character either wholly bad or perfectly good’; and all too often the ‘the prejudices of party make writers run easily into the extremes both of panegyrick and of satire’ (H, vi, p. 427). That said, Monk the moderate was responsible for restoring political stability to England, a point not lost on the History’s readers.

Aside from Cromwell and Monk, the ‘gloomy enthusiasm’ of the parliamentarians provided yet another enlightened elucidation of history as both ‘instructive’ and ‘entertaining to a philosophical mind’ (H, vi, p. 142). In this case Clio cleared away the rubbish of minds stooped in superstition (Catholics/Anglicans) or enamoured with enthusiasm (Puritans/Dissenters).\textsuperscript{37} The post-Restoration world understood ‘that gravity was very distinct from wisdom, formality from virtue, and hypocrisy from religion.’ The ‘universal joy’ that accompanied the Restoration required the repudiation of ‘melancholy

\textsuperscript{36} Herdt, pp. 197-218.
austerity’, the trademark of ‘fanatics’. Their ‘sour and malignant humours’ were replaced, embodied by Charles II, with pleasure and politeness (H, vi, p. 157). Hume makes a point of noting that Charles himself visited the Lords in order to persuade them to accept the moderate political course of passing the ‘act of general indemnity’. This pragmatic plea was dutifully received with ‘applause and satisfaction’ (H, vi, p. 158). The Restoration marks for Hume the beginning of the transition of a political discourse infused with enthusiasm to one of party politics. This transition was also accompanied by similar changes in the constitution and the state of liberty.

The story of constitutional change, liberty and religion is a complicated one from 1660 to 1688. One of the more important developments affecting both the constitution and liberty was the Act of Uniformity (1662).\textsuperscript{58} This attempt at creating what has been called the ‘confessional state’ was crafted as a pillar of political stability.\textsuperscript{59} Hume dutifully recounts this development, and notes its importance for the refining of the system of liberty in Britain (H, vi, p. 176). Through this measure a modicum of religious and political liberty was allowed. Moreover, it represented the ‘systematising’ Hume speaks of whereby liberty was more clearly defined and delineated.

Another key moment for Hume was Charles’ declaration that he wished the Triennial Act to be repealed (1664).\textsuperscript{60} Under the circumstances of the post-Restoration political world, Parliament acceded to Charles’ wish ‘without taking offence’. Hume

\textsuperscript{58} This act required the rites and ceremonies of the Book of Common Prayer (1662) to be used in church services.


\textsuperscript{60} This act repealed the Long Parliament’s Triennial Act of 1641 and allowed Charles to summon Parliament at his prerogative, thus reasserting the monarchy’s position in the constitution.
passes mild indictment on Parliament for this, since having ‘raised itself to be a regular check and controll upon royal power’, it should have ‘preserved a regular security for their meeting’. Trusting to ‘the good-will of the king’ was dangerous because it might lead to Parliament’s dissolution altogether; indeed, it was not long before ‘the nation had occasion to feel very sensibly the effects of this repeal’ (H, vi, p. 190-191). And while this fluctuation in the nature of the constitution was not one favourable to Parliament’s liberty, there were other factors which tipped the scales in their direction. Hume was convinced of this, arguing that from the Restoration onwards ‘England had attained a situation, which had never been experienced in any former period of her government, and which seemed the only one, that could fully ensure, at once, her tranquillity and her liberty’. This resulted from Charles’ need of supply. But the difference between Charles I and Charles II was the latter’s willingness ‘to accommodate himself to that dependent situation.’ He was not disposed to revive the ‘claims of prerogative’ made by his predecessors. Instead he ‘strictly confined himself within the limits of the law, and had courted, by every art of popularity, the affections of his subjects.’ Hume caustically censures Parliament for failing to supply Charles with the means of being a liberal King. Even now Parliament ‘imitated too strictly the example of their predecessors in a rigid frugality of public money; and neither sufficiently considered the indigent condition of their prince, nor the general state of Europe; where every nation, by its increase both of magnificence and force, had made great additions to all public expenses’ (H, vi, pp. 134-135).

One of the consequences of Parliament’s penchant for denying adequate supply to Charles II was the ‘modern’ development of party in England. The growth of factional
division was a lineage which Hume had traced in the Essays back to the reign of James I. However, the more immediate pedigree of party was found in Restoration England. The history of the transformation of religious enthusiasm to party zeal can be broadly traced through Hume’s discussion of the debate surrounding ‘resistance’, the Popish Plot, and the birth of the Whig and Tory parties in Restoration England.61

Hume introduces the question of ‘passive obedience’ in the History through the Lords’ attempt to pass a bill requiring the swearing of an oath not to take up arms against the king (1673). The ‘zeal’ of both combatants in this dispute was such that it ‘entered into the controversies of the old parties, cavalier and roundhead’ (H, VI, p. 293). The whole nation was drawn to one side or the other; the few moderates that existed questioned the ‘impolitic’ nature of the feud, threatening, as it did, to again pull the nation apart. According to Hume, all that was required to avoid this political evil was to maintain the ‘simplicity retained in the ancient laws of England’; they were ‘best calculated to prevent the extremes on either side’. However, neither excluding nor admitting resistance into the constitution were options worth considering.

That even in mixt monarchies, where that supposition seemed most requisite, it was yet entirely superfluous; since no man, on the approach of extraordinary necessity, could be at a loss, though not directed by legal declarations, to find the proper remedy: That even those who might, at a distance, and by scholastic reasoning, exclude all resistance, would yet hearken to the voice of nature; when evident ruin, both to themselves and to the public, must attend a strict adherence, to their principles: That the question, as it ought thus to be entirely excluded from all determinations of the legislature, was, even among private reasoners, somewhat frivolous, and little better than a dispute of words: That the one party could not pretend, that resistance ought ever to become a familiar practice; the other would surely have recourse to it in great extremities: And thus the difference could only turn on the degrees of danger or oppression, which would warrant this irregular

---

61 Hume’s interpretation differs from historians of our day in that they often trace the growth of party to the Exclusions Crisis of 1680-1681 specifically. And, the full maturity of modern party government is reserved for the late-eighteenth century, if then. Cf. Frank O’Gorman, *The Rise of Party in England: The Rockingham Whigs, 1760-1832* (London, 1975).
remedy; a difference, which, in a general question, it was impossible, by any language, precisely to fix or determine. (H, VI, pp. 293-294)

Such disputes, accompanied by Charles’ uncertain motives and Parliament’s general distrust and the conduct of foreign policy, easily transported the Commons into two parties, Court and Country. The Court party was made up of those naturally inclined to side with the King, and by men bribed and bought by patronage. Likewise, the Country part was made up of men trying to further their ‘private views’ and ‘factions’, but it also included men ‘who had no other object than the public good.’ The ‘disinterested’ men fluctuated back and forth between the cause of the King and the Commons.\(^62\) However, because ‘a general distrust of the king prevailed’ the moderate men of both parties were apprehensive of granting the King sufficient supply (H, VI, pp. 307-308).\(^63\) The debate revolving around ‘resistance’, originally related to supply and later to religion and Exclusion, divided the political nation into parties (cf. E PO, pp. 488-492; E PGB, pp. 64-72).

The Popish Plot, another instance of religion rearing its ugly head, also parted England politically.\(^64\) When the ‘cry of a plot’ was heard, hysteria and hallucination ran rampant. Like ‘men affrighted and in the dark, [they] took every figure for a spectre.’ A ‘universal panic’ ensued: ‘reason and argument and common sense and common humanity lost all influence’. Nothing but the fury, fear and fanaticism of men’s mind was


able to account for an event which was otherwise ‘altogether inexplicable’ (H, VI, p. 333). The Popish Plot was, in essence, a momentary relapse into the religious enthusiasm of the English Civil Wars. It demonstrated that ‘Men reason more from their fears and their passions than from the evidence before them’ (H, VI, p. 340). The tragicomedies of historical episodes such as the Popish Plot were the historical experiments from which Hume drew his aphorisms. The *History* clearly makes Titus Oates and William Bedloe appear ridiculous while chastising Charles II and Parliament for seriously entertaining such rogues at all (H, VI, pp. 332-355, 360-362). The whole debacle was retold as a historical lesson for an enlightened age. The mixture of politics and enthusiastic or superstitious religion spelt political instability.

The Exclusion Crisis or ‘Cabal’ as Hume calls it was the most formidable step in the development of party in England prior to the Revolution of 1688. Since the beginning of the Restoration, Hume argues that the Cavalier Parliament had dramatically changed shape. It went from a Royalist Parliament to a moderately independent one, which secured its dissolution. The first signs of Parliament’s waver resulted from alarm about royal relations with France. From this, Parliament went on ‘to discover symptoms of the most refractory and most jealous disposition.’ The likes of Oates and Bedloe pushed Parliament ‘beyond all bounds of moderation’; and before Parliament’s dissolution it ‘seemed to be treading fast in the footsteps of the last long parliament, on whose conduct they threw at first such violent blame.’ What distinguished the strife of the Civil Wars years from the Restoration crises was that Parliament was now enflamed with ‘party-views’, guilty of neglecting ‘public interest’ (H, VI, p. 353). The election that followed the Restoration Parliament’s dissolution was, according to Hume, the first which saw its
battle lines drawn by party interest, 'and where the court interested itself, to a high
degree, in the choice of the national representatives.' Much to the Court's dismay, the
fear stoked by the supposed threat to 'Religion, liberty, property, and the lives of men'
resulted in its resounding defeat. The currency of the Popish Plot in every corner of
England had secured such a result (H, VI, p. 356).

The Exclusion Crisis and the results of the election that followed hard on its heels
had an important impact on political liberty. Living in the midst of the Hanoverian
regime accompanied by the partial rejection of the ideals of civic humanism, Hume's
support for the limited role of placemen and pensions was almost automatic. Though the
more sinister men in Parliament, secured through bribery, were a threat to the 'virtue and
liberty of a nation', those who received honours for their service oiled the machine of
state. This was not something appreciated by the Commons under Charles II. Jealous of
the crown's influence, the Commons attempted to pass a bill against placemen (H, VI, p.
366). Such jealousy was carried over to the standing army which was 'voted to be illegal'.
Hume recognised this 'new pretension' and its necessity for 'the full security of liberty and
a limited constitution.' Though the Magna Carta had 'laid the foundation' of liberty, and
the Petition of Right 'renewed and extended it', other aspects 'were still wanting' in order
to 'render it complete'. This process reached a pinnacle when in 1679 Parliament passed
the act of habeus corpus protecting against arbitrary imprisonment: 'a merit, which
makes some atonement for the faction and violence, into which their prejudices had, in
other particulars, betrayed them' (H, VI, p. 366-367). By rendering liberty 'complete', however, the political nation was further fractured along party lines.63

The re-emergence of party faction after the Restoration was also a result of the King's loss of popularity. At the onset of his reign, Charles 'had endeavoured to abolish the distinction of parties', choosing his ministers from both. However, once his popularity waned he 'found it necessary to court the old cavalier party', being his natural allies (H, VI, pp. 375-376). 'A party, strongly attached to the monarchy,' Hume writes, 'will naturally be jealous of the right of succession, by which alone, they believe, stability to be preserved in the government, and a barrier fixed against the encroachments of popular assemblies.' Such a party was as such against Exclusion and against diminishing the powers of the King. They also regarded any dependence on popularity, in which the Commons placed much of their trust, as a dangerous step back towards a commonwealth. Because Charles looked to one party for his support, he played a pivotal role in the emergence of modern party politics. The division which Parliament found itself victim to, according to Hume, was less a result of 'religious than from party zeal'. By the end of the reign of Charles II the spirit of enthusiasm had occasioned so much mischief, and had been so successfully exploded, that it was not possible, by any artifice, again to revive and support it. Cant had been ridiculed; hypocrisy detected; the pretensions to a more thorough reformation, and to greater purity, had become suspicious; and instead of denouncing themselves the godly party, the appellation affected at the beginning of the civil wars, the present patriots were content with calling themselves the good and the honest party: A sure prognostic, that their measures were not to be so furious, nor their pretensions so exorbitant. (H, VI, p. 377)

63 The Habeus Corpus Amendment Act simply amended *habeus corpus*, which was already in existence in law, by preventing the officers of the Crown from evading the implications of the Habeus Corpus Writ.
This protracted series of events proved the crucible of the ‘modern’ parties in Britain; it was ‘the epoch of the well-known epithets of WHIG and TORY, by which, and sometimes without any material difference, this island has been so long divided’ (H, VI, p. 381). The struggle for liberty which had begun in the seventeenth century under the banner of religion, refashioned its standard with party colours towards the end of the reign of Charles II. In contrast to popular Whig abridgements like Rapin’s *Dissertation on the Rise, Progress, Views, Strengths, Interests, and Characters of the two Parties of the WHIGS and TORIES*, which had traced the origins of party to the ancient struggle between the constitution and the monarchy, Hume crafted a narrative which drew the lines of party to divisions based on modern opinion in politics; at first religious, as the cause of the Civil Wars, and then principled, as the cause of the Revolution.\(^\text{66}\)

Hume considered the history of the Stuarts politically important for numerous reasons. However, he had begun with the history of the Stuarts because, as he had written, it was both amusing and instructive, since Stuart history gave the historian a broad canvass from which to draw moral and political Tacitean lessons. This chapter has argued that one of the principal aims of Hume’s philosophical, political and historical enterprise was the extirpation of enthusiasm. Such a history was highly entertaining but it also provided important political lessons which Hanoverian readers appreciated. The polite denunciation of ‘false’ religion, begun in the *Treatise* and Essays, and completed in the *History*, was one that elicited a variety of responses. Catherine Macaulay’s *History of England*, a republican refutation of Hume, shows how much of a ‘threat’ Hume’s philosophical politics could be, especially to those who wished not to heed his moderate

\(^{14}\) Rapin, II, pp. 796-801.
Hume’s account of Stuart history from James I to James II and the Revolution of 1688, the subject we now turn to, was an enlightened narrative that managed to displease readers of all stripes.

CHAPTER 3

The Revolution and the foundations of the Hanoverian regime

The ‘Glorious Revolution’ of 1688-89 occupies a pre-eminent place in the history of the British Isles. Exactly what happened, and on what terms, has been an area of debate since the Revolution itself. In particular, the eighteenth century witnessed dizzying battle over the nature of the British polity where the Revolution figured significantly. It is not surprising, then, that Hume incorporated detailed analysis of the Revolution within his philosophical programme and his political science. Hume recognised the vital importance of 1688-89 for politics and for the Hanoverian state; it assumed and retained, therefore, a prominent place in his thought.

As we have seen, Hume began the ‘science of man’ by examining the principles of ‘human understanding’ and the ‘passions’, eventually extending his analysis to ‘morals’ as well. Equipped with the experimental method Hume completed his sceptical endeavour by throwing down the gauntlet of ‘reason’ and replacing it with ‘custom’. This methodology was carried over to the examination of politics first begun in the Treatise, where the Revolution is first discussed. After the Treatise’s dismal failure, Hume purposefully mimicked the polite essays of Joseph Addison and Richard Steele. Hume’s Essays are for the club and the coffeehouse; they are set-pieces meant to inspire commerce, conversation and civility. Hume’s historical tome, the History of England, narrates in neo-classical form the story of the Revolution as the foundation of the
Hanoverian political world.¹ The principles of politics, their application, and their historical context are each brought into focus by Hume’s treatment of the Revolution. I shall continue to argue that Hume’s synthesis is that of an ‘establishment Whig’ based on philosophical scepticism rendering his political thought a Hanoverian apologia. Hume maintained that it belongs ‘to a philosopher alone, who is of neither party, to put all the circumstances in the scale, and assign to each of them its proper poise and influence. Such a one will readily, at first, acknowledge that all political questions are infinitely complicated, and that there scarcely ever occurs, in any deliberation, a choice, which is either purely good, or purely ill’ (EPS, p. 507). If Hume is justly referred to as a ‘philosophical historian’ we may accept Duncan Forbes’ observation that he was also a ‘philosophical political scientist’.²

The amount of published material on the Revolution of 1688-89 is truly staggering, and the event continues to occupy an important place within the historiography of the period.³ Such scholarly debate testifies to the significance of this event and its regime-changing effects. Many have interpreted the Revolution in constitutional terms, as an episode eventually leading to modern constitutional government. G. M. Trevelyan provides a representative Whig gloss:

---

¹ Cf. Hicks, *Neoclassical History and English Culture*.
James II had tried to put the King above Parliament and above Law. The Revolution, while leaving the King the source of executive authority, subjected him to the Law, which was henceforth to be interpreted by independent and irremovable Judges, and could only be altered by Act of Parliament. At the same time, by the annual Mutiny Act that made the army dependent on Parliament, and by the refusal to grant to William for life the supplies that had been granted for the lives of Charles and James II, the House of Commons obtained a power of bargaining with Government that rendered it even more important than the House of Lords; indeed, from the Revolution onwards the Commons gradually gained a control even over the executive power of the King.⁴

Many historians have examined the Revolution as the seed leading to modern constitutional government in England. Scholars such as Jonathan Clark prefer to see this period not as the birthplace of modernity, but as a society that maintained ironclad connections with its past. Several strands of political discourse in Hanoverian Britain hailed the Revolution as the restoration of the ‘ancient constitution’; this is why the term ‘revolution’ appealed to them.⁵ That momentous event reaffirmed the conflation of political and historical thought into one discourse, something both Tories and Whigs accepted.⁶ In order to understand Hume’s thought and how he differentiated himself from this phenomenon, we must approach his analysis with such knowledge in mind.⁷

§II. PHILOSOPHY, POLITICS, AND THE REVOLUTION

I left off analysis in chapter I where the first mention of the Revolution of 1688-89 occurs in Book III of the *Treatise*, under ‘Of the objects of allegiance’. There I observed that Book III, ‘Of Morals’, is dedicated to applying the metaphysical enquiries of Books I and II

---

⁵ For the historical etymology of ‘revolution’ in eighteenth-century see: Clark, *English Society*, ‘Keywords’; W. A. Speck, ‘Whigs and Tories dim their glories’, *Whig Ascendancy*, pp. 50-68; Shwoerer, *Declaration of Rights*.
to the realms of morals and politics. Specifically, the Revolution is discussed within the context of Part II, Book III, ‘Of justice and injustice’.8

Preceding the Treatise account of 1688-89, Hume investigates the concept of political succession. The example he draws upon is that of Drusus and Germanicus, sons of the Roman emperor Tiberius. Drusus was adopted after Tiberius had become emperor; Germanicus was the natural son and elder of the two. Hume asks if Tiberius had died without naming a successor, upon what principles should governance descend? He despaired of resolving the question: ‘I am afraid we shall never be able to satisfy an impartial enquirer, who adopts no party in political controversies, and will be satisfy’d with nothing but sound reason and philosophy’ (T 3.2.10.15, p. 360). As a classical example set immediately before his account of the Revolution, Hume asserts that the principles of politics are beyond the scope of ‘reason’. We now stand, after examining the philosophical genesis of Hume’s political thought, in a position to appreciate how Hume reaches the sceptical conclusions regarding this Hanoverian historical shibboleth.

Perhaps the most innovative assertion in Book III was that political society was founded on ‘artifice’ (T 3.2.1, pp. 307-311).9 This extends to all aspects of political society including the origin of justice and property, the rules and transference of property, obligations and promises, the origins of government, as well as allegiance.10 The five principles of allegiance – long possession, present possession, conquest, succession and positive law – bear directly on the status of the Revolution. These principles confer legitimacy, where government was first instituted because of society’s ‘interest’. In order

---

8 For the relevant Enquiry redeployments on the same theme, see EPM, Sections 1, 3, 4, A3.
9 Cf. Whelan, Order and Artifice.
10 Cf. Haakonssen, Natural Law and Moral Philosophy, pp. 100-128.
to protect property and justice, man appointed magistrates. This, however, should not be confused with an ‘original contract’; it is more likely that political society arose from a state of war, where convenience placed sovereign power in the hands of an executive of some kind. In this setting, it is relevant to consider Locke’s formulation, considering its currency in Hanoverian political discourse. In discussing the origin of political society, Locke noted that ‘Men joyn and unite into a Community, for their comfortable, safe, and peaceable living one amongst the other, in a secure Enjoyment of their Properties, and a greater Security against any that are not of it...When any number of Men have so consented to make one Community or Government, they are thereby presently incorporated, and make one Body Politick, wherein the Majority have a Right to act and conclude the rest."11 Aside from subtly disagreeing with Locke on how this consent was realised, Hume was not willing to base politics on either reason (Locke) or revelation (Filmer), but rather on ‘opinion’ and ‘manners’ (Shaftesbury). Politics can then be investigated along the lines of natural philosophy or science. The Revolution is a historical experiment, like that of Emperor Tiberius, where Hume can verify his philosophical conclusions: once again, ‘the study of history confirms the reasonings of true philosophy’ (T 3.2.10.15, p. 359). Hume’s ‘science of man’ is experimental and in such a scheme political science and history prove the scientist and laboratory respectively.

Direct analysis of the Revolution begins with a restatement: ‘We have already remark’ed, that in the case of enormous tyranny and oppression, ’tis lawful to take arms even against the supreme power; and that as government is a mere human invention for mutual advantage and security, it no longer imposes any obligation, either natural or

moral, when once it ceases to have this tendency.' If all government rests on 'opinion' then there is no reason to endure despotic or tyrannical government. Hume followed this statement with an important qualifier; though the principle of resistance was one of common sense, revealed through the course of history, it is 'certainly impossible for the laws, or even for philosophy, to establish any particular rules, by which we may know when resistance is lawful; and decide all controversies, which may arise on that subject' (T 3.2.10.16, p. 360). In other words, there is no prescriptive basis for resistance to the sovereign power; the right of resistance is normative. Opposing tyranny is 'the practice of all ages', yet there is no means of establishing when such resistance is justified; this depends on context. Hume agreed with Locke that the end of government was the preservation of property. They differed, however, on how an injustice in this regard was to be redressed. Locke asserted that resistance was legitimate in cases of tyranny, arguing that when a dispute arose between the people and the magistrate and no umpire could be found, 'the Appeal then lies no where but to Heaven'. Any sort of Lockean prescriptive right of resistance is pragmatically questionable for Hume. Political stability would be at an end if any such right were allowed; Hume observes that 'mix'd governments' which contain a legal right of resistance are plagued by the indulgence such a law allows (T 3.2.10.16, p. 360). The 'science of man' is meant to dispel the ubiquitous causes of

---


13 Locke, Two Treatises, II, §242, p. 427.

14 Cf. Dunn, Political Thought of John Locke, pp. 165-186; Aschcraft, Revolutionary Politics, pp. 291-312.
instability, a legal right of resistance being one of them. Although a legal prescription of resistance has deleterious effect on political stability, it does not follow that resistance can never be justified.\textsuperscript{15}

According to Hume the ‘necessity of self-preservation’ and the ‘motive of public good, give [the people] the same liberty in one case as in the other’. While a right of resistance may cause instability, it allows for the ‘preservation of public liberty’. Government would be an ‘absurdity’ if it lacked the ‘power of resistance’ within it. Those who praise Britain’s ‘free government’ and also ‘deny the right of resistance’, like Filmer and his Tory disciples, have set aside ‘common sense, and do not merit a serious answer.’ Hume’s conclusion is that government, founded on ‘interest’ and based on ‘opinion’, can justifiably be resisted. Again, there is no prescriptive right of resistance nor should resistance be entertained lightly, the political consequences are weighty indeed; yet resistance of a normative kind is allowed based on the foundation of government’s institution (‘interest’).

Up until this point in the \textit{Treatise} Hume’s analysis has been of a general character; it has not discussed the Revolution specifically. He provides an explanation for this:

\begin{quote}
It does not belong to my present purpose to show, that these general principles are applicable to the late revolution; and that all the rights and privileges, which ought to be sacred to a free nation, were at that time threaten’d with the utmost danger. I am better pleas’d to leave this controverted subject, if it really admits of controversy; and to indulge myself in some philosophical reflections, which naturally arise from that important event. (T 3.2.10.17, p. 361)
\end{quote}

We may infer from this statement that the question of importance is not whether or not resistance at the Revolution was justified – especially when Hume’s contemporaries were

\textsuperscript{15} Cf. Haakonssen, \textit{Science of a Legislator}, pp. 4-44.
unable or unwilling to appreciate his nuanced contextual analysis. Instead Hume shirks the obvious question for his contemporaries, entertaining in its place certain ‘philosophical reflections’. Enlightened political maxims were more important than adjudicating the Revolution’s merit, something that Hume may have had some difficulty doing if he were a contemporary of that momentous event.

Dethroning a king at the behest of the Lords or the Commons, Hume declared, was arbitrary and illegal; only when the king consistently acted in an unjust and tyrannical manner did it become ‘morally lawful and suitable to the nature of political society to dethrone him’. When such a king is dethroned ‘we are apt to think, that the remaining members of the constitution acquire a right of excluding his next heir, and of choosing whom they please for his successor.’ This, notes Hume, is a ‘very singular quality of our thought and imagination.’ If the king forfeits his right by his abuses, it ought to revert to his heir as if the king had died; there being no reasonable case to the contrary. Ironically, Hume observes, ‘we easily comply with the contrary opinion.’ While such an act of resistance is laudable for the public good, Hume thinks it plainly illegal. As we shall see, the determination of kingship, authority, and obligation are different for Stuart versus Hanoverian contexts. The only reason that the Revolution was justified derived from the ‘operations of the understanding’. When the laws are ‘transgress’d with approbation’ in the name of public good the ‘mind naturally runs on with any train of action, which it has begun; nor do we commonly make any scruple concerning our duty, after the first action of any kind, which we perform’ (T 3.2.10.18, p. 361). Here is one of

---

16 Hume regarded the systemizing of the constitution and of liberty as worthy ends, and James II had crossed the barrier most Englishmen were willing to tolerate. Both Tory and Whig participation in the Revolution made incessant questioning of the justification of that event a non sequitor.
Hume’s political maxims made plain: if political authority is based on ‘opinion’, then the justification for acts of resistance – especially those perceived to be for the public good – are easily obtained.

Hume argues that if James II had been excluded and died soon after, his son would have been set up under a regency. Those who were inclined to monarchical principles were still loyal to the idea of hereditary right, even if James II had ruled in despotic form. On strictly technical grounds Hume seems to condemn the resistance proffered in 1688-89. That said, he quickly follows these observations with a highly pragmatic political principle: if ‘the slightest properties of the imagination have an effect on the judgements of the people, it shows the wisdom of the laws and of parliament to take advantage of such properties, and to choose magistrates either in or out of a line, according as the vulgar most naturally attribute authority and right to them’ (T 3.2.10.18, p. 362). Once again, if government is founded on ‘opinion’, then for society’s ‘interest’ it is best to take such opinion into account when altering the polity. Unlike Bolingbroke, Hume was under no illusion that the Revolution was returning post-Revolutionary Britain to its pristine constitution. He was well aware of the constitution’s mutable character, and advocated change that took account of the ‘first principles of government’. In post-Union Britain it meant paying due homage to Parliament, property and especially Protestantism.17

The recognition of the mutability of the constitution allows Hume to analyse the Revolution without any hindrances of ideological commitment.18 The accession of the Prince of Orange was contested, and his title doubtful, both during the Revolution and

---

17 Clark, *English Society*, pp. 74-83.
after; it had, according to Hume, ‘acquir’d a sufficient authority from those three princes, who have succeeded him upon that same title.’ This was a ‘natural’ political phenomenon; time accompanied by good rule had justified the rule of the Hanoverians, as it did for William III. Hume ignores entirely the question of right de jure versus de facto as being beside the point.¹⁹ A king ‘who during his whole life-time might justly be deem’d an usurper, will be regarded by posterity as a lawful prince, because he has had the good fortune to settle his family on the throne, and entirely change the antient form of government.’ ‘Time and custom’, Hume asserts, ‘give authority to all forms of government, and all successions of princes; and that power, which at first was founded only on injustice and violence, becomes in time legal and obligatory.’ This conceptualisation anticipates the political thought of Edmund Burke, not overly surprising considering the two were contemporaries, respected each other’s work, and were both establishment Whigs. The common-law processes of legitimisation is for both men carried on by extending it to ‘predecessors and ancestors’: the ‘present king of France makes Hugh Capet a more lawful prince than Cromwell’ (t 3.2.10.19, p. 362).²⁰ Here is an example, like that of the Revolution, where the principles of allegiance and property are made plain – in this case ‘present possession’.

The Revolution does not receive systematic treatment in Book III of the Treatise. It is a contextual episode within a largely metaphysical work. We can now appreciate how integrated Hume’s political thought was within the ‘science of man’. In Books I and II Hume had shown that the principles of the understanding were based on ‘custom’,

¹⁹ Cf. Kenyon, Revolution Principles, pp. 21-34.
²⁰ For Hume’s location in the civic humanist tradition see Pocock, Machiavellian Moment, chaps 13 and 14.
‘utility’, and ‘interest’.\textsuperscript{21} \textit{Pace} Descartes and Hobbes, reason was not able to account for the operations of the understanding or the operations of government. This does not, however, automatically propel Hume into the arms of Whig political thought. Many historians and philosophers have contended that Hume was actually Tory.\textsuperscript{22} Though this thesis has characterised Hume as an ‘establishment Whig’, it does not mean he automatically argued that the Revolution or the Whig polemic was justified. He had, after all, claimed in a personal letter to be ‘of no party’, having ‘no bias’ (I, I, p. 185). The principle of resistance was dubious at best:

\begin{quote}
But tho’, on some occasions, it may be justifiable, both in sound politics and morality, to resist supreme power, ’tis certain, that in the ordinary course of human affairs nothing can be more pernicious and criminal; and that besides the convulsions, which always attend revolutions, such a practice tends directly to the subversion of all government, and the causing an universal anarchy and confusion among mankind.
\end{quote}

With such knowledge ‘We ought always to weigh the advantages, which we reap from authority, against the disadvantages; and by this means we shall become more scrupulous of putting in practice the doctrine of resistance. The common rule requires submission; and ’tis only in cases of grievous tyranny and oppression, that the exception can take place’ (T 3.2.10.1, p. 354). The simple fact of the matter was that the Hanoverian regime was now legitimate; the principles of allegiance conferred a level of legitimacy sufficient for political stability. Moreover, there were advantages to be had as a consequence of 1688-89.

The \textit{Treatise} account of the Revolution is equivocal. There is no hearty endorsement of Whig apologetics; neither is there deep sympathy for the Tory principles.


The ‘science of man’ revealed that government was founded on ‘opinion’; party polemics of both stripes became superfluous and harmful, and as a result, the ‘rage of party’ politicised society, leaving it more vulnerable to Jacobitism. 23 Instead Hume suggests, political discourse should be dedicated to promoting moderation in a polite and increasingly commercial world. This gave the Treatise the ring of a sophisticated and sceptical apologia for the Hanoverian regime.

§II. PHILOSOPHY, POLITENESSS, AND THE REVOLUTION

Hume placed responsibility for the Treatise’s failure on its style; its poor reception ‘proceeded more from the manner than the matter’ (ML, pp. xxxiv, xxxv). With an avowed passion for a literary life he set out to revise and polish his work. This took the form of the Essays, Moral and Political, first appearing in 1741 and soon after it a second volume with corrections of the first. These post-Augustan essays received more attention than the Treatise, and it is to the Essays we must turn in order to understand the public message of Hume’s political thought.24 Once more, however, it is necessary to attend to Hume’s political principles to grasp the Revolution’s significance.

Hume held certain reservations about referring to the Revolution as ‘glorious’. The liberty of the press, in part a consequence of the Revolution, was plagued by unreasonable polemic and licentiousness. The positive attributes of a free press were clear, such as the increased traffic in ideas, commerce, and conversation; yet this was

nearly outweighed by the effects of ‘fanatic’ literary zeal (E LP, pp. 9-13). This kind of zeal, associated with the paper war between Walpole (the Dunciad) and his adversaries (Bolingbroke, Pope, etc), was also witnessed, much to Hume’s dismay, later in the century with the ‘Wilkes and Liberty’ phenomena. The source of the Revolution’s glory was to be found elsewhere. The Revolution, so it went, had confirmed and restored the balance of England’s ‘ancient’, ‘mixed’, and ‘matchless’ constitution. Hume would have agreed with such an appraisal insofar as such a form managed to avoid ‘the two extremes in government, liberty and slavery’ (E LP, p. 10). The best form of government was indeed mixed as we shall see shortly; England’s was not, however, either ‘matchless’ or ‘ancient’.

The forms of government preoccupied Hume as much as any good political theorist. This was first explored in ‘That Politics May be Reduced to a Science’. The essay begins with the question ‘whether there be any essential difference between one form of government and another? and, whether every form may not become good or bad, according as it is well or ill administered?’ Though a ‘friend to moderation’, Hume rejects the idea that form is irrelevant; he ‘cannot forbear condemning this sentiment, and should be sorry to think, that human affairs admit of no greater stability, than what they received from the casual humours and characters of particular men’ (E PR, pp. 14-15). As we might expect, Hume argues that the form of government does matter and that there are some forms better than others, depending on context.26 ‘So great is the force of laws, and of particular forms of government, and so little dependence have they on the humours and tempers of men,’ he observes, ‘that consequences almost as general and

25 For the polite education that the reading of history provided women, see ‘Of the Study of History’ (E SH, pp. 563-568) and also Wootton, ‘David Hume, “the Historian”’, pp. 281-285.
26 Dees, ‘Hume and the Context of Politics’.
certain may sometimes be deduced from them, as any which the mathematical sciences
afford us’ (E PR, p. 16). Hume explores the different forms of aristocracy as practised by
Venice and Poland. The Venetian form is better: ‘A nobility, who possess their power in
common, will preserve peace and order’ because they have a share in power ‘as part of
the whole body’. In this case, according to Hume, ‘no member can have authority
enough to controul the laws’; moreover, in this situation the ‘nobles will preserve their
authority over the people, but without grievous tyranny, or any breach of private
property’. Moreover, this distribution of power prevents ‘private feuds and animosities,
which spread ruin and desolation everywhere’ (E PR, pp. 16-17). Using Poland and Venice
as ‘ideal types’, Hume praises a form of aristocracy that is remarkably similar to the one
in which he lives, and which abides by his maxim regarding ‘good laws’.27

Hume follows this discussion of aristocracy by demonstrating the vulnerability of
elective monarchies. According to Hume such forms of government are subject to
‘greater inconveniencies’ than hereditary monarchs, whose principles are ‘eternal and
immutable’. After outlining the inconvenience of elective monarchy because of law’s
vulnerability in such a state, Hume establishes what he calls a universal maxim: ‘That an
hereditary prince, a nobility without vassals, and a people voting by their representatives,
form the best MONARCHY, ARISTOCRACY, and DEMOCRACY’ (E PR, p. 18).

Here, in keeping with classical Whig political thought, Hume praises the Polybian mixed
form of government; the form, according to both Whigs and Tories, of the Hanoverian
state. If ‘wise regulations in any commonwealth are the most valuable legacy that can be
left to future ages’ it follows that ‘Good laws may beget order and moderation in

27 It is not surprising, then, that J. H. Plumb went on to label the Hanoverian regime as a
government, where the manners and customs have instilled little humanity or justice into the tempers of men' (E PR, pp. 24, 25). Hume's Britain, of course, was just such a state; when the status of Britain's laws seemed threatened, with Wilkes or with the national debt, Hume became openly worrisome (cf. L, II, pp. 180, 191, 209; E BG, pp. 47-53).

The last part of the essay shifts from considerations of political maxims to the contemporary political situation. Hume returns to a ubiquitous theme in his corpus: 'promoting moderation' rather than 'zeal'. A 'fanatical' and 'enthusiastic' political polemic had grown out of factional divisions. This is specifically related to the ascendancy of Sir Robert Walpole.28 There were, Hume notes, 'zealots on both sides who kindle up the passions of their partizans, and under pretence of public good, pursue the interests and ends of their particular faction.' Hume attempts 'to draw a lesson of moderation with regard to the parties, into which our country is at present divided' (E PR, p. 27). If the constitution was as sublime as claimed, it would 'never have suffered a wicked and weak minister to govern triumphantly for a course of twenty years'; moreover, if the ministers were so weak and wicked as often insisted by the likes of Cato,29 'the constitution must be faultly in its original principles, and he [Walpole] cannot consistently be charged with undermining the best form of government in the world.' This, Hume declares, was precisely what had happened at the Revolution. The English constitution contains within it the 'remedy against mal-administration'; it was most recently 'repaired by two such remarkable events, as the Revolution and Accession' (E PR, p. 29). The same types of criticisms apply to Walpole's apologists. If the constitution be so good, then a change in ministry would not be so bad as they protest; and if the constitution is so bad, then

29 [Trenchard and Gordon], Cato's Letters, i, nos. 2-11, pp. 37-92.
‘jealously and apprehension’ of it is surely ‘ill placed’ (E.P.R, p. 30). In this case the Revolution is a ‘remedy’ and demonstrates the flexibility of the mixed constitution. Within an essay dedicated to the possibility and purpose of political science, the Revolution attests to Hume’s political maxims outlined in the Treatise. He shares in many of the assumptions of his day but is savvy enough, equipped with a critical approach, to thwart the ‘zealous’ polemic of Whig and Tory political thought.

Viscount Bolingbroke and the Opposition or ‘patriot’ party are implicitly coming under criticism here. Bolingbroke and his coterie, magnificent though their writings were, failed to meet Hume’s standards of political practice. Hume wanted to bring greater stability to politics by laying bare the foundation of politics as well as the faulty ideologies that were drawn by contemporary politicians. Bolingbroke provided one of the more potent and lasting political vocabularies during Hume’s lifetime. For Bolingbroke the Revolution became the centre of his interpretive point. It was the place from which he launched his opposition to ‘the Robinocracy’ and the Whig ascendency. As a magnetic political figure Bolingbroke managed to have a profound impact on politics even after the Act of Attainder was passed against him, debarring him from any official political participation in Britain. His political influence became a derivative of his opposition campaign waged through the press. The Craftsman, where Bolingbroke’s more influential works were first published, took its very name from the politics of opposition. Walpole was ‘the Craftsman’, and he corruptly manipulated in order to ply his variety of political domination. The longevity of Bolingbroke’s opposition campaign, in part a testament to his capabilities and to those of Walpole, represents one of the dominant strands of

---

political vocabulary during the Hanoverian regime. Hume was willing to concede some of what Bolingbroke had to say, though usually from a different philosophical footing, which lead him to disagree on several important points.

Bolingbroke did not regard the Revolution as marking an era ‘entirely new’, as Hume argued. Instead, he conceived it as a Machiavellian *ritorno*, a return to ‘original’ or ‘first principles’. The Revolution of 1688-89 did not mark the genesis of liberty in England either; it was simply a ‘renewal of our constitution’. Like Hume, Bolingbroke was capable of seeing the Revolution as revolutionary, but for an entirely different set of reasons. Bolingbroke subscribed to the idea that England possessed an ‘ancient constitution’ which had been reaffirmed, perfected, and degenerated at various moments in history. The Magna Carta was held to be an instance of this renewal (*ritorno*), and is part of another discursive context as classically outlined by Pocock. Bolingbroke adopted this approach pragmatically, in order to hold the reins of power; yet his approach was not, I would argue, mere opportunism, it was a result of his own philosophical investigations as well.

This is to argue that Bolingbroke’s political writings are ‘theory informed’. That is, they are propped up by his philosophical investigations, undertaken in earnest while an exile in France. Bolingbroke detested overly metaphysical political theory, saving his most venomous attacks for Plato and his Cambridge disciples. At the same time, Bolingbroke

---

32 Ibid., p. 82.
34 I dissent from Quentin Skinner’s contention that Bolingbroke was totally insincere and merely a man of ambition. If power was all Bolingbroke cared for, other equally insincere but more practical options were open to him and his circle. Skinner, ‘Augustan party politics and Renaissance constitutional thought’; Armitage, ‘Introduction’; H. T. Dickinson, *Bolingbroke* (London, 1970), pp. 173, 184, 197.
took up an empiricist posture derived from Locke and Newton while holding to certain rationalist philosophical principles. Like Hume, Bolingbroke’s works are consistent in so far as they integrate his philosophical thought with his political polemic. This is not to say he was a consistent or systematic thinker on par with Hume; Bolingbroke, while thoughtful, did not write with the same kind of precision or holistic consistency that marks Hume’s corpus.\footnote{Jeffrey Hart, \textit{Viscount Bolingbroke, Tory Humanist} (London, 1965); Harvey C. Mansfield, Jr., \textit{Statesmanship and Part Government: A Study of Burke and Bolingbroke} (Chicago, 1965); Isaac Kramnick, \textit{Bolingbroke and his Circle: The Politics of Nostalgia in the Age of Walpole} (Cambridge, Mass., 1968); Dickinson, \textit{Bolingbroke}.}

Why did Bolingbroke wish to return, politically speaking, to original principles? In eighteenth-century political thought, the mixed, matchless, and balanced constitution was the trope appealed to by nearly all writers. \textit{Cato} recommended that, like the natural, the political body was capable of refinement through scrutiny, restoring balance to original principles which promoted health.\footnote{[Trenchard and Gordon], II, pp. 497-498.} Bolingbroke viewed the Revolution as the ‘foundation’ of this principled system.\footnote{Bolingbroke, \textit{Dissertation}, p. 84.} The constitution had, however, degenerated since that time due to corruption and manipulation in Parliament by Walpole. Bolingbroke was not alone in this protestation. Cato had also noted, in the context of religious dissent, that ‘the Revolution is worse established than when it began.’\footnote{[Trenchard and Gordon], II, p. 920.} This was one of the pillars of the Country or Patriot programme, and part of what has been called the neo-Harringtonian or civic humanist critique of commercial society. The apparent loss of virtue through the pursuit of luxury was echoed by all those within Bolingbroke’s circle; Pope, Swift, and Gay hammered on this point time and again, raising the ire of Walpole.
and his literary supporters. According to Bolingbroke, writing in 1733, ‘our constitution as far distant as it now is from the point of perfection’ stands in the same light as before the Revolution. This is not the state the Revolution ‘ought to have brought, might have brought it, and hath given the nation a right to expect that it should be brought’. Bolingbroke was claiming that the Whigs were the ones who had betrayed the principles of the Revolution. To support his historical claims Bolingbroke appealed to the venerable Whig interpretation of Rapin, while Walpole and his coterie pilloried the Tory, Dr Brady. Bolingbroke marshalled Rapin in order to demonstrate that the first principles of the constitution had been thwarted by the Whigs and that the only way to avert disaster was through the Patriot programme.

Regarding the Revolution as a ‘Machiavellian moment’ in the history of the English constitution, Bolingbroke argued that it was not its genesis or its collapse. It was the closest thing to the perfected state the constitution had come since its Gothic conception, yet it had decayed quickly due to the pernicious influence of narrowly partisan interest. Hume disagreed. He had modestly defended the pragmatism of Walpole’s machinations, and was even willing to transform the conception of virtue, property and justice to accommodate and even hail the emergence of the modern commercial state, especially in his displacement of Providence (EIC, pp. 512-529). Hume had argued that the constitution was a changing and changeable thing; the Revolution marked for him a new epoch in this change. And under the circumstances Hume viewed Walpole as a necessary evil. Walpole secured the compliance of Parliament and political

39 Kramnick, Bolingbroke and his Circle, pp. 56-83, 205-235.
40 Bolingbroke, Dissertation, p. 92.
41 Bolingbroke, Letters on History, pp. 124-5.
cooperation for the Hanoverians by the very ‘corruptions’ Bolingbroke deplored. Indeed, Hume feared the excess of liberty as Burke disparaged the fanaticism of the philosophes because both represented the spectre of (modern) antinomianism. In short, though Hume was no supporter of the great Dunce, he did not believe that Walpole threatened the balance between liberty and order that was necessary for political society to subsist.

Bolingbroke’s opposition has been attributed to many sources, from personal ambition to principled philosophic patriotism. One source of his opposition, shared by other members of the Opposition, even those of a different ideological bent, was based on what he saw as the radical change in the financial world; he lamented what historians now refer to as the ‘financial revolution’ that accompanied William III’s ascension and the Nine Years War. Bolingbroke perceived the advance of ‘monied men’ within the ranks of political power as administered by the Whigs. Such men, he argued, neither knew their place nor had any tangible interest in Britain’s well-being. Aside from lacking land – the undercarriage of patriotism – monied men obstructed the principles for which the Revolution had been undertaken. They contaminated ‘the freedom of elections’ as well as the ‘frequency, integrity and independency’ which were ‘the essentials of British liberty’. Bolingbroke explicitly compared this new class of men with the subverters of liberty at the time of the Revolution itself. They ‘nibble, and know, and poison’ in order to ‘lay the country waste.’ The national debt and the costly land wars which only augmented the debt were seen as instruments of slavery. Bolingbroke argued that the Whigs made a

45 Bolingbroke, Dissertation, p. 120.
private profit off of these dealings – through the Bank of England and East India Company – while at the same time corrupting the liberty of Parliament with placemen. Thus, Bolingbroke claimed that the Whigs were betraying the principles of the Revolution. Though Hume shared Bolingbroke’s hostility to the public debt, he did not share his nostalgic yearnings for the pre-Revolutionary financial order. Hume knew the merits of the new system of commerce, and praised its moderating influence. Hume also thought that commerce smoothed the functioning of politics while not depriving Britons of their cherished liberty, as Bolingbroke had claimed. Rather, the new financial order was a source of polished civility, the mark of a stable political society.\footnote{For Hume’s economic analysis see, ‘Of Commerce’, ‘Of Money’, ‘Of Interest’, ‘Of the Balance of Trade’, ‘Of the Jealousy of Trade’, ‘Of Taxes’, ‘Of Public Credit’ all in Hume, \textit{Essays}. For analysis of Hume’s thought on this subject see, Hont, ‘Rhapsody of Public Debt’; Andrew S. Skinner, ‘David Hume: Principles of political economy’.}

Bolingbroke also argued that the Revolution signified the possibility of politics without party. ‘Men of all sides’ had participated, ‘it was not a party-cause’.\footnote{Bolingbroke, \textit{Dissertation}, pp. 172-3; \textit{idem, Remarks on the History of England}, p. 208.} The ‘principles of the Revolution’ were both rational and patriotic; they were for the common good of Britons and not for any sectional or partisan interests. Bolingbroke appealed to a common English idiom when he deplored rule by faction or party, and it was for his overtly sectional interests accompanied by his mal-administration, for which he was removed.\footnote{Bolingbroke, \textit{Letters on History}, pp. 19-20.} Hume also lamented the deleterious affects of party, but for different reasons and he reserved his most severe criticisms for those based on enthusiasm and zeal – religious or principled. Such parties are like to destabilise the state with their fanaticism. Bolingbroke’s principled angst, a variety Hume lamented, is expressed consistently
through his corpus, cryptically represented by ‘Of the Spirit of Patriotism’ (1736). Along with several other ‘letters’, it sets out a platform for the opposition to Walpole which derives much of its force from the Revolution. Within this platform he calls for the end to rule by party, calling on ‘patriots’ to come together and rule Britain for the common good.\textsuperscript{49} Such ‘patriotic’ cries would create a context of political instability, according to Hume, who did not ask for a politics of principle but instead the sentiment of sympathy.

Bolingbroke contended that patriotism secured British liberty and, in turn, the public good. The Revolution re-established this liberty \textit{via} the ‘original contract’.\textsuperscript{50} The king, on such a reading, could forfeit his right to allegiance as could the people their right to protection. Bolingbroke accepted the Lockean notion that government existed to protect property, though the relationship between a good political regime and property was different than that Hume put forward. Allegiance to the king was forfeit when he impugned the liberty of the people and invaded their property and James II was such a king. In the \textit{Idea of a Patriot King} Bolingbroke asserted that – in keeping with the ‘principles of the Revolution’ – subjects ‘may resist, no doubt, the prince who endeavours to ruin and enslave his people, and may push this resistance to the dethronement and exclusion of him and his race’.\textsuperscript{51} Hume argued that resistance was only legitimate under grievous tyranny, and distinguished the kind of modification the constitution required in order to preserve its balance. Bolingbroke thought enslavement under the Hanoverians was being risked from a different source, Parliament. Corruption, he suggested, was destroying Parliament’s independence and thwarting the constitution. By the middle of

\textsuperscript{51} Bolingbroke, \textit{The Patriot King}, in \textit{Bolingbroke: Political Writings}, p. 268.
the eighteenth century he thought that only a Patriot King, endowed with all his beloved principles and a sort of ‘standing miracle’, could restore Britain to its cherished liberty.\footnote{Ibid., pp. 221, 251.} His Machiavellian mirror, perhaps intended for future monarchs such as the young King George III, would have found little sympathy from Hume. He had already repudiated the idea that good regimes were based on the character of their rulers. Instead, they ought to rely on good laws and a good constitution, both of which Britain possessed because of the Revolution. Bolingbroke, for Hume was a mere ‘party man’, unable to see clearly what modern man required politically in order to thrive (I, I, p. 208).

Most interestingly, Bolingbroke advocated both caution and moderation in terms of political opposition. Whether or not this could be squared with his actual political behaviour raises the question of sincerity. That aside, Bolingbroke in print argued that resistance should be measured in proportion to the danger of the threat to both liberty and the constitution.\footnote{Bolingbroke, \textit{Remarks on History}, p. 318.} While Bolingbroke seemingly paid lip-service to the idea of moderation when it came to resistance, only to be proffered in extreme situations like that of the Revolution, it was Hume who analysed the basis of politics by investigating human nature, offering a more careful analysis of why moderation in politics was both necessary and beneficial.

This foray into some of Bolingbroke’s ideas reveals, in part, why Hume addresses some of the issues he does, and to what end. Hume could not fail to mention ‘original principles’ and their relationship to the constitution, and addressed this issue first in the \textit{Treatise}, and redeployed it in several of the essays. One, ‘Of the Origin of Government’, argues that ‘Man, born in a family, is compelled to maintain society, from necessity, from
natural inclination, and from habit. The same creature, in his farther progress, is engaged
to establish political society, in order to administer justice; without which there can be no
peace among them, nor safety, nor mutual intercourse.’ We quickly learn that
government has no other ‘object or purpose but the distribution of justice’ (EOG, p. 37). A
line of argument adopted from the Treatise reappears: the impartiality of magistrates are
responsible for the distribution of justice and the protection of property; this arrangement
prevents the natural selfishness of man from undoing political society; moreover, the
moral obligations of obedience, justice and allegiance arise and confirm the utility of
government through ‘interest’ (EOG, p. 38). This gloss is followed by the recognition that
government probably arose historically from war and acquired its present legitimacy from
principles outlined in the Treatise. Here Hume simply refers to ‘long continuance’ and
the ‘benefit sensibly felt’ under a state of peace. The specific ‘exertion of the [magistrate’s]
influence must have been particular’, eventually reaching a point where ‘submission was
no longer a matter of choice’, ‘but was rigorously exacted’ (EOG, p. 40). The ‘artificial’
nature of the origin of government is again asserted but in the polite idiom. Hume closes
by suggesting that the permanence of government, and its function of providing justice
and protecting property, should be protected over and above liberty, which ‘contributes
only to [the constitution’s] perfection’ (EOG, p. 40). We have already seen that Hume’s
sympathy lies with liberty, but the conclusion of his political science leads him to assert
that political stability, especially the rule of law, is more important.
The Revolution was not to be justified on Lockean-contractarian principles, nor the reinvigoration of divine or hereditary right, in line with Filmer. The Revolution, according to Hume, needed to be judged according to whether or not government fulfilled its function. The basis of this criticism is found in ‘Of the First Principles of Government’; it is ‘on opinion only that government is founded; and this maxim extends to the most despotic and most military governments, as well as to the most free and most popular’ (FP, p. 32). Neither Whig contract nor Tory divine right had it correct - or entirely wrong, for that matter. The origins of government lay in society’s ‘interest’ and began under the auspices of war. If we ‘trace government to its first origin’ we learn that political society was formed tacitly. It is not to be found ‘written on parchment’ for it ‘preceded the use of writing and all other civilized arts of life’. Instead we seek the ‘original contract’ in ‘the nature of man’. In turn, the force of government ‘is founded on fleets and armies’: ‘the effect of established government’ (OC, p. 468). The theoretical description of the origin of government is accompanied by a more historically appropriate assessment. ‘Almost all the governments, which exist at present’, he argues, ‘have been founded originally, either on usurpation or conquest, or both’. There was no ‘pretence of a fair consent, or voluntary subjection of the people’; indeed ‘this is all the original contract, which they have to boast of’ (OC, p. 471). Therefore, both Whig and Tory interpretations of 1688-89 come under scrutiny, and both political ideologies are found wanting in their philosophical underpinning.

54 The scholarship on Locke and Filmer is voluminous. The classic ‘Introduction’ is that found in the edition cited above, p. 105 n. 11. See also Ashcraft, Revolutionary Politics; Dunn, Political Thought of John Locke; Tully, An approach to political philosophy; Robert Filmer, Patriarcha and other Political Writings; (ed.) Johann P. Sommerville (Cambridge, 1991); Gordon Schochet, Patriarchalism and Political Thought (Oxford, 1975).
'Opinion', upon which government rests, was of two kinds: 'opinion of interest, and opinion of right.' The first is similarly explained in the *Treatise*, but with much less philosophical support. Opinion of interest confers legitimacy based on 'the general advantage which is reaped from government' accompanied by 'the persuasion, that the particular government, which is established, is equally advantageous with any other that could easily be settled.' Opinion of right, on the other hand, consists of a 'right to power and right to property.' Hume allows the right to property as a first principle of government, but argues that it is 'carrying the matter too far' to make it the 'whole foundation' as Harrington does. These 'first principles' of government – derivations of 'opinion', 'interest', and 'custom' – prove flexible. Though an ancient constitution may have set out an original arrangement regarding the exercise of power and the distribution of property, Hume argues that such arrangements are prone to alteration. In such an instance 'where the original constitution allows any share of power, though small, to an order of men, who possess a large share of the property, it is easy for them gradually to stretch their authority, and bring this balance of power to coincide with that of property:

'This had been the case with the house of commons in England' (EP, p. 35). Such an analysis is in keeping with the sociological explanation of neo-Harringtonian political theory. Hume followed Harrington – as have some famous modern historians – in asserting that the men of property managed to increasingly work their way in to the machinery of government. In contrast to this 'enthusiastic' Whig doctrine, Hume argued

---


that the Commons was not an absolutely representative body; if it became so, it would upset the balance of the constitution and turn it into a republic. While a friend to the possibility of a republic, Hume recognised that in Britain such a form was unlikely to appear – though it might well take root in American soil; in any case, he suggests ‘improving’ the ‘ancient government’ as much as possible (EFP, p. 36). This is his recommended course in general. Rather than fall prey to the uncertainties of drastic change, it is better to improve and correct the defects of the present constitution as much as is reasonable.

This detour into the principles of government and the British constitution helps us to understand the stance that Hume took to the Revolution in the Essays. If all government was founded on ‘opinion’ and originally instituted based on ‘interest’, questions of divine and hereditary right as well as contract could be dispensed with.

Hume was in favour of normative government: the best form of polity depended on context. The Hanoverian world was one constructed around property, which, in turn, was being re-equated with aristocratic notions of civility and virtue. Allowing certain concessions to both Tory and Whig political ideology, while remaining loyal to his normative framework, Hume argued that the ‘true rule of government is the present established practice of the age. That has most authority, because it is recent; It is also best known, for the same reason’ (ECP, pp. 498-499). He has no problem carrying this sentiment over to the Revolution itself. There has been ‘a sudden and sensible change in

---

58 Cf. ‘Of Passive Obedience’, EPO, pp. 488-492, where Hume destroys that Tory doctrine.
the opinions of men within these last fifty years' as a result of 'the progress of learning and liberty'. No longer is there reverence for the king, priest or magistrate; and 'Had men been in the same disposition at the revolution, as they are at present, monarchy would have run a great risque of being entirely lost in this island (EBG, p. 51).' The change of opinion about government had followed a change in the make-up of government. The mixed, balanced constitution embodied a normative polity because it was flexible and therefore best in Hume's estimation. In a (retrospective) sense, the Revolution was a 'natural' political outcome.

Political opinion was also the source of divisions between parties in Britain, intimately related to the Revolution. Such divisions were a detrimental yet seemingly necessary evil in a mixed polity. One of the types of party that Hume outlines in 'Of Parties in General', is based on 'affection'. Such parties are founded on 'attachments of men towards particular families and persons, whom they desire to rule over them'. At this point Hume feigns incomprehension: 'I must own, it may seem unaccountable, that men should attach themselves so strongly to persons, with whom they are no wise acquainted, whom perhaps they never saw, and from whom they never received, nor can ever hope for any favour' (EPG, p. 63). This is a stinging criticism of Jacobites and Tories, though not inexplicable in light of chapter 2. Hume was well aware of the appeal of Tory political theory defined by Filmer and given a mystifying aura by Bolingbroke.60 By this point we can readily appreciate Hume's dissimulation.

The principles outlined in 'Of Parties in General' account for both Whig and Tory political parties in general terms. Hume specifically applies these principles in 'Of

---

60Clark, *English Society*, pp. 114-121.
the Parties of Great Britain’. So far as Hume is concerned the Tory position was more
difficult to square with events:61

The TORIES, as men, were enemies to oppression; and also as ENGLISHMEN, they were
enemies to arbitrary power. Their zeal for liberty, was, perhaps, less fervent than that of
their antagonists; but was sufficient to make them forget all their general principles, when
they saw themselves openly threatened with a subversion of the ancient government.
From these sentiments arose the revolution; an event of mighty consequence, and the
firmest foundation of BRITISH liberty. (EPGB, p. 70)

This did not necessarily resolve their position under William and Mary. The Tories had
previously deferred to the Court, which cast doubt on their commitment to ‘Revolution
principles’. Such questionable commitment stemmed from 1688-89:

Neither [Tory] principles nor affections concurred, entirely or heartily, with the
settlement made at the revolution, or with that which has since taken place. This part of
their character may seem opposite to the former; since any other settlement, in those
circumstances of the nation, must probably have been dangerous, if not fatal to liberty.
But the heart of man is made to reconcile contradictions; and this contradiction is not
greater than that between passive obedience, and the resistance employed at the
revolution. A TORY, therefore, since the revolution, may be defined in a few words, to be
a lover of monarchy, though without abandoning liberty; and a partizan of the family of
STUART. As a WHIG may be defined to be a lover of liberty though without renouncing
monarchy; and a friend to the settlement in the PROTESTANT line. (EPGB, p. 71)

Conspicuous by its absence is any mention of the Revolution’s justification: was it
legitimate? This type of analysis is reserved for Hume’s historical inquiry. Yet we are now
equipped to account for this. Resistance, such as that offered in 1688, is justifiable only
under ‘extreme’ circumstances such as tyranny. Hume bypassed the debate separating de
jure from de facto, pushing instead the point that such questions were beyond resolution.

Hume goes on to argue that the Jacobites and Tories should ‘acquiesce entirely to
the present settlement of the constitution’. Under the Hanoverians the ‘plan of liberty is
settled; its happy effects are proved by experience; a long tract of time has given it
stability; and whoever would attempt to overturn it, and to recall the past government or

61 Cf. John Robertson, ‘Universal monarchy and the liberties of Europe: David Hume’s
critique of an English Whig doctrine’, Political Discourse in Early Modern Britain, (eds.)
abdicated family, would, besides other more criminal imputations, be exposed, in their turn, to the reproach of faction and innovation.' Hume implores them to 'peruse the history of past events' and see that 'tyranny, and violence, and oppression' are the ills 'from which the established liberty of the constitution has now at last happily protected the people' (E CP, pp. 500-501). The Revolution had brought about a change whereby the 'people cherish monarchy, because protected by it: The monarchy favours liberty, because created by it. And thus every advantage is obtained by the new establishment, as far as human skill and wisdom can extend itself' (E PS, p. 506). In favour of the Union of 1707, Hume urged contemporaries to reconcile themselves to the Hanoverian state because it met all his requirements of legitimacy while allowing for a balance between law and liberty.62

Hume did not seek to extend a ‘philosophical origin to government’ in the context of the Revolution. He asserts only that the ‘regal’ part of government was changed:

> it was only the majority of seven hundred, who determined that change for near ten millions. I doubt not, indeed, but the bulk of those ten millions acquiesced willingly in the determination: But was the matter left, in the least, to their choice? Was it not justly supposed to be, from that moment, decided, and every man punished, who refused to submit to the new sovereign? How otherwise could the matter have ever been brought to any issue or conclusion? (E OC, pp. 472-473)

Hume concedes that 'all governments are or should be, at first, founded on popular consent, as much as the necessity of human affairs will admit'. Yet, it seems, 'human affairs will never admit of this consent; seldom the appearance of it' (E OC, p. 73). The Revolution was not the renewal of contract. Governments, it is clear, are rarely if ever formed this way; nor should the alteration in one part of the polity be mistaken for a complete change. The Revolution did change the English polity, but not in the ways that

---

either Tories or Whigs perceived. While Hume’s sympathy is with the cause of reason, liberty, and justice, political changes in accordance with these principles should be considered with due caution: ‘the science of politics affords few rules, which will not admit of some exception, and which may not sometimes be controuled by fortune and accident’ (EOC, p. 473). This had been England’s fate. Both Charles I and James II mistook the changing nature of the constitution rendering it ‘necessary to oppose them with some vehemence; and even to deprive the latter formally of that authority, which he had used with such imprudence and indiscretion’ (EOC, p. 492). This criticism was extended to the History; both these kings were victims of a constitution in flux and were unable to adapt accordingly.

As the noted philosopher and historian R. G Collingwood has suggested, Hume’s acute ‘historical thought’ sets the tone of his criticisms of precedent. Hume claims that ‘the present prerogatives of the crown’ were established at ‘the accession of the House of Tudors’; to defend the nature of the constitution based on a period one hundred and sixty years previous would be analogous to emperor Hadrian having ‘talked of the republican constitution as the rule of government; or to have supposed, that the former rights of the senate, and consuls, and tribunes were still subsisting’ (ECP, p. 496). Not only politically impracticable, this was clearly an absurd conclusion.

§III. NARRATIVE, PROPRIETY, AND THE REVOLUTION

---

64 Collingwood asserted – correctly I think – that Hume’s philosophy was in part ‘a reasoned defense of historical thought’: Collingwood, *Idea of History*, p. 75.
The *History of England* presents the causes of the Revolution as both long- and short-term. Many of the problems of James II’s reign were inherited from Charles II and from the Interregnum. On Hume’s interpretation both Charles II and James II behaved within the bounds of the constitution as it then was, though they are indicted for their lack of perspicacity in realising the changed nature of politics. Their misfortune, like Charles I, arose from their inability to grasp that the constitution had changed. Hume’s narrative ran counter to the current of historiography when he asserted the mutability of the constitution. Previous Whig historiography had attempted to reassert the ‘ancient constitution’ thesis as a legitimisation of the Revolution; previous Tory historiography had asserted that the changing nature of the constitution derived from the king’s authority, especially in the medieval period. Hume followed Tory historiography with its contextual approach and its insistence that constitutional authority stemmed from the magistrate; he followed Whig historiography with its acknowledgement of a contract and its insistence on the purpose for which government was instituted. His justification, however, was fundamentally different from both positions.

Hume’s ‘enlightened narrative’ allows for at least two possible readings of Stuart history. The ‘long view’ of the causes of the Revolution points towards developments in late-Tudor and early-Stuart history up to the Civil War. Hume looks to Tudor history

---


because he believed the origins of the constitution, up to the Revolution, were to be found there. This narrative is summarily drawn at the point where Hume discusses the Exclusion Crisis.

It was not considered, that the present difficulty or seeming absurdity had proceeded from late innovations introduced into the government. Ever since the beginning of this century, the parliament, had, with a laudable zeal, been acquiring powers and establishing principles, favourable to law and liberty: The authority of the crown had been limited in many particulars: And penal statutes were often calculated to secure the constitution against the attempts of ministers, as well as to preserve general peace, and repress crimes and immoralities. A prerogative however, derived from very ancient, and almost uniform in practice, the dispensing power, still remained, or was supposed to remain with the crown; sufficient in an instant to overturn this whole fabric, and to throw down all fences of the constitution. If this prerogative, which carries on the face of it, such strong symptoms of an absolute authority in the prince, had yet, in ancient times, subsisted with some degree of liberty in the subject; this fact only proves, that scarcely any human government, much less one erected in rude and barbarous times, is entirely and consistent and uniform in all its parts. But to expect, that the dispensing power could, in any degree, be rendered compatible with those accurate and regular limitations, which had of late been established, and which the people were determined to maintain, was a vain hope; and though men knew not upon what principles they could deny that prerogative, they saw, that, if they would preserve their laws and constitution, there was an absolute necessity for denying, at least for abolishing it. The revolution alone, which soon succeeded, happily put an end to all these disputes: By means of it, a more uniform edifice was at last erected: The monstrous inconsistence, so visible between the ancient Gothic parts of the fabric and the recent plans of liberty, was fully corrected: And to their mutual felicity, king and people were finally taught to know their proper boundaries. [H, VI, pp. 475-476]

To Hume's credit, that he was able to take both a ‘long’ and ‘short view’ of the Revolution. He balanced their respective effects and synthesized them into a polished narrative. Like Tacitus, Hume drew out the political lessons from history for his readers. In this particular case ‘enthusiasm’ and ‘fanaticism’ in politics was once again assaulted. But, more importantly, Hume drew out how the Revolution became possible through explanation by narrating the history of the constitution. In doing so he reaffirmed the principles set out in his Essays and originally in the Treatise. Opinion was the foundation
upon which government rested, and an ‘enlightened narrative’ was a history of opinion and manners.\textsuperscript{67}

Most of the immediate causes of the Revolution Hume sought in Charles II’s reign. The history of the ‘cabal’, or the Exclusion Crisis, provides him with ample material to wax on the evils of fanaticism, enthusiasm and party strife. For this period of the *History* Hume struck a balance between the innovations of the Commons and the modest assumptions of monarchical power that Charles II entertained (H, vi, pp 332-449). The ‘short view’ begins with James II who, Hume argues, sewed most of the seeds of his own undoing. From the ‘first exercise of his authority’ he demonstrated that he held ‘so lofty an idea of his own legal power’ that any profession of the love of liberty was of little account (H, vi, p. 450). His arbitrary behaviour was accented by his religion. James ‘went openly, and with all the ensigns of his dignity, to mass, an illegal meeting; And by this imprudence he displayed at once his arbitrary disposition, and the bigotry of his principles: These two great characteristics of his reign, and bane of his administration’ (H, vi, p. 451). He was also ‘open in declaring’ that he would ‘retain no ministers, who did not practise an unreserved obedience to his commands.’ James was apparently ruled by both Jesuits and his wife; policy, according to Hume, was taken from their suggestions and ‘bore evident marks of their ignorance in government, and of the violence of their religious zeal (H, vi, p. 452). Following the suppression of Monmouth’s rebellion Hume outlines James’ continued haughtiness:

\begin{quote}
The king was so elated with this continued tide of prosperity that he began to undervalue even an English parliament, at all times formidable to his family; and from his speech to that assembly, which had assembled early in the winter, he seems to have thought himself exempted from all rules of prudence or necessity of dissimulation. He plainly told the two houses, that the militia, which had formerly been so much magnified, was now found, by
\end{quote}

\textsuperscript{67}Cf. Horne, *Social Thought of Bernard Mandeville*. 
experience in the last rebellion, to be altogether useless; and he required a new supply, in
order to maintain those additional forces, which he had levied. He also took notice, that
he had employed a great many catholic officers, and that he had, in their favour,
dispensed with the law, requiring the test to be taken by every one that possessed any
public office. And to cut short all opposition, he declared, that, having reaped the benefit
of their service during such times of danger, he was determined, neither to expose them
afterwards to disgrace, nor himself, in case of another rebellion, to the want of their
assistance. (H, VI, pp. 467-468)

James not only proceeded to act as if Parliament was unnecessary, but he aroused
Englishmen’s fears by raising a standing army. Hume did not regard this as an
irreconcilable state of affairs. No king of England ‘possessed greater advantages than
James’; yet ‘by his own misconduct’ he brought ‘sudden ruin’ upon himself. He might
even have succeeded in surmounting the liberties of the English had he ‘acted with
common prudence and discretion’. Instead he alienated all sources of support – especially
Parliament – and ‘disgusted’ his last notable source of power, the army (H, VI, p. 470).

This atmosphere set the backdrop for Hume’s rendition of the familiar events
leading up to James’ flight. He revived the court of high commission with all its
‘inquisitorial powers’; there was Tyrconnel and Ireland; the embassy to Rome; closeting
of MPs; the imposition on Magdalene College; the petition of the seven bishops and their
punishment; the invitation to William of Orange: all the narrative structures that we
should expect in an account of the Revolution are present (H, VI, pp. 484-493).68 The
strained situation in England was not necessarily a catalyst for resistance and revolution.

Hume places responsibility squarely on the shoulders of William of Orange. For ‘such is
the influence of established government; so averse are men from beginning hazardous
enterprizes; that, had not an attack been made from abroad, affairs might long have
remained in their present delicate situation, and James might at last have prevailed in his
rash, and ill concerted projects’ (H, VI, p. 497). The ‘extreme’ behaviour of James was not,

of itself, sufficient for Hume to call resistance legitimate. Resistance was legitimate because the context of James’ behaviour rendered it so. James set about, so the Whig story goes, undoing the Restoration Settlement. James had threatened England’s religion and in so doing, Hume allows, was justly opposed. Historians have, generally speaking, agreed with Hume on this point. Religious quarrel was a major cause of the Revolution and a stumbling block for the post-Revolution settlement.

William of Orange is James’ foil in Hume’s story. From the outset William had ‘maintained a very prudent conduct’. He published a letter in response to James’ policies that ‘inspired great courage into the protestants’ while also maintaining the established religion and religious toleration (H, vi, pp. 500-501). The birth of the Prince of Wales was the spark that lit all these combustible materials, taking things to a new and inflammatory level. The English now had reason to fear the establishment of a stridently Catholic monarchy. William was ‘easily engaged to yield to the applications of the English, and to embrace the defence of a nation, which, during its present fears and distresses, regarded him as its sole protector’ (H, vi, p. 503). According to Hume, William regarded England as a means to further his ends on the Continent, and aimed to be established king from an early stage. William’s courage was matched by James’ temerity. Once James learned of the immanent Dutch invasion, he ‘grew pale’; ‘His eyes were now opened, and he found himself on the brink of a frightful precipice, which his delusions had hitherto concealed from him’ (H, vi, p. 508). James’ failure was contrasted with
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69 Clark, English Society, pp. 69-79.
70 For character sketches important to Hume’s narrative see Potkay, Passion for Happiness, p. 129 n. 18.
William’s success; while the army abandoned James, William met with ‘universal approbation’ (H, vi, p. 509).

Hume sweeps through all the standard features of 1688-89: William’s declaration of intentions to redress James’ motivations and remove his ‘evil counsellors’; James’ loss of nerve; his reversal of policy; his capture and second escape; the Convention; and the Bill of Rights (H, vi, pp. 509-522). The Scots, Hume is quick to point out, had no problem declaring that James had abdicated his throne and offered the crown to William; the English case was fraught with difficulty. Offering the crown jointly to William and Mary was decided when William let it be known that ‘he was determined not to be the regent, nor ever to engage, in a scheme, which, he knew, would be exposed to such insuperable difficulties.’ While Englishmen were not exactly sure how to justify the Revolution in government that took place in 1688-89, they were sure that trouble would follow if William removed himself from English affairs.

Of James II Hume gave a critical yet even-handed assessment. James’ error was that he ruled under false assumptions about the nature of the constitution and the character of his people, something he should have been aware of. Englishmen were ‘justifiable in their resistance’ because James had acted in an arbitrary and absolutist manner according to their standards (H, vi, pp. 520-521). By way of contrast, William’s conduct in the elections following the Convention was perfectly impartial (H, vi, pp. 528-529). Hume provides both the Tory and Whig interpretation of James II’s behaviour with notable concessions to both. Whether James ‘forfeited’, ‘abdicated’ or ‘deserted’ was of
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71 This is because religion plays such a key factor there. With the acceptance of the Kirk, William is simply declared King and the throne declared vacant, simple as that.
obvious importance to contemporaries, but less so to Hume. His conclusions on this matter are in keeping with his science of politics.

The Revolution was an episode that required contextualisation in the history of the constitution:

Thus have we seen, through the course of four reigns, a continual struggle maintained between the crown and the people: Privilege and prerogative were ever at variance: And both parties, beside the present object of dispute, had many latent claims, which, on a favourable occasion, they produced against their adversaries. Governments too steady and uniform, as they are seldom free, so are they, in the judgment of some, attended with another sensible inconvenience: They abate the active powers of men; depress courage, invention, and genius; and produce an universal lethargy in the people. Though this opinion may be just, the fluctuation and contest, it must be allowed, of the English government were, during these reigns, much too violent both for the repose and safety of the people. (H, vi, 530-531)

This analysis was carried right through to the Revolution itself, the culmination of his whole History. According to Hume

The revolution forms a new epoch in the constitution; and was probably attended with consequences more advantageous to the people, than barely freeing them from an exceptionable administration. By deciding many important questions in favour of liberty, and still more, by that great precedent of deposing one king, and establishing a new family, it gave such an ascendant to popular principles, as has put the nature of the English constitution beyond all controversy. And it may be affirmed, without any danger of exaggeration, that we, in this island, have ever since enjoyed, if not the best system of government, at least the most entire system of liberty, that ever was known amongst mankind.

There is a measure of determinism in Hume’s argument. It seems that ‘scarcely any thing could have prevented those events, but such vigour of genius in the sovereign, attended with such good fortune, as might have enabled him entirely to overpower the liberties of his people’ (H, vi, p. 531). While sympathetic to the Whig cause, because he was

sympathetic to the cause of liberty, Hume was well aware of the negative effects of such ideological hegemony.

But this event [Whig dominance], which, in some particulars has been advantageous to the state, has proved destructive to the truth of history, and has established many gross falsehoods, which it is unaccountable how any civilized nation could have embraced with regard to its domestic occurrences. Compositions the most despicable, both for style and matter, have been extolled, and propagated, and read, as if they had equalled the most celebrated remains of antiquity. ([H, VI, p. 533)

In a note, Hume lists Rapin, Locke, Phillip Sydney and Benjamin Hoadly in this group.

Once again he asserted that the Revolution was not, as they imagined, a return to the ‘ancient constitution’ or a renewal of the political contract. It was a moment in the history of the constitution and of modern civilisation, one that had laid the foundation upon which the politics and stability of Hume’s own age rested.

William Blackstone, from his common-law perspective of ancient constitutionalism described Hanoverian society as ‘polite and commercial’, has had his sentiments echoed by modern historians – notably Paul Langford. Hume would have heartily agreed, keeping in mind that ‘polite and commercial’ was understood as an eighteenth-century description, not a modern one. It also mirrors nicely the nature of Hume’s political discourse: it was part reflection, part projection. While Hume continued to advocate political thought in polite form, he used that form to different ends than typical party rhetoric; the ‘sceptical Whig’ wrote an establishment history of the Revolution thereby supplying an important *apologia* for the Hanoverian regime.
Conclusion

*The politics of a mitigated sceptic*

Never go to excess, but let moderation be your guide.
—Marcus Tullius Cicero

The fair man should be termed unfair, the wise unsound,
If he seeks even virtue beyond the proper bound.
—Horace

§I. PHILOSOPHICAL AND PROPRIETARY POLITICS

Hume’s sceptical politics centred on a cluster of characteristics, the most politically important of which, I have argued, is moderation. Moderation in politics is derived from both philosophical understanding and virtue, and from a proper science of man. Understanding, in turn, required sympathy, and virtue now required property, which in turn upheld justice in civilised society and allowed for a liberty which was workable in the context of modern politics.

Chapter 1 argued that Hume’s political thought was intimately connected with his philosophical investigation of the ‘science of man’. This investigation was one which progressed through Pyrrhonian scepticism leading eventually to the affirmation of ‘common life’ and of moderation. A principle factor in this development was the articulation of sympathy and a philosophy of sentiment, consistent with, yet critical of, earlier philosophical traditions. Hume envisioned himself as conducting an epistemologically sound investigation, willing to admit that human knowledge, much of which was in fact better described as belief, was a ‘leaky vessel’ only overcome by custom, habit, and interest; this was common life ‘methodized and corrected’ (EHU, 12.25, p. 208).
This approach ultimately led to the adoption of moderation as a principle useful and necessary in both philosophy and politics.

This mitigated or moderate scepticism was accompanied by the early articulation of Hume's enlightened scale of values. In the earliest edition of the Essays (1741) he had included an essay, 'Of the Study of History', where amusement, virtue, understanding and moderation were put forward as pedagogically enlightening. In highlighting these values this thesis has suggested that Hume be considered an establishment thinker, connecting philosophical values to a political context where stability was a mainstay of debate. Notable scholars such as Duncan Forbes and John Pocock have argued along similar grounds, and this study has been an explicit continuation and development of these ideas. This line of interpretation has shown in detail how Hume’s self-conceived revolution in philosophy ironically investigated revolution in political terms, but failed to give it any hearty endorsement.

In chapter 2 we saw how Hume turned his philosophical investigations to a broader audience and why an endorsement of political revolution was not to be found in that work. The Treatise did not address the question of political revolution directly, but instead was taken up in the Essays and the History. The Essays contained within them a critique of superstition and enthusiasm, both religious and political. This enlightened tradition of subjecting the flights of fancy to scrutiny was one which Hume viewed through political as well as moral spectacles. Not only did these dispositions deviate from a scientific understanding of human nature, they threatened the stability of state. In contrast, Hume suggested a Cicero-like posture, especially for those capable of philosophical conversation. The turbulent history of the Civil Wars was something to be
discussed and understood, but Calvinist cant was to be banished from both the coffeehouse and Westminster.

In chapter 3 Hume’s application of his philosophical and political principles was viewed through the lens of the Revolution of 1688. This particular view of Hume revealed in practical terms how Hume hoped to render his political writings as acts. It has become a cliché of post-modernism that in order to deconstruct something, one needs simply to give a history of it. In a sense this was Hume’s mission. The *History of England* had begun as the *History of Great Britain* – Hume changed the title of the work when the history of the Stuart constitution up to the Revolution shifted from a modern British story to a more past-oriented English one. This locutionary move was accompanied and supplemented by a series of essays that were in effect an exploration of British history since the Revolution. Hume addresses many of the standard topics for the shifts occurring in this period philosophically, historically, commercially, and even theologically. The tetralogy on philosophical sects outlined a modern philosophical outlook for the post-Cartesian world; a series of essays on the opinion, principles, and parties outlined a political outlook for the post-Revolutionary polite world; and a series of economic and aesthetic essays outlined a commercial, neo-classical, and critical outlook for a post-Reformation world.

In sum, this essay has argued that one important way to characterise and understand more fully Hume’s thought is through the enlightened science of man, thereby peeling away at human nature to reveal ‘man as he is’. This does not mean that Hume should only be viewed through such a lens, but suggests that this portrayal is both necessary and useful if this important Enlightenment thinker is to be understood both
holistically and historically. As such this thesis also echoes Sir Isaiah Berlin’s insightful comments on categorizations of this kind. The case for Hume’s politics of stability might, like Berlin’s compelling Hedgehog/Fox distinction, prove artificial if pressed too far, for, ‘like all distinctions which embody any degree of truth, it offers a point of view from which to look and compare, a starting-point for genuine investigation.’

§II. ENLIGHTENMENT AND MODERNITY: THE CASE OF DAVID HUME

The Enlightenment continues to occupy an important place in academic debate in nearly all disciplines of the liberal arts. This should come as no surprise, as we are frequently told that we have passed the threshold from the modern into the post-modern world. And if one characteristic of post-modernity is reflexivity, meditation upon the onset of modernity will figure significantly in the debate on how to identify what exactly modernity was/is. As a figure who bears remarkable affinity to much of secular-liberal society today, David Hume has been given pride of place in the study of modernity, and rightly so.

The changing historiography of the Enlightenment has reflected this heightened preoccupation with modernity and what it might mean to move into a post-modern world. This process, however, has seen the description of the Enlightenment as a monolithic entity – sometimes put forward by Lyotard and his ilk as a straw-man to be repudiated by its post-modern critics – change to one which highlights plurality, tension, and diversity in the midst of some common elements. Scholars continue to talk about the Enlightenment as an epoch in history, though with the necessary caveat that this is
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shorthand for analysing a very disperse and detailed set of themes. Though it may still be possible to talk of certain Enlightenment motifs, it is not possible to talk of *the* Enlightenment as a singularity with standard goals, convictions, or commitments. It is not my intention to here rehearse recent or past historiography of the Enlightenment in detail. I would, however, like to suggest a few avenues for further study and its relationship to the current predicament in Enlightenment scholarship. Debate about what constitutes Enlightenment involves fundamental questions of how we grasp the concept and onset of modernity, and forces us to engage with what has been suggested to be its end. Post-modernism, a word politicized beyond all use, has at the very least encouraged a re-evaluation of Enlightenment philosophy and history, ferreting out much that early interpretations considered less relevant. There can be few better examples of this than David Hume.

Older historiographies of the Enlightenment often place Hume’s thought in juxtaposition to Leibniz or Kant. Hume’s philosophy denied the ontological possibility of Leibniz’s theodicy, while also providing, perhaps, some groundwork for Kant’s articulation of the transcendental.³ Peter Gay’s narrative of the Enlightenment restricts itself, as has been noted by numerous commentators, to a ‘little flock of philosophes’. In that work, Hume is portrayed as the ‘favourite uncle’ to this flock. As a sceptical atheist (better described as an agnostic) he seemingly fits well into the mainstream of ‘the Enlightenment’ heralding the dawn of modern philosophy: rational, secular, progressive.⁴ Such approaches to this period have already been sufficiently criticised as to render any


repetition here superfluous. Critics rightly point out the Whig nature of much writing on the Enlightenment, where modernity is born, bred, and baptised as the baby of liberal modernity. The more refined nature of present Enlightenment scholarship has, however, only heightened the problematic relationship between the Enlightenment and its past.

The Anglo-American tradition of analytical philosophy, especially that of the early twentieth century, was among the first, aside from Bertrand Russell's prejudiced and unsympathetic account, to claim Hume as one of their favoured philosophical ancestors. The popularity of this branch of philosophy denigrated Hume's work by default and neglect. The Hume of this history was one who paved the way for Bentham and Mill, whose rational and scientific approach was endeared by this school. The onset of World War II, held by some to be the beginning of the end of modernity, was also a period of renewed Hume study. Hume's biographer, Ernest Mossner, put forward to a broader audience the Hume who begins to look recognisably of the eighteenth-century, rather than some stand-in precursor. In that work he is also the Ciceronian man of action inclined to moderate virtue rather than the fanaticisms of ideological extremes. The battle that waged in universities across the Western world over the origins of capitalism and the historical applicability of Marxism, in which the Enlightenment figured prominently, saw Hume figure into liberal interpretations highlighting Hume's writings on economics and his influence on Adam Smith. From a concern to rescue Hume from Marxist categorization, his works have also been re-valued by literary and aesthetic scholars and by those interested in the history of historical writing. Hume's career in the halls of
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5 See above, p. 4, n. 6.
academia in the twentieth century, connected I think to modernity’s zenith and perhaps its nadir, neatly mirrors all the aspects of Hume’s broad philosophical programme.

If Hume studies may prove surrogate for explaining why studying the past is important, they may also stand in for why studying the Enlightenment, in all its contours and colours, is especially important in the twenty-first century. The case for Hume may be particularly important if we agree to understand his thought as fundamentally informed by historical knowledge. Herbert Butterfield once observed that the ‘framework which people give to their general history – the notion they have of man in time and of the processes of time – may do much to determine the rest of their outlook.’ Aside from the dignity of studying the past for its own sake and on its own terms, the importance of studying the past for its part in our modern/post-modern predicament is no less important. Ironically, Hume the sceptic would have heartily agreed with Butterfield, Regius professor of history at Cambridge University, master of Peterhouse, and lay Methodist minister.

---
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